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 Eloise Gallup ReQua was born on December 1, 1902, in Chicago, Illinois. She was the 
only child of Susan Eloise Gallup and William Bruyn ReQua. William ReQua and his brother 
Charles founded ReQua Brothers in 1886, and were grain merchants and members of the 
Chicago Board of Trade. Susan Eloise Gallup was the daughter of Delia Susanna Hulburd and 
Benjamin Ela Gallup, a Chicago lawyer. 
 Eloise attended the Chicago Latin School for Girls, the Mary C. Wheeler School, a 
boarding school in Providence, Rhode Island, and later Bryn Mawr College in Pennsylvania. 
She led an active social life, and was a debutante in 1924. Particularly uninterested in the life of 
a debutante, Eloise continued to seek out learning opportunities, returning to Bryn Mawr for 
graduate work in 1935 and attending the University of Geneva. She was active in many Chicago 
social clubs and associations, and surrounded herself with a variety of interesting people, from 
Chicago socialites to foreign consuls and heads of state, to film producers and writers, 
performers, and politicians. 
Eloise and her family traveled extensively, spending time both in the United States and 
abroad. During a tour of Europe and Asia from 1927-1929, Eloise became interested in foreign 
service, which her parents discouraged. She continued to seek ways to be involved in foreign 
affairs from home, and found her calling when she was first asked to catalogue pamphlets for a 
League of Nations Association meeting, and then asked to start a small library for the group. 
She did so in a room at the Crerar Library in 1932. The Library of International Relations was 
the only library of its kind in the United States, free and open to the public to answer reference 
questions about the rest of the world, with a collection of foreign materials that were not readily 
available anywhere else. After four years, the library disavowed itself from the League of 
Nations Association in order to present a view free of any possible bias. During its most active 
years, the library was the site of speeches, debates, and presentations on foreign topics and 
issues of the day. In 1933 and 1934, the library hosted a reading room for children, The Story 
Cove, on the Enchanted Island at the Century of Progress World’s Fair in Chicago. The library 
collection moved several times, before finally settling at Chicago-Kent College of Law Library as 
a permanent part of the collection in 1983.   
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Eloise remained involved in the Library of International Relations for the rest of her life, 
and died in Chicago on September 26, 1989. 
 
 
Scope and Contents 
 
Series I: Correspondence is arranged into five subseries, and each is arranged alphabetically 
by name of the correspondent, with reference to the maiden name if applicable. This series 
does not contain all of the correspondence; some other series contain a small amount of 
additional correspondence. Photographs and clippings originally included within 
correspondence are arranged within, attached to the item with which they are associated, 
however, a small amount of loose photographs and clippings were removed and arranged in 
Series IV and V. There is a small amount of correspondence for which the correspondent could 
not be identified, these are arranged at the end of the subseries as Unknown. Also arranged at 
the end of the subseries are invitations, arranged in chronological order, and greeting cards, 
arranged in alphabetical order, unless the correspondent could not be identified, in which case 
they are arranged by date. Greeting cards sent by correspondents identified specifically within 
the series are arranged with other correspondence from that subject. This series includes one 
folder of correspondence between others in regard to Eloise ReQua and/or her family, arranged 
at the end of the series. 
 
Subseries I. The Incoming – Family subseries consists entirely of letters to Eloise ReQua from 
family members, both immediate family and extended. The bulk of this subseries consists of 
letters from Eloise’s mother. Of significant interest in this subseries are letters from Eloise’s 
cousin Edward Gallup Miles, which include descriptions of his experiences as an ambulance 
driver during World War I. 
 
Subseries II. The Incoming – General subseries includes letters to Eloise ReQua from a variety 
of correspondents, both business and personal. The bulk of the correspondence dates from the 
1920s to the 1940s, however,  
 
Subseries III. The Outgoing – Family subseries consists of letters and drafts of letters sent by 
Eloise ReQua to family members, both immediate family and extended.  
 
Subseries IV. The Outgoing – General subseries consists of letters, drafts of letters, and copies 
of letters sent by Eloise ReQua to both personal and business correspondents. 
 
Subseries V. Correspondence of Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua includes both incoming and 
outgoing correspondence of Susan, including letters to and from family members, most notably 
letters to her parents dated from the late 1880s. A significant amount of correspondence in this 
series is from William Bruyn ReQua, sent and received during Susan and Eloise’s trip abroad 
between 1927 and 1929. Letters to and from Eloise ReQua appear in Subseries I and III. 
 
Subseries VI. Correspondence of William Bruyn ReQua includes both incoming and outgoing 
correspondence of William, from both business and personal contacts. A significant amount of 
correspondence in this series is from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua. Letters to and from Eloise 
ReQua appear in Subseries I and III. 
 
Series II: Other Papers, has been divided into 8 subseries. 
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Subseries I. The bulk of Personal Records of William Bruyn ReQua contains correspondence 
regarding stock sales and purchases, as well as receipts for stock bought and sold by William, 
both personal and on behalf of Susan and the Second Presbyterian Church of Chicago. The 
subseries also consists of bills and receipts, documents of the estate of William’s father, Charles 
Wesley ReQua, a folder of papers regarding the injury of John Shambo, a ReQua Brothers 
employee, as well as various other notes, business and membership cards, newspaper 
clippings, and other ephemera.  
 
Subseries II. The Personal Records of Susan Eloise Gallup ReQua includes several programs 
for church services (Second Presbyterian of Chicago and others), handwritten dinner menus, 
miscellaneous reports and pamphlets of Chicago institutions, and picture postcards from various 
travels.  
 
Subseries III. The Diaries, Notebooks & Address Books subseries contains Eloise’s personal 
date planners from 1924 to 1938, as well as notebooks which include a mixture of diary entries, 
letter drafts, school notes, and date planning materials, and several address books, most 
undated, arranged at the end of the subseries.  
 
Subseries IV. The Memberships & Associations subseries includes materials from the various 
clubs and activities of which Eloise was a part, arranged alphabetically by name. The School 
Materials subseries contains materials from the institutions Eloise attended and considered 
attending, arranged alphabetically by name.  
 
Subseries V. The School Materials subseries includes school records, yearbooks, and other 
ephemera collected by Eloise ReQua during her tenure at each institution she attended. Also 
included are materials from programs and institutions of interest to Eloise, but not attended. 
 
Subseries VI. The Awards subseries contains various plaques, medals, and certificates 
awarded to Eloise during her career. Several items from this series have been separated and 
placed in oversized storage at the end of the series. 
 
Subseries VII. The General subseries contains other personal materials including calling cards, 
handwritten notes and note scraps, fiction writing and book reviews by Eloise, planning 
materials for Eloise’s debut, passports, vaccination records, and other ephemera collected by 
Eloise. 
 
Series III: The Travel series contains planning documents, souvenirs, and ephemera from trips 
taken by Eloise ReQua, both in the United States and abroad. 
 
Subseries I. Travel Memorabilia series contains various brochures, guidebooks, and souvenirs 
collected by Eloise and her mother during their travels to Europe and Asia in 1927-1929, as well 
as items collected by Eloise on later sojourns. The material is arranged alphabetically by the 
name of the country from which it was acquired. 
 
Subseries II. Steamship Travel includes information on and ephemera from the various 
steamships on which Eloise ReQua traveled, including menus, ship maps, and passenger lists, 
arranged chronologically within ship name. 
 
Subseries III. The Picture Postcards subseries includes the extensive amount of blank picture 
postcards collected by Eloise ReQua on her travels. Postcards are arranged in chronological  
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order by the trip during which they were collected. The series also includes a large number of 
loose postcards for which the origin of the postcard and/or date of the trip is unknown. 
 
Subseries IV. Maps & Itineraries contains maps collected by Eloise ReQua, arranged 
chronologically by country. This subseries also includes a folder of travel itineraries and trip 
planning documents. 
 
Series IV: The Library of International Relations series consists of documents related to 
planning and launching the library, marketing materials, newspaper clippings, and a small 
amount of correspondence. 
 
Subseries I. Correspondence includes a small amount of correspondence to Eloise ReQua 
regarding library planning, fundraising, and events. 
 
Subseries II. Organizational Documents consists of a small amount of committee reports and 
lists, Story Cove planning materials, annual reports, and meeting minutes of Library of 
International Relations’ Board of Trustees. 
 
Subseries III. The Events and Publications subseries includes various pamphlets, invitations, 
and postals sent to library members. Most marketing materials are addressed to William and 
Susan ReQua and were retained within the personal collection of Eloise ReQua. This subseries 
also includes event handouts and several transcripts of radio programs. 
 
Subseries IV. Clippings includes newspaper clippings from a variety of sources about Library of 
International Relations activities, including coverage of the Story Cove at the World’s Fair, as 
well as interviews and statements on the mission of the library by Eloise ReQua. 
 
Series V: Photographs consists of loose photographs included within the collection. Photos are 
mostly of Eloise ReQua at various points in her life, with some photos of family and friends, as 
well as several photos of Library of International Relations events. One folder of photographic 
reproductions printed on cardboard exists within this series, these photos were recreated for 
display in the Chicago-Kent College of Law Library some time before 2001. 
 
Series V: Clippings consists of loose newspaper clippings included within the collection. 
Clippings are mostly by or about Eloise ReQua and friends, including several book reviews 
written by Eloise. Also included are some items relevant to the Library of International Relations, 
but with a focus on Eloise’s work and position.  
 
Series VI: The Audiovisual Materials series consists of two items, reels of 16mm film shot near 
Summerville, South Carolina, and in Cypress Gardens, South Carolina. These items have been 






Collection is open for research, copyright restrictions do apply to some items. 
 
 




Oversized items within the collection have been moved to Box 56 and 57, audiovisual materials 




A majority of the papers were donated by Patrick ReQua of Antioch, Illinois in April of 2013 
(Acc. 2013.01). Several photographs received from the Chicago-Kent College of Law Library in 









ReQua, Eloise G., 1902-1989 
ReQua, Susan E. (Gallup), 1870-1955 
ReQua, William B., 1862-1949 
Miles, Edward G., 1898-1955 
Library of International Relations 
League of Nations 
Voyages and travel 
Women travelers 





The collection is arranged into 6 series and 21 subseries: 
 
I. Correspondence 
i. Incoming - Family 
ii. Incoming - General 
iii. Outgoing - Family 
iv. Outgoing – General 
v. Correspondence of Susan Eloise Gallup ReQua 
vi. Correspondence of William Bruyn ReQua 
II. Other Papers 
i. Financial and Legal Records of William Bruyn ReQua 
ii. Personal Records of Susan Eloise Gallup ReQua 
iii. Diaries, Notebooks & Address Books 
iv. Memberships & Associations 
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i. Travel Memorabilia 
ii. Steamship Travel 
iii. Picture Postcards 
iv. Maps & Itineraries 
IV. Library of International Relations 
i. Correspondence 
ii. Organizational Documents 




VII. Audiovisual material 
 





Series I. Correspondence, 1909-1989, 17.1 linear ft 




1 1 Andrews, Clara (Gallup) 1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1924 
 
1 2 Andrews, Howard Gallup  1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/12/1918  
 
1 3 Andrews, Robert Harvey  1918-1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/5/1919 
 
1 4 Bryant, Willis ReQua  1919, 1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/26/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/3/1955 
 
1 5 Ela, Ida Louise  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/20/1924 
 
1 6 Ela, Maria Louise Burgess  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/9/1955 
 
1 7 Ela, Mary Louise  1923-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/24/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/4/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/18/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/29/1925 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1927 
• Christmas card, 1928 
• Christmas card and letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/19/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/10/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/11/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/6/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/15/1931 
• Christmas card, postmark 12/19/1931 
 
1 8 Ela, Mary Louise  1932-1986  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/17/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/4/1932 
• Christmas card, postmark 12/21/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/23/1933 
• Christmas card, postmark 12/22/1933 
• Christmas card, postmark 12/24/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/19/1935 
• Christmas card, postmark 12/20/1935 
• Christmas card, postmark 12/22/1940 
• Christmas card, 1957 
• Christmas card, 1958    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/19/1986 
 
1 9 Gallup, Delia Susanna (Hulburd)  1912-1915 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/13/1912 
• Grand Canyon picture postals, February 1913 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 2/10/1915 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1915 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1915 
• Panama Pacific International Exposition picture postal 
book, 1915 
 
1 10 Gallup, Delia Susanna (Hulburd)  1919-1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/18/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/3/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/3/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/2/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/17/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/25/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/18/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/26/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, May 19th, n.d. 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, July 5th, n.d. 
 
1 11 Laskey, Abigail Rosalina (Gallup)  1922-1927  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/6/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/2/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/6/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/5/1927 
 
1 12 Laskey, William Gallup  1915-1958 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/19/1915 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1916 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/18/1917 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/5/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/24/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/19/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/26/1918 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 12/22/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/14/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1958 
 
1 13 Miles, Edward Gallup  1916-1917 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, c. 1916 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/24/1916 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1917 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/15/1917 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1917 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/10/1917 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/20/1917 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/21/1917 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/2/1917 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 11/8/1917 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/29/1917 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/14/1917 
 
1 14 Miles, Edward Gallup  1918-1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/15/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/14/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/4/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/18/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/1/1919 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/6/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/29/1919 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/4/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/4/1919 
 
1 15 Miles, Edward Gallup  1920, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/24/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/29/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/11/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/21/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1920 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua, postmark 
12/13/1920 
• Valentine to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
1 16 Miles, Eleanore Victoria  1924-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/9/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/6/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/12/1929 
• Christmas card, n.d. 
• Christmas card, n.d. 
• Christmas card, n.d. 
• Christmas card, n.d.  
• Christmas card, n.d. 
 
1 17 Miles, Herbert Delahaye  1957 
• Christmas letter, 1957 
    
1 18 Miles, Marjorie Chipman  1933-1958  
• Christmas card, 1933 
• Christmas card, 1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1955 
• Christmas card, 1958 
• Christmas card, n.d.   
 
2 1 ReQua, Alice (Haven)  1928-1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/3/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/9/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/16/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/27/1947 
• Christmas card, n.d. 
• Christmas card, n.d. 
• Christmas card, n.d. 
• Christmas card, n.d. 
• Christmas card, n.d. 
 
2 2 ReQua, Catharine Jane (Bruyn)  1920 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1920 
 
2 3 ReQua, Charles Howard  1911 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/30/1911 
 
2 4 ReQua, Charles Howard (Jr.)  1923-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/7/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/29/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/15/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/24/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/9/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, March 1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/18/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/15/1929, with clipping, “Miss 
ReQua Will Study At Geneva,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
2 5 ReQua, Florence (Herrick)  1926-1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/8/1926 
• Christmas card, 1931    
• Christmas card, 1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/13/1936 
• Christmas card, 1940 
• Christmas card, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
2 6 ReQua, Pat  1982-1989 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/19/1982 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/18/1987 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/20/1988 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 11/15/1988 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 12/22/1988 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1/12/1989  
 
2 7 ReQua, Patrick Anderson  1959-1960 
• Christmas card, 1959 
• Christmas card, 1960 
 
2 8 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/15/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/4/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/12/1919 
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2 9 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 1/24/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/28/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/8/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), 2/12/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/15/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), 4/14/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/30/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/16/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1920 
    
2 10 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/9/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/10/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/20/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/21/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/18/1921, with letter from 
Delia Hulburd, 8/2/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/8/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/22/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/25/1921, with two 
photographs, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), 1921 
 
2 11 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), 1/12/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/21/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua,1/29/1922, with clipping, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/7/1922 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 2/21/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/15/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/3/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1922 
 
2 12 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/9/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/13/1922 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/21/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/6/1922, with partial letter, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/18/1922, with partial letter, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/26/1922, with partial letter, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 11/29/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/10/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/18/1922 
    
2 13 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/17/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/24/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/3/1923, with partial letter, 
2/4/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/12/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 2/13/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/4/1923 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/15/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/21/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/27/1923 
 
2 14 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 5/21/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/21/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/28/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/15/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/18/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 11/25/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), 12/2/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/9/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/28/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/29/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/30/1923 
 
2 15 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/1/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/2/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 1/11/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/19/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/25/1924 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/12/1924, with partial letter, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/23/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), with partial letter, 
postmark 3/19/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/23/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 4/2/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/6/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/14/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/21/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 4/27/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1924, with clipping, “Janet 
Lawrence to Be Wed Tonight to Robert McC. Adams,” 
Chicago Tribune, 5/3/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 5/20/1924, 
with Bryn Mawr Trust Company bank receipts, 1924 
 
3 1 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/1/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/7/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/28/1925 
 
3 2 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/10/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/12/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/14/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/21/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/26/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/1/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/3/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/12/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/18/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/19/1926, with clipping, 
obituary of Catherine Orb Canfield, 3/19/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1926 
 
3 3 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1926    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1926 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1926, with clipping, “Mr. 
and Mrs. Wilhelm L. Baum,” 3/26/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/29/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/1/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/3/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/6/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/13/1926, with clippings: 
“Bryn Mawr’s Star Students,” Chicago Tribune, 
4/11/1926, and “Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wetten,” Chicago 
Tribune, 4/12/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/19/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/21/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/13/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/5/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/5/1926, with clipping: 
“Engagement Off” (Katherine Bulkley), Chicago 
Tribune, 8/6/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/25/1926 
 
3 4 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/6/1927, with clipping: “The 
William ReQuas…”, 2/2/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/8/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1927, with partial letter, 
n.d., and clippings: “28 Murals To Be Painted In Hall At 
Field Museum,” 1/3/1927, and “Day’s News in Society”, 
2/9/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/12/1927, with meeting 
program for the American Association of University 
Women, 2/19/1927 
 
3 5 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/24/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/7/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/13/1927 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/20/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/27/1927 
 
3 6 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1929, with clipping: “Villa 
d’Este,” 2/19/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/24/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/4/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/3/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/5/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/7/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/8/1929, with clipping: “Buys 
New House,” Chicago Tribune, 4/7/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1929, with clipping: “We 
Envied Charley Dawes…,” 4/9/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/13/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/14/1929 
 
3 7 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/25/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/1/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/3/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/5/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/6/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1929 
 
3 8 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/9/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/13/1930, with letter to Susan 
Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from Guido Fontana, 10/5/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/20/1930 
 
3 9 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/1/1931, with letter to Susan 
Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from Thos. Cook & Sons, 
2/25/1931 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/24/1931, with clipping: 
“Charlie Chan Carries On,” (Hamilton MacFadden), 
Chicago Evening Post, 3/23/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/29/1931    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/3/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1931, with letter from 
Elizabeth Thorne, 3/29/1931, and clipping: “Royalty 
Patronizes the Arts,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/15/1931, with clipping: 
“Kenilworth Girl Engaged,” (Patty Foresman), Chicago 
Tribune, 4/18/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/20/1931 
   
3 10 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/15/1934, with clippings: “Two 
Weddings Set for April Postponed” (Edna Kellogg), 
Chicago Tribune, 4/11/1934, and “Gifts Auctioned for 
Charity” (Edna Kellogg), Chicago Tribune, 4/12/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/19/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/20/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1934, with clipping: “Sings 
for Consul” (Fridi Savini), 4/21/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/25/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/26/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/15/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/30/1934 
 
4 1 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/3/1934, with clipping: “Miss 
Susan Follansbee…,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/7/1934, with clippings: 
“Carlos Drake Divorces Wife,” Chicago Daily Tribune, 
10/6/1934; “Then Count Ten,” n.d.; “Carlos Drake 
Expected To Get Divorce Today,” n.d.; Peoples Gas 
Gazette, September 1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/11/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/12/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/16/1934 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/22/1934, with partial letter; 
and clippings: “Revolution in Spain” (Frank L. 
Kluckhohn), n.d.; “Everyday Movies” (cartoon), n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/24/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/1/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/6/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/8/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/10/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/12/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/14/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/17/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/18/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/21/1934   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/22/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/24/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/27/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/29/1934, with 3 clothing 
receipts, 1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/4/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/10/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/13/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/15/1934, with letter to 
Susan Eloise ReQua (Gallup) from Catharine Supplee 
(Bryant), 12/7/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/19/1934 
 
4 2 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/15/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/17/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/20/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/22/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/25/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/3/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/6/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/7/1935, with copy of stock 
shares, 2/4/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/10/1935, with clipping: 
Durand Smith, Chicago Tribune, 2/9/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/13/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/15/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1935 
• Draft of telegram to Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1935    
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 2/21/1935 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/21/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/23/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/26/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/27/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1935 
 
4 3 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/3/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/5/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/6/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/8/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/9/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/19/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/23/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/2/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/6/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/14/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/21/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/27/1935 
 
4 4 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/1/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/2/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/5/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/7/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/14/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/17/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/19/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/29/1935 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/4/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/4/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/10/1935, with note, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/15/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/21/1935, with clipping: 
“Funeral Services Today for Thomas Albert Quan,” 
Chicago Tribune, 7/20/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/24/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1935, with clippings: 
“Haven A. ReQuas Building After-Dinner Room 
Devoted to Men, Coffee and Cigars,” 7/27/1935; “Mrs. 
Dixon Agar Is Guest Of Parents,” 7/22/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/1/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/5/1935 
 
4 5 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1936, with clipping: “Safe 
In Spain: Miss Leila Barber,” Chicago Tribune, 
8/7/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1936, with clippings: “Ex-
Miss Litsinger Quits Mate” (Eleanor Litsinger), 
8/9/1936; “Letters of Introduction Prove Valuable 
Assets,” Chicago Tribune, 8/9/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/13/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/15/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/18/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/18/1926, with postcard to 
Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from Elizabeth Thorne, 
postmark 8/5/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/20/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/22/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/25/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1936, with clippings: “Hides 
Gun Beneath Coat, Robs Crowded Loop Store,” 
Chicago Tribune, 8/27/1936; “Henry Field Has 
Returned…,” 9/1/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/3/1936 
 
4 6 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1937 
• Draft of telegram to Eloise ReQua, 2/26/1937, with 
note and letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from 
Catharine (Supplee) Bryant, 2/25/1937 
• Draft of telegram to Eloise ReQua, 2/26/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/4/1937 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/9/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1937  
 
4 7 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1938, 1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/11/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/31/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/1/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/7/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/22/1938 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 9/23/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/23/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/19/1940, with clippings: “And 
another neighbor…” (F. Deming Tucker), 3/10/1940; 
“Germany’s Red Cross Chief In City En Route To Visit 
U.S. Leader,” Chicago Tribune, 3/14/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/24/1940, with Easter card, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1940 
 
4 8 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1941-1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1941, with note, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/1/1941, with card from The 
Fruit Basket and card from F. Deming Tucker 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/24/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1942 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/27/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/6/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/18/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/22/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1944 
 
5 1 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1946-1951 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/9/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/11/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/14/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/6/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/11/1946, with letter so 
Susan Eloise ReQua (Gallup) from Elizabeth Dazey 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/3/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/13/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/17/1946 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/20/1946 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, 12/24/1946 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 12/24/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/26/1946 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, 12/1/1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1947, with address for Mrs. 
Cochran Supplee 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/2/1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/7/1949 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1951 
 
5 2 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  n.d. 
• Note scrap to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), n.d. 
• Draft of telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Draft of telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Draft of telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note scrap to Eloise ReQua, Valentine’s Day, n.d. 
• Valentine card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Valentine card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Mother’s Day card to Eloise ReQua from “Tiggie”, n.d. 
• Birthday card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
5 3 ReQua, William Bruyn  1920-1929  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/17/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/21/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/3/1923 
• Envelope addressed to William Bruyn ReQua (empty), 
“Contents forwarded to Eloise 5/25/1928”, 1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/13/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/18/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/25/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/28/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/9/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/21/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/13/1929 
 
5 4 ReQua, William Bruyn  1930-1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/11/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/23/1930 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1930, with letter to Eloise 
ReQua from Marian Talbot, 3/31/1930, and note to 
Marian Talbot, 4/8/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/25/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/13/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/9/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1935 
 
5 5 Russell, Amy Herrick (ReQua)  1956  
• Christmas card & letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/11/1956, 
with clipping: “Library gives farmers latest on world 
affiars,” Daily Times, 5/13/1941; photographs: three 
women with infant, 12/23/1940; infant in front of 
fireplace, n.d. 
 
5 6 Simpson, Isabelle Lombard  1930-1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/28/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/15/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/17/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/11/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/3/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/19/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/30/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/8/1939 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua (empty), 
postmark 12/11/1941 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
5 7 Stewart, Catherine (ReQua)  1909-1919 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 11/1/1909 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/25/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/30/1919 
 
5 8 Supplee, Catharine ReQua (Bryant)  1931-1935  
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/4/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/1/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/28/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/7/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/21/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1935, with letter to Peggy 
Stone from Catharine ReQua (Bryant) Supplee, 
3/31/1935 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/5/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/26/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/2/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/19/1935, with letter to 
Catharine ReQua (Bryant) Supplee from Clara 
Bartholomay, 10/3/1935; and copy of letter to 
Catharine ReQua (Bryant) Supplee from Eloise 
ReQua, 10/23/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/28/1935 
 
5 9 Supplee, Catharine ReQua (Bryant)  1936-1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/31/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/9/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/18/1937, with 9 RSVP 
responses 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1937 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 8/30/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/6/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/13/1937, with check for $25 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 6/5/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Card to Eloise ReQua, n.d.  
• Note scrap, n.d. 
• Note scrap, n.d. 
 
5 10 Supplee, Cochran  1936-1962 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/31/1936  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1962    
 
5 11 Supplee, Cochran Bryant  1930-1987 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/8/1987 
 
5 12 Thorne, Susannah Elizabeth (Andrews)  1927-1930 
• Letter to Susannah Elizabeth (Andrews) Thorne from 
Thomas Chalmers Ingersoll, 7/21/1927 
• Letter to Susannah Elizabeth (Andrews) Thorne from 
“Chuck,” postmark 7/23/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Betty Thorne, 9/28/1927 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1/16/1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Betty Thorne, 
4/10/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/4/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/6/1929 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/5/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/23/1930 
 
5 13 Thorne, Susannah Elizabeth (Andrews)  1931-1970 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/20/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/3/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1940, with clipping: “Mrs. 
Thorne Pierce Wed at Her Home To Palmer Kountze,” 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/19/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/18/1940, with copy of letter 
to Susannah Elizabeth (Andrews) Thorne from Eloise 
ReQua, 8/17/1940 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/28/1941 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/26/1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, with photos: “Chuck 
as a new Boy Scout,” 1947; “Betty, Mitchell, E.A.T., 
H.W.T.”, 1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/6/1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, c. 1970 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
Subseries II. Incoming – General, 1913-1989 
 
6 1 Abbot Academy  1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Miriam F. Carpenter, 
5/15/1950 
 
6 2 Abbott, Helen  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/18/1955 
 
6 3 Abrams, Kate Trenholm  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/20/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/15/1930 
 
6 4 Adams, Chas. L.  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/26/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/30/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/31/1935 
 
6 5 Agar, Kay  n.d. 
• Christmas party invitation to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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6 6 Anderson, Don J.  1986 
• Handpainted card to Eloise ReQua, 1986 
• Handpainted card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
6 7 Anderson, Karl  1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/26/1940 
 
6 8 Andrews, Helen A.  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/31/1935 
 
6 9 Andrews, Eleanor L.  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/14/1936 
 
6 10 Andrews, Robert Armstrong  1934-1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/5/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/26/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/15/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/16/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/22/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/1/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/15/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/28/1937, with copy of letter 
to Robert Armstrong Andrews from Eloise ReQua, 
10/25/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1942, with letter to Robert 
Armstrong Andrews from Helen Seitz, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/25/1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/21/1950, with press release 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, November 1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1952 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/23/1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1952 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/25/1954 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/12/1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1955 
• Greeting card, n.d. (2 copies) 
• Calling card: Robert Armstrong Andrews, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
6 11 Angel, Mabel Madeleine  1930 
• Angel, Mabel Madeleine: Letter to Eloise ReQua, 
11/8/1930 
• Angel, Mabel Madeleine: Christmas card to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
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6 12 Angell, Marian Waterhouse Caswell  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/29/1926 
 
6 13 Angus and Robertson, LTD  n.d. 
• Card announcing “The Paintings of Robert Johnson,” 
n.d. 
 
6 14 Appleton, Samuel  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1934 
 
6 15 Armstrong, Alling  1923-1925 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/10/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/23/1925 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/4/1925 
 
6 16 Avison, Margaret  1943-1963 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/25/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/9/1963 
 
6 17 Ayer, Emma B.  1926-1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/6/1926 
• Card to Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1927 
 
6 18 Baily, V.  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/26/1925 
 
6 19 Bain, Hank Foster  1926-1944 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/18/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/25/1936, with copy of letter 
from Eloise ReQua to Hank Foster Bain, 11/28/1936, 
and handwritten note 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/13/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/6/1937, with brochure for 
The Gloucester Hotel, Hong Kong 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/9/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/4/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/21/1937, with lace 
handkerchief in red paper 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1940 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
6 20 Barber, Leila Cook  1924-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/26/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/19/1925 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/2/1930 
 
6 21 Barnes, Carol  1929-1956 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, March 1929, with copy of letter 
from Carol Barnes to Silas H. Strawn, 3/27/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/8/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/15/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/25/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/25/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/31/1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Gift tag to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
6 22 Bartholomay, Clara  1935-1940  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/3/1935, with draft response 
from Eloise ReQua to Clara Bartholomay, 10/6/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1940 
 
6 23 Bartholomay, Henry  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/13/1940 
 
6 24 Bates, Kendall T.  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/3/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/11/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/16/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/8/1931 
 
6 25 Baum, Mervyn (Winston)  1932-1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/29/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/2/1937 
• Map to “Longcroft,” Mrs. Wilhelm Baum, n.d. 
 
6 26 Bay, J. Christian  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/8/1932 
 
6 27 Beale, Cecile  1937-1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/16/1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alfred and Cecile 
Beale, 1945 
 
6 28 Beals, Bettina Byrd  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/17/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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6 29 Beck von Peccoz, Martha Jeanette (Morse)  1925-1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/2/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/10/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/3/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/12/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1929    
• Wedding invitation: Baron Wolfgang Beck von Peccoz 
and Martha Morse Stibolt, 1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/29/1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Martha and Carl 
Stibolt, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Martha and Carl 
Stibolt, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
6 30 Beidler, Francis  1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/14/1921  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1921 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. Francis 
Beidler (Elizabeth Beidler), n.d. 
    
6 31 Bell, Nathalie (Fairbank)  1957 
• Note on calling card: Mrs. Laird Bell, 1957 
 
6 32 Bernauer, Margaret  1963-1964 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 12/21/1963 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/14/1964 
 
7 1 Besseiche, Yvonne  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/27/1929, with letter draft from 
Eloise ReQua, 2/26/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/19/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/10/1929 
• Note on calling card: Yvonne Besseiche, n.d.   
 
7 2 Bingham, Carl G.   1929-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/11/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/25/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/17/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/22/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/18/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/6/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/26/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/9/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1930 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/3/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/5/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/2/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/29/1930 
 
7 3 Bingham, Carl G.   1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/10/1930   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/29/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/8/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/9/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/26/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/9/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/17/1930 
 
7 4 Bingham, Carl G.  1933-1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/4/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/10/1933, with note, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/22/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/27/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/4/1933, with note, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/9/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/22/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/9/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/23/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1933, with letter to 
Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/1/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/14/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/28/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/20/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/14/1934 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1935 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1/230/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
7 5 Bingham, Katharine  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/21/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/23/1929 
 
7 6 Binney, Jean  1956 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/28/1956 
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7 7 Birkin, Elizabeth  1936-1956 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/19/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/13/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/18/1936 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
7 8 Blanchard, Ruth  1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1921 
 
7 9 Bobula, Ida  1978 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/3/1978 
 
7 10 Bock, Frederick  1957-1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/19/1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/22/1958 
 
7 11 Bodfish, Morton  1955-1956  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Doreen Bodfish, 
1955  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/5/1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Doreen and 
Morton Bodfish, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Doreen and 
Morton Bodfish, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Doreen and 
Morton Bodfish, n.d. 
 
7 12 Boegner, Philippe  1929-1930      
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/15/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/11/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/29/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/29/1930 
 
7 13 Boggio, Mariolina  1930  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/27/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
7 14 Bompiani, Enrico  1930-1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/9/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/4/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/5/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua,10/14/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/31/1930 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 11/20/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/22/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/14/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1/20/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/27/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 12/8/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 12/24/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/13/1933 
 
7 15 Booth, Marjorie  1921  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/26/1921 
 
7 16 Borden, Judith M.  1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/18/1938 
 
7 17 Borg, Dorothy  1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1940 
 
7 18 Borz, Harriet V.  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/20/1931 
 
7 19 Boulevard Hotel, The  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from James H. Noble, The 
Boulevard Hotel, 1/19/1931, with Boulevard Hotel 
pamphlet 
 
7 20 Bowe, Julia  1948  
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/3/1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Julia and Gus 
Bowe, n.d. 
 
7 21 Boyden, Angela (Johnston)  1936  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/3/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
7 22 Bradley, Mary Hastings  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/10/1935 
 
7 23 Bradley, Retha  1987 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/2/1987 
 
7 24 Brewster, Walter S.  1950 
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7 25 British Pension  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from A. Nantermod, British 
Pension, 3/26/1929, with response from Eloise ReQua 
to A. Nantermod, 4/27/1929 
 
7 26 Bro, Marguerette  1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/12/1942 
 
7 27 Brodribb, Doris  1923-1959 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/28/1923 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/30/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1940 
• Birthday card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/18/1957 
• Greeting card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/9/1959 
• Birthday card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Birthday card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Birthday card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
8 1 Brown, Cyril A.  1929-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/1/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/22/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/222/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1931 
 
8 2 Brown, Florence Matilda (Hammett)  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/8/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/30/1931 
 
8 3 Brown, Winsome (Abbott)  1926-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/10/1926, with two 
draft responses to Winsome (Abbott) Brown from 
Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/14/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/4/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/6/1927 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Winsome and 
Fulton Brown, 1928 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Winsome and 
Fulton Brown, 1929 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Winsome and 
Fulton Brown, n.d. 
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8 4 Brownlee, Adelaide Dennis  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/2/1931 
 
8 5 Bryn Mawr College  1920-1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Edith T. Orlady, Bryn 
Mawr, 5/21/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Edith T. Orlady, Bryn 
Mawr, 6/14/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Edith T. Orlady, Bryn 
Mawr, 7/13/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Ethel C. Buckley, Bryn 
Mawr, 5/25/1925, with letter from Ethel C. Buckley, 
1927, copy of response to Ethel C. Buckley from Eloise 
ReQua, 1/5/1926, and two note scraps, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Caroline Chadwick-
Collins, 7/21/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Caroline Chadwick-
Collins, 8/10/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Laura D. Houghteling, 
10/17/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Laura D. Houghteling, 
10/26/1927, with ad for Bryn Mawr Summer School for 
Women, 1927 
• Invitation to M. Carey Thomas Prize ceremony, 1931 
• Copy of minutes of 1924 Class Meeting, postmark 
9/9/1931 
• Carola Woreishoffer pamphlet and announcement, 
postmark 1/6/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Hilpa S. Wood, Bryn 
Mawr, postmark 6/2/1936; letter to Eloise ReQua from 
Marguerite Gilmore, Bryn Mawr, 5/13/1936; pamphlet: 
Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women Workers in 
Industry, n.d.; pamphlet: Summer School for Office 
Workers, n.d.; pamphlet: The University of Wisconsin 
School for Workers in Industry, n.d.; “Some Applicants 
for Workers Summer Schools, 1936”, 1936. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua from E.N. Bancroft, Bryn 
Mawr, 3/13/1936, with draft response to E.N. Bancroft 
from Eloise ReQua, 1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Caroline Slade, Bryn 
Mawr Fiftieth Anniversary Fund, 5/21/1935 
 
8 6 Bullen, Adaline  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/9/1931 
 
8 7 Burns, Mary  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/1/1932 
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8 8 Burry, Eleanor  1944-1960 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1/15/1944 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/1/1960 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from William and 
Eleanor Burry, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from William and 
Eleanor Burry, n.d. 
 
8 9 Butterworth, Dorothy Caroline (Gardner)  1929-1945  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/6/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1935, with 12 notes on 
calling cards, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy and 
Ebert Butterworth, 1938 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy and 
Ebert Butterworth, 1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy and 
Ebert Butterworth, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy and 
Ebert Butterworth, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy and 
Ebert Butterworth, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy and 
Ebert Butterworth, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy and 
Ebert Butterworth, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy Caroline 
Gardner, n.d. 
 
8 10 Cameron, Margie Bell  1956 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/14/1956 
 
8 11 Campbell, Eliza  1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/16/1949 
 
8 12 Campbell, M.K.  1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 11/4/1929 
 
8 13 Carey, Mary Virginia  1936-1958 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Tehuacan, El Riego) from 
M.V.C., postmark 7/21/1936 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from M.V., 9/5/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from M.V., 9/16/1940 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary Virginia 
Carey, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary Virginia 
Carey, 1957 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary Virginia 
Carey, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary Virginia 
Carey, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary Virginia 
Carey, n.d. 
 
8 14 Carpenter, Chuck  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/16/1926    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/24/1926, with draft response 
to Chuck Carpenter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
8 15 Carpenter, Ellen  c. 1956 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, c.1956 
 
8 16 Carroll, Mary Edith  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/20/1930 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
8 17 Cartellani, Maria  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/30/1930 
 
8 18 Carter, Margaret  1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/14/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/15/1950 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/6/1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bill and Margaret 
Carter, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Margaret Carter, 
n.d. 
 
8 19 Carter, Sheila  1931-1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/15/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Draft response to Sheila Carter from Eloise ReQua, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Sheila and John 
Carter, n.d.  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Sheila and John 
Carter, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from John and Sheila 
Carter, n.d. 
 
8 20 Carton, Elizabeth L. (Beidler)  1920-1931  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/15/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/30/1923 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/17/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/5/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/8/1930, with photo postcard 
and photograph, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/19/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/7/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/31/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/30/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/18/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/3/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1931 
 
8 21 Carton, Elizabeth L. (Beidler)  1933-1962 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1/17/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/9/1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, 1948    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, 1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/3/1950 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, December 1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, 1950 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1954 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/28/1962 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Robert and 
Elizabeth Carton, n.d. 
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8 22 Cassuto, Nelda  1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/13/1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
8 23 Castruccio, Elizabeth  1932  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/3/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/17/1932 
 
8 24 Castruccio, Giuseppe  1930  
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/21/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/27/1930 
 
9 1 Chamberlain, Constance Russell  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1936 
 
9 2 Chamfour, Aline  1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1945 
 
9 3 Channon, Vesta M. (Westover)  n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Vesta 
M.W. Channon, 1943 
 
9 4 Chapin, Charles A. 1937-1985       
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/6/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/9/1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Helen Chapin, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Helen Chapin, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Helen Chapin, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Helen Chapin, 1960, with photograph, 1960 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Helen Chapin, 1961, with photograph, 1961 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Helen Chapin, 1985, with photograph, 1985 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Helen Chapin, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Helen Chapin, n.d. 
 
9 5 Chapin, Chester F.  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/6/1928 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
9 6 Charpentier, Charlotte Audre  1929-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/29/1929    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/29/1929 
• Letter and Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 
12/25/1930 
 
9 7 Cheal, Portia  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
9 8 Chicago Teachers College  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Richard M. Perdew, 
Chicago Teachers College, 9/23/1932 
 
9 9 Children’s Scholarship League  1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Herbert Hugh Riddle, 
Children’s Scholarship League, 9/4/1937 
• Pamphlet, The Children’s Scholarship League, 1937 
• Contribution card with envelope, 1937 
 
9 10 Christopher House  1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Niola Northam 
Zatteau, Christopher House, May 1946 
 
9 11 Clark, Charles Upson  n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
9 12 Clark, Herma  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1955 
 
9 13 Claxton, Brooke  1942-1944 
• Calling card: Brooke Claxton, with note, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Helen and 
Brooke Claxton, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Helen and 
Brooke Claxton, n.d. 
 
9 14 Clindman, Martha S.  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/16/1926 
 
9 15 Clough, Edwin  1941-1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/15/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Geraldine and 
Edwin Clough, 1944 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Geraldine and 
Edwin Clough, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Geraldine and 
Edwin Clough, n..d 
 
9 16 Cochran, Beth (Knight)  1962 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1962 
 
9 17 Coe, Nora  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, June 8 
 
9 18 Coffman, Ramon  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/6/1934 
 
9 19 Cohen, Rosemary  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/13/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/11/1928 
 
9 20 Connelly, Margaret H.  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1924 
 
9 21 Cook, Norah  1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/31/1930 
 
9 22 Corriere d’America  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/5/1930, with subscription 
order sheet, 7/25/1930 
 
9 23 Covington, Mary  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/16/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/6/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/18/1935 
 
9 24 Cragg, Miriam T.  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/16/1955 
 
9 25 Crawford, Lida (Whitmore)  1950-1953 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/4/1950, with clipping, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1953 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d., with clipping, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lida and Ben 
Crawford, n.d. 
 
9 26 Curtis, Edna (Wallace)  1932-1959  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/19/1932 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/7/1934, with poem, “Four 
Prominent Bastards Are We,” n.d.; and typed 
document, 1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/22/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/4/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/10/1934 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/9/1939, with undated letter, 
1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/28/1941 
• Christmas card to Eloise Requa from Lowell and Wally 
Curtis, 1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/28/1946, with letter to 
Eloise Requa from Lucille (Wallace) Curzon, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lowell and Wally 
Curtis,  1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lowell and Wally 
Curtis, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lowell and Wally 
Curtis, 1950 
• Christmas letter to Eloise ReQua from Lowell and 
Wally Curtis, 1953 
• Christmas letter to Eloise ReQua from Lowell and 
Wally Curtis, 1959 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lowell and Wally 
Curtis, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lowell and Wally 
Curtis, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lowell and Wally 
Curtis, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lowell and Wally 
Curtis, n.d. 
 
9 27 Cyrus, Eleanor  1974 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/6/1974 
 
9 28 Dahl, Lillian  1942-1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/27/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/17/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1945    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/9/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/9/1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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9 29 Daughters of the American Revolution, Kaskaskia Chapter  1932-1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Phoebe Dille, Regent, 
postmark 12/11/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Helen Wright, Chaplain, 
11/13/1955 
 
9 30 Davis, Joseph A.  1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/10/1949 
 
9 31 de Forest, May  1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1923 
 
9 32 de Hevesy, Paul  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/31/1929, with draft response 
from Eloise ReQua to Paul de Hevesy, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/6/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/6/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/25/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/23/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/16/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
9 33 de Madariaga, Maria  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/28/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/4/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
10 1 de Sommevert, Baroness J.  1927-1937  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/25/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/2/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/26/1928     
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/15/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/16/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/2/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/6/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/24/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/28/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1/10/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/8/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/2/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/22/1929 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/17/1929 
• Card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/13/1931, with draft 
response from Eloise ReQua to Baroness de 
Sommevert, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1931 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Calling card, Baronne de Sommevert, with note, n.d. 
• Calling card, Baronne de Sommevert, with note, n.d. 
    
10 2 de Vries, Jopie E.  1928-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/30/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1931 
 
10 3 Delehanty, William E.  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/19/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/7/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/7/1930 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
10 4 Dennison, Eleanor E.  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/24/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
10 5 Derby, Mary B.  1979-1988 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, December 1979 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/28/1982 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/30/1986 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/8/1988 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/14/1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 11/17/1988 
 
10 6 Derby, William Ballard  1925-1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/2/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/2/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/28/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/3/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/3/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/3/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/28/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/15/1926, with draft 
response from Eloise ReQua to William Ballard Derby, 
n.d. 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/5/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/27/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
10 7 Dexter, Charles Ellsworth  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/1/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1927, with draft response 
from Eloise ReQua to Charles Ellsworth Dexter, n.d., 
and hotel telephone call notice, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/20/1927, with calling card, 
Mr. Charles Ellsworth Dexter 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1927 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/12/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/16/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/24/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/2/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/7/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/12/1927 
    
10 8 Dexter, Charles Ellsworth  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/18/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/21/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/29/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/17/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/3/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/17/1937 
 
10 9 Dexter, Charles Ellsworth  1927 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/7/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/15/1927   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/1/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/19/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/21/1927 
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10 10 Dexter, Charles Ellsworth  1931-1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/1/1931 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1931, with draft 
response from Eloise ReQua to Charles Ellsworth 
Dexter, n.d. 
• Picture postcards with notes, 4/9/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/16/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/30/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/20/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/30/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/11/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/25/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/13/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/29/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1948 
 
10 11 Dexter, Charles Ellsworth  n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Poem, “Oh Charlie Dear,” n.d. 
 
10 12 Donnelly, J. Cyril  1942-1943  
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/4/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/16/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), n.d. 
 
10 13 Douglas, Helen  1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/29/1919 
 
10 14 Downs, Anne Arneill  1923-1945  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/3/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/29/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/9/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1944 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 12/24/1945 
 
11 1 Doyle, Doreen Patricia  1949-1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/8/1957, with chain letter;  
list of names; letter to “Barbara” from Eloise ReQua, 
3/11/1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/22/1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Resume of School and Other Activities of Doreen 
Patricia Doyle, n.d. 
   
11 2 Drake, Annie Colton (Daughaday)  1929 
• Calling card, Mrs. Tracy Corey Drake 
• Draft of letter to Annie Colton (Daughaday) Drake from 
Eloise ReQua, 1929 
 
11 3 Drake, Helen V.  1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1957, with clipping 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
  
11 4 Drapier, Jean  1929-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/31/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/11/1929    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/11/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/3/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/20/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/20/1931 
 
11 5 Driscoll, Hugh M.  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/6/1925 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
11 6 Droppers, Betty  n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
11 7 Drueck, Charles, Jr.  1933-1955 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/8/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/20/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/24/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
11 8 du Pont, Paul  1930-1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/4/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/4/1930 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/2/1931, with draft 
response from Eloise ReQua to Paul du Pont, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/16/1931, with draft 
letter from Eloise ReQua to Paul du Pont, 2/23/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/25/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark August 1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/23/1931 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1/2/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Draft letter to Paul du Pont from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Concert pamphlet featuring Paul du Pont, Chicago 
League for the Hard of Hearing, n.d. 
 
11 9 Durham Woods Riding Club  1934  
• Invitation to membership, with enrollment card and 
horse show invitation, postmark 8/25/1934 
 
11 10 Dusserro, Annette  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/15/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
11 11 Edgewater Beach Hotel  1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/23/1946 
• Check stub, 3/22/1946 
• Copy of letter to Edgewater Beach Hotel from Eloise 
ReQua, 3/21/1946 
 
11 12 Elting, Victor  1937-1941 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1937 
• Thank-you card to Eloise ReQua, 1941 
 
11 13 Englund, Helen Nelson  1948-1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise Requa, 1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Helen and Steve 
Englund, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Helen and Steve 
Englund, n.d. 
 
11 14 Evans, Monie  1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/30/1927 
 
11 15 Fairchild, Donald S.  1945-1948 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/22/1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/19/1946 
• Book return receipt, LIR, 8/8/1947 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/13/1947, with 
notes on notecards 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/17/1947 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/22/1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/20/1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/14/1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/30/1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/10/1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/19/1948, with handwritten 
letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; five pages of handwritten 
note scraps, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/28/1948; with 
clipping, 2/2/1948; receipt for insured mail, 1/28/1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/7/1948, with copy of letter to 
Katie Dixon Agar, 2/9/1948    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/15/1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
  
11 16 Fenwick, Charles G.  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/16/1930 
  
11 17 Ferguson, Sally  1920-1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/29/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/21/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/14/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/21/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/13/1924; with baby 
announcement card, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
11 18 Field, Frederick Vanderbilt  1932-1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/28/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/26/1934 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/21/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/24/1938 
 
11 19 Field, Henry  1931-1936 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/9/1936 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/8/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/13/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/16/1936 
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• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 10/17/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/31/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/4/1936 
• Letter to Eloise Requa, 12/21/1936, with copy of letter 
from Eloise ReQua to Henry Field, 12/29/1936 
 
11 20 Field, Henry  1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/22/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1937 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 3/1/1937 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 3/6/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/1/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/23/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/1/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/12/1937, with draft note from 
Eloise ReQua to Henry Field, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1937, with copy of letter 
from Eloise ReQua to Henry Field, n.d.  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/15/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/21/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/26/1937 
 
11 21 Field, Henry  1938-1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/8/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/10/1938, with copy 
of letter from Eloise ReQua to Henry Field, 3/14/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/1/1938, with clipping, 
8/16/1939 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/20/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/19/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/15/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/18/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/30/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/13/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/15/1939 
 
11 22 Field, Henry  1940-1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/25/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/12/1940 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1940  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/24/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/11/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/28/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/4/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/13/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/6/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/22/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/7/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/8/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/12/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/12/1941, with letter to “Mr. 
Farley” from “pf” 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1941 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 4/21/1941  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/28/1941, with note scrap to 
Eloise ReQua, 4/28/1940; handwritten note, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/18/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/12/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/6/1941 
 
11 23 Field, Henry  1942-1962 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/14/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/18/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/28/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1945 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/20/1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1949 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/31/1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/29/1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1952 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/10/1956 
• LIR regrets card, 5/16/1956 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/19/1956   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/24/1956 
• LIR regrets card, 12/11/1956 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Note to Eloise ReQua on letter from Eloise ReQua to 
Henry Field, 12/4/1959 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1962 
 
11 24 Field, Henry  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d., with letter to Mrs. Baum 
from Eloise ReQua, 3/14/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d., with clipping, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua from Patsy and Henry, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• LIR meeting RSVP card, n.d.  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
12 1 Finlay, John J.  1942-1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/13/1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
12 2 Flood, Douglas  1938 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
• Calling card, Douglas Flood, with note, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
12 3 Follansbee, Eleanor  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/27/1931 
    
12 4 Follansbee, Julia  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/20/1955 
 
12 5 Foot, Hugh  1950-1953 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/1/1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/11/1953 
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12 6 Fordyce, Polly Adams (White)  1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/7/1947 
 
12 7 Fort, Hazel  1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1947 
 
12 8 Fortune, William  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/21/1935 
• Calling card, Mr. William Fortune, with note, n.d. 
 
12 9 Frankel, Alice Helen  1944-1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/11/1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
12 10 Fraunberg, Adriana  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, with yarn samples, 11/6/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, with ribbon samples, 
11/13/1929 
 
12 11 Frey, Charlotte G.  1951 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/19/1959, with copy of letter 
from Eloise ReQua to Charlotte G. Frey, 10/30/1951 
 
12 12 Froehlich, Karl H.  1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/30/1950 
 
12 13 Gallery, Isabel  1956 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
 
12 14 Gardner, Albert Sellner  1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/1/1921, with 
clipping, n.d. 
 
12 15 Gardner, Robert H.  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/21/1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
12 16 Garrison, William Lloyd  1922-1926  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/19/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/20/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/1/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/26/1926 
 
12 17 Garrison, William Lloyd  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/10/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/31/1927 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/20/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/13/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/18/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/20/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/23/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/25/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/27/1927 
 
12 18 Garrison, William Lloyd  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/1/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/5/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/11/1927 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/16/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/31/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/5/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/7/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/12/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/14/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/21/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/24/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/27/1927 
 
12 19 Garrison, William Lloyd  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/1/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/3/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/6/1927    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/8/1927 
• Clipping, n.d., postmark 7/12/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/15/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/17/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/21/1927, with draft 
response from Eloise ReQua to William Lloyd Garrison, 
7/23/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/24/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/25/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/28/1927 
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• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/17/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/20/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/17/1927 
 
12 20 Garrison, William Lloyd  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.  
 
12 21 Gasaway, Alice Elizabeth  1928-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/20/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/22/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/9/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/18/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/24/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/15/1929 
 
13 1 Gasaway, Alice Elizabeth  1930-1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/8/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/26/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/2/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/9/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/24/1932, with The Portico, 
Vol. 1 No. 1, July 16, 1932, and The Portico, Vol. 1 No. 
2, July 23, 1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/6/1933 
 
13 2 Gasaway, Alice Elizabeth  1934-1944  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1934, with price card for 
The Greenbrier, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1935, with clipping, 
8/4/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/11/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/15/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/6/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/2/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/6/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1944 
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13 3 Gasaway, Florence  1962 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1963, copy of response 
from Eloise ReQua to Florence Gasaway, 10/19/1962 
 
13 4 Geggie, James Cole  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/26/1926, with draft letter from 
Eloise ReQua to James Cole Geggie, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/7/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/18/1926, with draft 
letter from Eloise ReQua to James Cole Geggie, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/20/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1926, with draft letter from 
Eloise ReQua to James Cole Geggie, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/13/1926, with ad and ticket 
for Sixth Annual Desert Play, 1926 
 
13 5 Geggie, James Cole  1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/1/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1927, with six picture 
postcards of The Desert Inn, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/19/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/8/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/14/1927, with short story 
manuscript, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/27/1927 
 
13 6 Geggie, James Cole  1928-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/19/1928, with “Gasoline & 
Motor Oil Study,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1928, with “Breezing Out 
in Chicago,” Ladies’ Home Journal, May 1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/31/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/22/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/28/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/20/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/22/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1930 
• Blank postcard, n.d. 
 
13 7 Gelfan, Harriet Lucy (Moore)  1932-1950 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/23/1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/18/1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/6/1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Peter and Harriet 
Gelfan, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Peter and Harriet 
Gelfan, n.d.  
 
13 8 The Geneva Federation  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Lawrence M. Orton, 
Secretary, 6/15//1925 
 
13 9 The Geneva School of International Studies  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Marjorie McAlpin, 
3/9/1929 
 
13 10 Genin, Florence  1950-1956 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/9/1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/6/1956 
 
13 11 Giachetti, Cinci  1926-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/29/1926 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/29/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/16/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/7/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/7/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/21/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/15/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/24/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/13/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/20/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/24/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/8/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/25/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/20/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1931 
 
 
13 12 Giachetti, Cinci  1932-1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/19/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 12/22/1932, with copy of 
letter from Eloise ReQua to Cinci Giachetti (partial), 
n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 12/21/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/14/1934, with photograph 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/20/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/4/1944, with postcard, n.d. 
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13 13 Gibbs, Frederic Andrews  1952 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/18/1952, with article, “The 
Most Important Thing” by Frederic Andrews Gibbs, 
M.D., 1951 
 
13 14 Godfrey, H.  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1929 
 
13 15 Goodwin, Ethel Marion (Caine)  1922-1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/20/1922 
• Baby announcement, postmark 6/1/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/3/1927 
 
13 16 Gordon, Margaret D.  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/14/1928 
 
13 17 Graves, Marie S.  n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
   
13 18 Greene, Katrine Rosalind Copley  1942-1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Rosalind and 
Henry Copley Greene, postmark 12/19/1942 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/16/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/13/1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/21/1947 
 
13 19 Greene, Marie Zoe  1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1958, with copy of letter 
from Wesley Greene to The Committee to Preserve the 
Ferguson Fund for Sculpture, Inc., 8/20/1958 
• Copy of letter to Marie Zoe Greene from John M. 
Bowlus, 11/8/1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Wesley and 
Marie Zoe Greene, n.d. 
 
13 20 Gregory, Jean  1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1928 
 
13 21 Gregory, Mary (Palache)  1923-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/8/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/2/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/17/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/3/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/17/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/3/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/25/1927 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/12/1930 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
13 22 Griswold, Lucile  1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/6/1931 
  
14 1 Gulich, Rose  1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1931 
 
14 2 Guthman, Cecile Silberman  1986 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua 6/24/1986, with letter to Eloise 
ReQua from John C. Morrow, 6/24/1986 
 
14 3 Habicht, Elizabeth (Peterson)  1932-1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/13/1932, with 
wedding invitation, 1932; seating chart, n.d.; dinner 
invitation, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/31/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/12/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/4/1933 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/5/1934 
• Baby announcement card, 12/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/3/1936    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Max and Pete 
Habicht, 1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/18/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/18/1941 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1948 
 
14 4 Haden, Eugenie C.  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/10/1934 
 
14 5 Haden, Violette B.  1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1937 
 
14 6 Hale, Eunice  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1935, with copy of letter 
from Eunice Hale to Quincy Wright, 3/20/1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/16/1935 
 
14 7 Hallin, Sonny M.  1947  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/28/1947 
 
14 8 Halsted, Winifred  1946-1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1947 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
14 9 Hapgood, Norman  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1934 
 
14 10 Hardin, Lou  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1928 
 
14 11 Hargreave, Oliver  1927-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/25/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/3/1928, with draft 
letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/5/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/6/1929, with draft 
letter from Eloise ReQua to Oliver Hargreave, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/15/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d., with 7 handwritten note 
scraps and postal receipt, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
14 12 Harper, Laura Gorham  1923-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/26/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/17/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1924, with invitation to 
dinner party, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/9/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/18/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/30/1924, with list of 
addresses, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/21/1930 
 
14 13 Harper, Laura Gorham  1934-1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/4/1935 
• Card to Eloise ReQua, 4/5/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/13/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/29/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1938, with letter from 
Florence Sherriff to Laura G. Harper, 8/19/1938 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/7/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/25/1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/31/1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/31/1939 
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14 14 Harper, Laura Gorham  n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
14 15 Harris, Sydney J.  1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/20/1957 
 
14 16 Harvey, Effie Luella (Marine)  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1934 
 
14 17 Hastedt, Grace  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/4/1955 
 
14 18 Haworth, George E.  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1928, with invitation to 
Bryn Mawr commencement party, n.d.; calling card: 
Miss Bertha Alling, n.d. 
 
14 19 Hecht, Frank Abner  1942-1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/3/1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
14 20 Hecht, Rudolf S.  1946-1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1947 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1952 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/20/1952 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/6/1955 
• Party invitation to Eloise ReQua, n.d. (2 copies) 
 
14 21 Henderson, Paula Elizabeth (Wilms)  1932-1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/8/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/15/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/17/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/3/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1932 
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• Wedding invitation, postmark 2/23/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1935 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 5/25/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/1/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/22/1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/13/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/2/1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
 
14 22 Henderson, Paula Elizabeth (Wilms)  1942-1956 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/30/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/8/1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1951 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/19/1952    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1953 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1954, with address card, 
6/2 1954; LIR RSVP card with note, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise Requa, 1954 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/28/1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/12/1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
14 23 Hendrick, Elinor Loomis (Sullivan)  1924-1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/3/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/31/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/3/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1928 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1928 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from James and 
Elinor Hendrick, n.d. 
 
14 24 Hibbard, Susan F.  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1929 
 
14 25 Hicks, Robert J.  1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1938 
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15 1 Hoehler, Fred K.  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/17/1955 
 
15 2 Hoffman, Elizabeth  1956 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 
11/26/1956 
 
15 3 Hogins, Edith S.  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/25/1924 
 
15 4 Holmes, Margaret  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/23/1933, with letter 
from Eloise ReQua to Margaret Holmes, 6/22/1933; 
letter from Eloise ReQua to Margaret Holmes, 
6/28/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/4/1933 
 
15 5 Holton, Virginia G.  1939    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/13/1939 
 
15 6 Howland, Elizabeth (Poole)  1929-1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/31/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/6/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/25/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/22/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/4/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/17/1930, with 
clipping, Beatrice Louise Pitney, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/14/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/15/1933  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/12/1933  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/1/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/30/1935 
    
15 7 Hubbard, Gladys (Woodward)  1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/24/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/28/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/1/1931, with 
clipping, n.d.  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/30/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/3/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/8/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/29/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marsden and 
Gladys Hubbard, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marsden and 
Gladys Hubbard, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marsden and 
Gladys Hubbard, n.d. 
 
15 8 Humphrey, Eunice Baker  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/13/1955 
 
15 9 Hutchinson, Janet  1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/5/1939 
    
15 10 Hutchinson, Walter J.  1929-1936  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/5/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/29/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1929 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 7/4/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/14/1929 
• Christmas card to Eloise Requa, 1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/2/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/14/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/23/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/23/1936, with letter 
to Walter J. Hutchinson from P.N Brinch, 7/13/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1936 
 
15 11 Hutchinson, Walter J.  1937-1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/20/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/25/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/3/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/16/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/9/1938, with copy 
of letter from Eloise ReQua to Walter J. Hutchinson, 
10/26/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/31/1938, with telegram draft, 
8/15/1938, and letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise Requa from E.S. Sinclair, 
8/15/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/28/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/6/1939 
 
15 12 Hutchinson, Walter J.  1940-1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1940 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1940, with copy of letter to 
Walter J. Hutchinson from Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/31/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/29/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/23/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/22/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/27/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/23/1941 
• Christmas card to Eloise Requa, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise Requa, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise Requa, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
15 13 Ingersoll, Mary  1926-1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/30/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/22/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/26/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/23/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/27/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/25/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/25/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/2/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/8/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/23/1927 
 
15 14 Ingersoll, Mary  1928-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/2/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/19/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/27/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/23/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1929  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/15/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/5/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/17/1929 
 
15 15 Ingersoll, Mary  1930-1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1930 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/6/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/22/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/10/1934 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
15 16 Ingersoll, Thomas Chalmers  1925-1928  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/19/1925, with draft response 
from Eloise ReQua to Thomas Chalmers Ingersoll, n.d. 
• Draft response from Eloise ReQua to Thomas 
Chalmers Ingersoll, postmark 12/22/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/11/1927, with 
draft notes, n.d.    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1928, with Christmas 
card, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/25/1928 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Thank-you card, Mr. and Mrs. George B. Ingersoll, n.d. 
 
16 1 Institute of International Education  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Caroline J. Porter, 
6/5/1925; Summer Courses in England, 3/16/1925; 
Summer Schools in Continental Europe Exclusive of 
France, 3/16/1925; Summer Schools in Continental 
Europe, 3/16/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary Louise Waite, 
9/29/1925 
 
16 2 Institute of Pacific Relations  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Edward C. Carter, 
2/16/1933 
 
16 3 Irvine, Marie W.  1947-1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1947 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/15/1951 
 
16 4 Irwin, Marie (Gorham)  1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/4/1946 
 
16 5 Ishikawa, Kin-ichi  1923-1934 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/7/1923 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/7/1932 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/5/1932, with Harpers 
Magazine postcard, 10/3/1932; Harpers Magazine 
postcard, 10/26/1932; handwritten address, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/10/1932, with letter to 
Roland S. Morris from Eloise ReQua, n.d.; copy of 
letter to Kin-ichi Ishikawa from Eloise ReQua, 
12/19/1932  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/26/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua 4/21/1933, with note on 
postcard from I. Nitobe to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; note on 
postcard from Elizabeth Walter, 7/27/1933; copy of 
letter to I. Nitobe from Eloise Requa, 8/21/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/7/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/26/1933, with copy of letter 
to Kin-ichi Ishikawa from Eloise ReQua, 11/3/1933; 
note scrap, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/7/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/30/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1934 
 
16 6 James, Elizabeth S.  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from the office of Katharine 
Cornell, 9/15/1936 
    
16 7 Jefferson, Dora C.  1930-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/22/1931 
  
16 8 Jewett, Jesse Armstrong  1926-1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/5/1926, with handwritten 
note, 1/10/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Allston Carewe, 1/18/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/23/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1926, with handwritten 
notes, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/29/1926, with clipping, 
5/28/1926; postcard to Jesse Armstrong Jewett from 
Otto Ulbrich Co., 5/29/1926   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/26/1927, with “Women in 
Public Life,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/20/1927 
• Flower card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard (blank) to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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16 9 Johnson, Anna Blanche  1955-1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1955 
• Sympathy card to Eloise ReQua, 1/8/1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d.  
 
16 10 Jones, Bebo  1940-1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/4/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/20/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d., with letter to Eloise 
ReQua from Kate, 3/19/1940 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
16 11 Jones, Robert Cuba  1944-1954 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/7/1950, with copy of CV of 
Robert Cuba Jones, 1956; paper, “Introduction to 
Mexico,” 1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1950 
• Christmas letter to Eloise ReQua, 1954 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d., with copy of CV of Robert 
Cuba Jones, 1942;  
• Christmas letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
     
16 12 Karr, Pat (Sharon)  1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua,8/30/1947 
 
16 13 Kempe, Hester Georgina (White)  1925-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/26/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/8/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/8/1929, with bookplate, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Allan and Hester 
Kempe, n.d.  
 
16 14 Kennedy, Charlotte  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/12/1926 
    
16 15 Keogh, Mary Ballard Derby  1927-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/29/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/25/1927 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/5/1930, with clipping, n.d. 
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16 16 Kessel (Gheselayagh), Abbas  1956-1979 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Christmas card and letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/20/1976 
• Christmas card and letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/23/1979 
 
16 17 Kibre, Adele  1939-1956 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/6/1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/18/1941 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 12/311941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1954, with Christmas 
postcard and note, 1953 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
 
16 18 King, Martha B.  1934-1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1934, with copy of letter 
from Martha B. King to Ida Louise Raymond, 5/11/1934 
  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/15/1934, with plan for Story 
Cove, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/11/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/1/1935, with letter to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/12/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/28/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/14/1936 
 
16 19 Kirkland, Caroline  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/22/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/26/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/20/1931 
 
16 20 Klimley, Nancy E.  1984 
• Letter to LIR board members, 1984 
 
16 21 Knight, Margaret A.  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/12/1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d.    
 
16 22 Kornbluth, Babette  1954-1959 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1954, with art show 
invitation, 1955; art show invitation, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/8/1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/21/1959 
    
16 23 Lamb, Beatrice Louise (Pitney)  1927-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/5/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/20/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/24/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/20/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/10/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/22/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/12/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
16 24 Lang, Althea Julia (Pease)  1941-1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/20/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/14/1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/16/1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
16 25 Larson, Blenda  1947-1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Blenda and 
Maria Larson, 12/24/1947 
• Christmas letter to Eloise ReQua and Susan Eloise 
ReQua, 1/1953 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Blenda and 
Maria Larson, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
16 26 Lathrop, Julia C.  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/6/1931 
   
16 27 Lawrence, Janet  1922-1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, c. 1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, c. 1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, c. 1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/14/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/7/1923 
 
16 28 Lazarus, Arthur  1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/7/1949 
 
16 29 Lee, Mabel E.  1955 
• Letter to Miss Drake, 5/19/1955 
 
16 30 Lee, Sonia  1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/30/1945, with Christmas 
card, n.d. 
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17 1 Legg, Aline L.  1930-1977 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/4/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua on behalf of International 
Relations Speakers Bureau, 3/27/1946 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/23/1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/2/1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1977 
 
17 2 Leila Houghteling Memorial Fund  1927 
• Pamphlet for fundraising, Leila Houghteling Memorial 
Fund, postmark 2/8/1927 
 
17 3 Lemarchand, Elizabeth  1930-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/3/1931 
 
17 4 Lender, Uno  1929-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/20/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/13/1929  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/26/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/19/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/5/1931 
 
17 5 Liebel, Robert A.  1933 
• Flower card to Eloise ReQua and parents, 3/29/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/5/1933 
 
17 6 Lincoln Hotel  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Fred L. Bennett, 
1/19/1931, with full color brochure, n.d. 
 
17 7 Lip, Betty  1924-1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/15/1924, with 
calling card, Mary Palache; place card, “Ellie ReQua,” 
n.d.; letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/2/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/20/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/1/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/12/1925 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/20/1926 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/30/1926 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1926 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/23/1926 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/25/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/14/1935 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
17 8 Little, Catherine W.  n.d. 
• Card with note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
17 9 Little, Elliotte Robinson  1921 
• Calling card, Elliotte Robinson Little, with note, 
postmark 5/20/1921, with invitation to Barnard School 
for Boys Commencement, 1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/22/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/1/1921 
 
17 10 Little, Irene  1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/4/1918 
 
17 11 Lloyd, Marian  1930-1932 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/23/1930, with 
small notebook       
• Note to Eloise ReQua from Marian and Tony Lloyd, 
1932 
    
17 12 Lomas, Virginia Washington  1927-1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/13/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/11/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/1/1928 
 
17 13 Lord, Margaret Cheney  1943    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/13/1943 
    
17 14 Lowry, Evelyn  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/7/1930, with handwritten 
note, n.d. 
    
17 15 Lusk, Kathy Adams  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/3/1931   
 
17 16 MacAfee, Ethel (Tefft)  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/28/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
17 17 MacFadden, Hamilton  1922-1962  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/15/1922, with note, Savoy 
Hotel, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/20/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/19/1927 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/21/1927, with handwritten 
notes, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/25/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/31/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/30/1962 
 
17 18 Mack, Rebecca Robins  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/10/1931 
 
17 19 MacOdrum, Murdoch Maxwell  1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/23/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/30/1937 
 
17 20 Macy, Gertrude  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/9/1924 
 
17 21 Macy, George  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua,4/18/1929   
    
17 22 Magoun, William C.B.  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/31/1955 
 
17 23 Man, Rose  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1929 
 
17 24 Manierre, Rachel Almeda (Foster)  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/10/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/24/1927 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Rachel and Jack 
Manierre, n.d. 
   
17 25 Margherita, Ceni  1931  
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1931  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 12/8/1931 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
17 26 Marling, Nancy McNab (Anderson)  1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1939 
    
17 27 Martin, K.  1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/28/1928   
 
17 28 Marvell, George  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1926, with draft response 
from Eloise ReQua to George Marvell, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
17 29 Marvin, Beatrice Talbot (Constant)  1925-1951  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/6/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/16/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/6/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/19/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/9/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/4/1935 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1941 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1951 
    
17 30 Maschivitz, Percy A.  1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/25/1922 
 
17 31 Mayer, Mrs. Henry L.  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1928 
 
17 32 McAlpin, Molly Angell  1926-1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/7/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1934, with materials for 
Bryn Mawr Alumnae Fund, n.d. 
    
18 1 McArthur, Billings Meacher  1919  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/18/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/27/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1919 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/29/1919 
• Invitation to dance, Northwestern Military and Naval 
Academy, 1919, with program and calling card, Billings 
Meacher McArthur, n.d. 
 
18 2 McCarthy, Libby  1926-1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/13/1926 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/15/1927 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mac and Libby 
McCarthy, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
18 3 McDougall, Faye  1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/30/1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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18 4 McDougall, Norman A.  1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/24/1950, with note scrap 
 
18 5 McKay, D. Sidway  1926-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/1/1926, with note 
scrap 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1928, with photographs 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/17/1926, with note 
scrap 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/4/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/25/1928 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/2/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/31/1929 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
18 6 McKee, Barbara  1929-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/10/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
18 7 McKenna, Katherine Thayer  1953 
   Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/28/1953 
 
18 8 McLean, B.  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1930 
 
18 9 McRae, Blanche  1921-1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/9/1921  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/5/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/2/1924  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/27/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/4/1927 
 
18 10 Meade, Budge   1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/28/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/24/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/31/1927 
 
18 11 Mendell, Elizabeth (Lawrence)  1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/27/1940 
 
18 12 Miehlnickel, Erwin  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/9/1929 
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18 13 Miller, Creighton S.  1931-1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/29/1931, with draft 
response from Eloise ReQua to Creighton S. Miller, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/30/1932, with letter 
to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/12/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/21/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Clipping with note, 6/30/1932 
 
18 14 Miller, Helen Hill  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua on copy of letter from Eloise 
ReQua to Helen Hill Miller, 7/3/1933 
 
18 15 Mills, Matthew  1953 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/6/1953 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
18 16 Miner, Marian F.  1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/8/1942 
 
18 17 Molina, Lorenzo  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/13/1929, with New Years 
card, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/7/1929 
    
18 18 Molinari, Henry  1927-1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 11/10/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/29/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/21/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/24/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/16/1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 2/13/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/24/1928 
• Telephone message to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 3/8/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/14/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/21/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/28/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1928 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/22/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/26/1928 
 
18 19 Molinari, Henry  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 10/2/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/5/1928, with draft letter to 
Henry Molinari from Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1928; draft 
letter to Henry Molinari from Eloise ReQua, n.d.    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/11/1928, with draft letter to 
Henry Molinari from Eloise ReQua, 11/3/1928    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/4/1928, with draft letter to 
Henry Molinari from Eloise ReQua, 11/8/1928; draft 
letter to Henry Molinari from Eloise ReQua, n.d.; 
telegram to Eloise ReQua from Elizabeth, 11/10/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 12/4/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/22/1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 12/24/1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1928 
    
18 20 Molinari, Henry  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/1/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/12/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/7/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/29/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/4/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/14/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/23/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/30/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/12/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/9/1929 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 12/15/1929 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 12/23/1929 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 12/30/1929 
 
18 21 Molinari, Henry  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/2/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/13/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 2/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/23/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/6/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/20/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/6/1930 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/2/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/7/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/8/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/17/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/27/1930    
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1930    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1930 
 
18 22 Molinari, Henry  1931-1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/16/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/29/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/21/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/28/1931 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 12/29/1931 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 12/31/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/25/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/7/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/21/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/24/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/23/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/3/1932 
 
18 23 Molinari, Henry  1937-1951 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1937 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua (partial), 1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/3/1939, with copy of letter to 
Henry Molinari from Eloise ReQua, 6/16/1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/6/1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1939 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua (partial), 3/22/1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1951 
 
18 24 Molinari, Henry  n.d. 
• Calling card, Prof. Ing. Henry Molinari, with note, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 19 January, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
19 1 Molinari, Libero  1930 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1930 
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19 2 Molinari, Vittorio  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/19/1930, with calling card, 
Ing. Prof. Vittorio Molinari, with note, n.d.   
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/25/1930   
• Address on card, n.d. 
 
19 3 Moore, William  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1931, with draft notes, 
n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1931, with draft letter to 
William Moore from Eloise ReQua, 5/5/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/9/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/13/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/23/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/30/1931, with 
clipping, “A Sketch of the Golf Links at Myrtle Beach”, 
n.d.  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/31/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/4/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/9/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/13/1931 
    
19 4 Moore, William  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/15/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/18/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/20/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/25/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/28/1931, with draft 
letter to William Moore from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/30/1931 
 
19 5 Moore, William  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/3/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/4/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/10/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/12/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/14/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/18/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/24/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/28/1931 
 
19 6 Moore, William  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/8/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/10/1931 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/11/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/19/1931    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/25/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/3/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/8/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/21/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/26/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/16/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/20/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1931 
 
19 7 Moore, William  1932-1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/21/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/8/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/31/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/27/1932, with letter to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (on Carolina Inn 
advertisement), postmark 11/27/1941 
    
19 8 Mordock, Kay  1923  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/29/1923 
 
19 9 Morgan, Margaret (Carter)  1951-1952 
• Invitation to wedding, May 1951 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/18/1951 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1951 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/5/1952 
    
19 10 Mount Holyoke College  1935-1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary Ashby Cheek, 
9/9/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary Ashby Cheek, 
8/7/1936 
 
19 11 Mug, John W., Jr.  1979 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/11/1979 
 
19 12 Munsert, Helen W.  1945-1963 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/1963 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
19 13 Murphy, Eleanor  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1934 
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19 14 National Civil Service Reform League  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Edwin H. Cassels, 
Chairman, 10/28/1936; pamphlet, “Spoils vs. The 
People’s Will,” n.d. 
 
19 15 National League of Women Voters  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Katherine A. Frederic, 
Secretary, 7/8/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Frances Nacy Anderson, 
Acting President, 7/12/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Alice W. Owens, Assistant 
Secretary, 10/21/1930 
    
19 16 Nelson, Curtis  1926-1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/25/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/27/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/28/1927 
 
19 17 Nelson, Thacker  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/5/1934 
    
19 18 Newbold, Virginia  1924  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/23/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/13/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/22/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/13/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/29/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/2/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/24/1924 
 
19 20 Newbold, Virginia  1925    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/7/1925; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d.; letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/24/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/25/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/23/1925; letter to 
Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1925; letters and notes, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/18/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/27/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/31/1925 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/13/1925 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/16/1935 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/30/1925; calling 
card, Miss Virginia Newbold, with note, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/4/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1925; note to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
 
19 21 Newbold, Virginia  1926-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/12/1926; calling 
card, Miss Virginia Newbold, with note, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/4/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/1/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/18/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/13/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/21/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/3/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/9/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/1/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/10/1930 
 
19 22 Newbold, Virginia  n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Calling card, Miss Virginia Newbold, with note, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise Requa, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; note to Eloise ReQua, 
n.d. 
 
20 1 Nichols, Adele  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/12/1932 
 
20 2 Nichols, S. Van B.  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/16/1935 
 
20 3 Nitobe, Mary Patterson (Elkinton)  1933 
• Thank-you card to Eloise ReQua, 1933 
 
20 4 Norton, Lucy Washington  1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/21/1923 
  
20 5 O’Neill, J.M  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/2/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/7/1928 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1928 
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20 6 Ohshima, K  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/12/1936; 4 blank postcards, 
n.d. 
 
20 7 Omohundro, Wiley H.  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/25/1929 
    
20 8 Oren, Marjorie D.  1961 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/27/1961 
 
20 9 Orr, Louise (McCormick)  1935  
• Wedding invitation to Eloise ReQua, Louise McCormick 
and Montgomery Meigs Orr, postmark 1/18/1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/8/1935 
 
20 10 Osborne, Anne Robinson  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/15/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/12/1935; copy of letter to 
Anne Robinson Osborne from Eloise ReQua, 
11/23/1935 
 
20 11 Otis, L.S.  1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1955 
 
20 12 Owens, Lucy Proctor (Trumbull)  1945-1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/3/1945; copy of letter to Lucy 
Proctor Trumbull Owens from Eloise Requa, 2/20/1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
Frederick M. Owens, Jr., n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Owens family, 
n.d. 
 
20 13 Paige, Emeline K.  1940-1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/5/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/23/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/23/1941 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/23/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/6/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/26/1941 
• Letter to Emeline K. Paige from Library of International 
Relations, 12/17/1942, with annual report and donation 
card, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/14/1944; meeting attendance 
card, 6/14/1944 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/6/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/26/1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1950 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1950; clipping, n.d.; 
note, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/21/1955; clipping, “Lexington 
Man Runs a World Library That Tells About U.N.”, 
10/17/1954; clipping, “Prominent Speakers Tuesday”, 
4/5/1950 
• Clipping, “Scoopy Mewses,” 6/2/1955; clipping, 
“Libraries Urged to Set Up Business Information Units,” 
n.d., postmark 7/7/1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
• Advertisement for Broadlawn Inn, 1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, “April 10,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
20 14 Park, Marion Edwards  1930-1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/13/1930; letter to Marion 
Edwards Park from Eloise ReQua, 11/19/1930 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/1/1936 
 
20 15 Parker, Franklin  1930-1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/21/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/22/1933 
 
20 16 Parkman, Frances  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1931 
 
20 17 Parmenter, Clarence  1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/30/1958 
 
20 18 Pasmore, Evelyn H.  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/4/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/23/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
20 19 Patch, Charles  1920-1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; Letter to Eloise ReQua, 
n.d., postmark 8/11/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/6/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/15/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/24/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d., Letter to Eloise ReQua, 
n.d., postmark 10/5/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d., Letter to Eloise ReQua, 
n.d., postmark 10/15/1920 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/23/1920; 
invitation to Yale Junior Prom, 1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/5/1920; Yale 
University Baseball Team Official Schedule of 1921, 
1921 
 
20 20 Pate, Roberta  1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/21/1939 
  
20 21 Pensione Villa Margherita  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Carlo Marchesa Rossi, 
10/19/1929; hotel advertisement card, n.d. 
 
20 22 Philipps, Tracy  1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/8/1941; draft letter 
to Tracy Philipps from Eloise ReQua, 10/19/1941 
 
20 23 Pierce, Leslie (Thorne)  1925-1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/10/1925 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/9/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/14/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/3/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/9/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/26/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/16/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/8/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/14/1927 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 8/2/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/22/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/1927 
 
20 24 Pierce, Leslie (Thorne)  1929-1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/15/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/18/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1933 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/26/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/26/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/6/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/31/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/10/1940 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Leslie and 
Dewey Pierce, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dewey, Leslie, 
and Thorne Pierce, n.d. 
 
20 25 Pierce, Sydney D.  1923-1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/3/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/13/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/19/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d.  
 
20 26 Pilkington, Walter  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/29/1932 
 
20 27 Pinkerton, Margaret (Connelly)  1926-1951 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/3/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/11/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/12/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/11/1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Pinkerton 
Family, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Peg, John, and 
John Snyder Pinkerton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Peg Snyder, n.d. 
    
21 1 Piotrowski, Casimir  1929-1930  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/20/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/30/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 2/24/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1930; calling card, 
Kazimierz Ginwill-Piotrowski, 3/10/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/7/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/2/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/23/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/13/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/20/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/23/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/30/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 12/16/1930 
 
21 2 Plumptre, Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne  1932  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/28/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/13/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1932 
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• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 11/6/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/12/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/13/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/26/1932 
 
21 3 Plumptre, Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/9/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/6/1933; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/27/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/11/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1933; 3 photographs of 
Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne Plumptre, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/1/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/6/1933; letter to Chester 
Wright from Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne Plumptre, 
4/6/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/23/1933 
    
21 4 Plumptre, Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/2/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/8/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/17/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/14/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/21/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/4/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/17/1933; copy of letter to 
Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne Plumptre from Eloise ReQua, 
8/30/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/30/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/4/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/4/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1933 
  
21 5 Plumptre, Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/9/1934  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/6/1934 
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21 6 Plumptre, Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/28/1935; “The 
Canadian Economy and Its Problems” by H.A. Innis 
and A.F.W. Plumptre, 1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/3/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1935    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/8/1935; handwritten notes, 
n.d.    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/15/1935 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/19/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/25/1935; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d.; letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; itinerary, 
n.d.; draft letter to Arthur Wynne Fitzwalter Plumptre 
from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/8/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/19/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/3/1935 
 
21 7 Plumptre, Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne  1937-1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1937 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/20/1937; 
calling card, A.F. Wynne Plumptre, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/13/1939 
 
21 8 Plumptre, Arthur Fitzwalter Wynne  n.d. 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• “Data re Plum,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
21 9 Podbielniak, Wladzia G.  1949-1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, poster size, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1952 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/16/1953; clipping, 
“Chatter”, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/22/1954; clipping, untitled, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1954 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/24/1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1957 
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• Letter to Mildred Peterson, 1/10/1957 
• Invitation to Eloise ReQua, 5/7/1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/6/1958 
• Invitation to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Blank card, Walter and Wladzia Podbielniak, n.d. 
 
21 10 Porter, Marion L.  1933-1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/17/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1933; small drawing, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/10/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/19/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/20/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/27/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/18/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/9/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/16/1934   
    
21 11 Preble, Madge  n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
21 12 Preble, Robert  1955-1982 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/1/1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1955; letter to Robert 
Preble from Wladzia G. Podbielniak, 8/26/1955 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/16/1958 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/7/1959 
• Christmas letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/25/1959 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1959 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/1/1982 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
22 1 Prentice, Abra Cantrill  1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/7/1958 
 
22 2 Price, Elizabeth Winston  1923-1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/9/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/5/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/5/1925 
 
22 3 Prochazka, Ottilie  1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/1/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/19/1930 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/16/1930; pressed flower 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1930 
 
22 4 Prokosch, Gertrude  n.d. 
• Note, n.d. 
  
22 5 The Quadrangle  1987 
• Letter, 1987; brochure and reply card, n.d. 
 
22 6 Quan, Margaret  1927-1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/12/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/10/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
22 7 Ratto, Kay  1953-1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, c. 1953 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/20/1955 
 
22 8 Regan, Agnes  1935  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/29/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/5/1935 
 
22 9 Remak, Caroline Voorhees  1924  
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/9/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/12/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/16/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/13/1924; letter to 
Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1924; Christmas card to 
Eloise ReQua, n.d.; postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/2/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/24/1924 
 
22 10 Remak, Caroline Voorhees  1925-1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/30/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/21/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/2/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/4/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/6/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/21/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/14/1928 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/9/1928; 
draft of telegram to Caroline Voorhees Remak 
from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
22 11 Remak, Caroline Voorhees  1931-1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/5/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/25/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/23/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/15/1932 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d.   
• Calling card (in envelope), Miss Caroline Voorhees 
Remak, n.d.; Hershey’s wrapper; note scrap, n.d. 
 
22 12 Reymond, Lizelle  1930-1934  
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 2/29/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/6/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/8/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/6/1932 
• Envelope of postmark scraps, 1934 
 
22 13 Rice, Helen  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/22/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
22 14 Richardson, Elsa Chapin  1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1957 
 
22 15 Richardson, Laura M.  1935-1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/10/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/7/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/5/1936; copy of 
letter to Laura M. Richardson from Eloise ReQua, 
5/19/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/7/1936 
 
22 16 Ridsdale, John Gordon  1931-1941 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/30/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/10/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/1/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/25/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/13/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/6/1941 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
22 17 Rive, Harriot (Hopkinson)  1930-1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/5/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/20/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/31/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/5/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/3/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/30/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/17/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/30/1932, with handwritten 
notes, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/10/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/22/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/27/1932 
 
22 18 Rive, Harriot (Hopkinson)  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/4/1933, with draft note, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/10/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/17/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/21/1933  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1933, with copy of letter 
from Eloise ReQua to Harriot Hopkinson, 4/13/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/2/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/18/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/28/1933, with copy of letter 
from Eloise ReQua to Harriot Hopkinson, 7/31/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/8/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1933 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/7/1933, with copy of letter 
from Eloise ReQua to Harriot Hopkinson, 9/8/1933; 
copy of letter from Eloise ReQua to Carleton G. 
Bingham, Jr., 9/8/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/11/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/28/1933  
 
22 19 Rive, Harriot (Hopkinson)  1934-1950  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/1/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/4/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/8/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/9/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/22/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/2/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/27/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/7/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/2/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/13/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/10/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1936 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/23/1936 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/7/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/30/1940 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/20/1941, with draft notes for 
telegrams, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/22/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/27/1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1949 
• Baby portrait card and calendar, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1950 
• Child portrait card and calendar, 1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, partial, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
22 20 Rockwell, Prue Durant Smith  1923-1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/23/1923 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/8/1923 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/16/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/17/1929 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/9/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/1/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/7/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
23 1 Rodgers, H.G.  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/15/1926  
 
23 2 Rogers, Walter S.  1934 
• Letter to Victor Elting, 4/23/1934; copy of letter to 
Walter S. Rogers from Victor Elting, 4/13/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/27/1934 
 
23 3 Rosa, Alberto  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/5/1930 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/9/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/11/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/19/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1930; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, 6/23/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/27/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/28/1930    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1930    
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1930 
 
23 4 Rosa, Alberto  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/7/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/9/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/12/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/26/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/29/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/20/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/23/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/4/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/28/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1930 
 
23 5 Rosa, Alberto  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1931 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/29/1931 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
23 6 Rossetti, Amaline  1928    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/5/1928 
 
23 7 Rubin, Allene  1973 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/20/1973 
 
23 8 Russell, Elizabeth  1958 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
 
23 9 Ryan, Elsa  1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/17/1918; photograph of 
woman on stairs, n.d. 
 
23 10 Salins, Alberta J. (Kistenbroker)  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/26/1935  
 
23 11 Sargent, Florence  1930  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/21/1930 
 
23 12 Sasaki, Ruth (Fuller Everett)  1937-1946 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1946  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
23 13 Savage, Frank  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1930 
 
23 14 Savina, Paolo  1930-1931  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/23/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/23/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/1/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/17/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/20/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/3/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/20/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/26/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/7/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/29/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/8/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/15/1931 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/11/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/11/1931 
 
23 15 Savord, Ruth  1947-1960 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/18/1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/22/1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1960 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
23 16 Schenck, Eunice Morgan  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/25/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1930 
 
23 17 Scheuerman, Jan A.  1947 
• Christmas postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 
12/1/1947 
      
23 18 Schleinkofer, Catherine  1947 
• Baby notice card, Jean Carol Schleinkofer, to Eloise 
ReQua, 1947    
    
23 19 Schmitt, Bernadotte Everly 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/20/1934 
• New Year’s card to Eloise ReQua, 1/1/1936 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Damaris and 
Bernadotte Schmitt, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Damaris and 
Bernadotte Schmitt, n.d. 
    
23 20 Schwarzenbach, Rudolph  1933 
• Calling card, Rudolph Schwarzenbach, with note to 
Eloise ReQua, 1933 
 
23 21 Scott, Barbara  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/4/1925 
• Calling card, Miss Barbara Scott, with note to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
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23 22 Scott, John  1949-1959 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 12/15/1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/1949 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/18/1956 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/10/1957; copy of “There Is 
An Answer by John Scott, January 1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1959 
 
23 23 Scoville, William Beecher  1932-1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/30/1932; phone 
messages from William Beecher Scoville to Eloise 
ReQua, 7/3/1932-7/28/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/22/1933 
 
23 24 Scribner, Josephine  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/1/1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
23 25 Scribner, Nancy  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/18/1934 
 
23 26 Seitz, Helen Stewart (Hardenbergh)  1929-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/5/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/7/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1929    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/29/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/12/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/27/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/1/1930; letter to Helen 
Stewart (Hardenbergh) Seitz from Mary Dexter Walton, 
9/20/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/13/1930 
 
23 27 Seitz, Helen Stewart (Hardenbergh)  1931-1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/6/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/11/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/8/1931; business 
card, Stern Brothers, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua; note to Eloise ReQua, 
postmark 12/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/31/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/27/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1932 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/30/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/16/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/28/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/19/1935; photographs: “Jeff 
Sr. and Jr.”, man with boy on shoulder, 1933, “Jeffery 
Seitz”,boy in diaper and large hat on lawn, 1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/19/1939 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/27/1942 
 
23 28 Seitz, Helen Stewart (Hardenbergh)  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
24 1 Shurcliff, Joan (Hopkinson)  1933         
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/12/1933; copy of 
letter to Joan (Hopkinson) Shurcliff from Eloise ReQua, 
8/14/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/28/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; photograph: Eloise 
ReQua and Harriot (Hopkinson) Rive, 1932 
 
24 2 Simon, Hugh. F.  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1933; copy of “Udet 
Ehrung,” n.d. 
  
24 3 Skinner, Crystal N.  1930-1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/28/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1/28/1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
24 4 Skinner, Maud  1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/28/1923 
• Calling card with note, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Skinner, n.d. 
 
24 5 Slawikowski, George  1958-1961 
• Thank-you card to Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/25/1958 
• Thank-you card to Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1961 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1962 
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24 6 Smith, Durand  1921-1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/10/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/9/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/8/1922 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 9/5/1923 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/4/1927 
    
24 7 Smith, Durand  1928-1954 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/24/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1928; draft letter to Maria 
Madariaga from Eloise ReQua, 4/13/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/25/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/5/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/24/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 6/30/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/22/1954; Data on Durand 
Smith, 7/22/1954 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, Feb 15, n.d.  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
24 8 Smith, Edith Harrison  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/13/1935 
 
24 9 Smith, George  1936-1937 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/18/1936 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 8/19/1936 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 7/23/1937 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 8/23/1937 
 
24 10 Sokolsky, George E.  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/16/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/19/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/26/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/7/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/11/1932    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/25/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/5/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/16/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/31/1932 
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24 11 Sokolsky, George E.  1933-1935 
• New Year’s card to Eloise ReQua, 1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/9/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/29/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/5/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/4/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/18/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/25/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/14/1933 
• New Year’s card to Eloise ReQua from George E. 
Sokolsky and Eric, 1935 
 
24 12 Spaulding, Clarence  1956-1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1957 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
24 13 Specker, Charles E.  1931  
• Calling card, Charles E. Specker, with note, postmark 
12/23/1931 
 
24 14 Spencer, Lillian Gertrude (White)  1920-1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/3/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/11/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/5/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Gertrude and Bill 
Spencer, n.d. 
    
24 15 Spitzer, Lyman  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/18/1934 
 
24 16 Spofford, Peggy  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/6/1930 
 
24 17 Staley, Eugene  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/16/1933 
 
24 18 Stall, Emeline C.  1931  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1931; letter to Emeline C. 
Stall from L.A. Walker, L.A. Walker Real Estate and 
Insurance, 5/22/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/1/1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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24 19 Standen, Edith A.  1933-1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/10/1935 
 
24 20 Stearns, Ron  1950 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/3/1950 
 
24 21 Stephan, Charlotte Ruth (Walgreen)  1943-1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1943 
• Donation card, Poetry Magazine, 1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/20/1944 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1946 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua (empty), 1946  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/10/1947 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1/4/1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; with gift tag, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
24 22 Stevenson, Adlai  1952 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/12/1952 
 
24 23 Stevenson, Ellen (Borden)  1967 
• Items to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/2/1967: note, n.d.; 
clipping: “Ellen Stevenson Home Auctioned, S&L Is 
Buyer,” 6/15/1965; clipping: “Roosevelt Prof Rips U.S. 
Viet Policy—Is Jailed,” n.d.; “Japan’s Dynamo of 
Letters,” n.d.; copy of court testimony, n.d.; copies of 
letters to Ellen (Borden) Stevenson, n.d. 
 
24 24 Stockmeyer, H. Stephen  1946-1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/14/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/25/1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1948  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
24 25 Stoddard, Claire Benz  1946-1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/14/1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/5/1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1947 
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24 26 Strachan, Thomas C., Jr.  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1927 
 
24 27 Student Friendship Fund  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Ray H. Legate, 
Executive Secretary, 6/5/1925 
• Subscription receipt, 6/10/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Ray H. Legate, 
Executive Secretary, 6/22/1925 
 
24 28 Sutherland, Jac  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1925 
 
24 29 Taylor, Blair  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/9/1936 
 
25 1 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1922-1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/7/1922 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/21/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/30/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/28/1923 
 
25 2 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1924 
• Letter and note to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/31/1924 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 2/1/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/1/1924 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1924 
• Three letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/27/1924 
• Drawing of tombstone, 4/22/1924 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/7/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/10/1924; calling 
card, Miss Pamela Coyne, n.d.; three clippings, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/11/1924 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/11/1924 
 
25 3 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1924 
• Three letters and note to Eloise ReQua, postmark 
6/11/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/12/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/16/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/17/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/18/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/19/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/20/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/20/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/20/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/20/1924 
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25 4 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/21/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/23/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/24/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/24/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/24/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/24/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/27/1924 
 
25 5 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/30/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/1/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/4/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/5/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/8/1924; two notes to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/5/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/7/1924   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/17/1924; note to 
Eloise ReQua, n.d.; letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 10/9/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/26/1924  
 
25 6 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/15/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/20/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1926; draft letter to 
Frances Pamela (Coyne) Taylor from Eloise ReQua, 
n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/15/1926 
• Letter on 9 postcards to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1926 
 
25 7 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/7/1924 
• Document describing travel tips to European cities, 
10/1927 
 
25 8 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1928-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/11/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/17/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/30/1928 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/2/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/8/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/28/1929 
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• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/24/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/11/1929 
 
25 9 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/12/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/7/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/13/1930 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/10/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/21/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/19/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/30/1930 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 8/13/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/22/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/30/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/18/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/23/1930 
 
25 10 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/22/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/3/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/25/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/8/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/5/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/4/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/14/1931; clipping, 
“Social,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/14/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/2/1931 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 12/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/28/1931    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1931 
 
25 11 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1932-1934 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/28/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/30/1932 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 11/30/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial); note to Eloise ReQua, 
postmark 12/21/1932 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/23/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/31/1933; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/16/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/27/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/10/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/21/1934 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1934  
 
25 12 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1935-1940 
• Two letters and note on check to Eloise ReQua, 
postmark 5/17/1935 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/21/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/29/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1937 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/2/1937  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/15/1940; copy of 
letter to Frances Pamela (Coyne) Taylor from Eloise 
ReQua, 1/25/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/11/1940 
  
26 1 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  1942-1959  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/3/1942; photograph: two 
children in prams near lake, August 1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/19/1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/16/1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1953 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/3/1955    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/6/1956; photograph: woman 
holding baby, Pamela Mary Morton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/29/1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/1/1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1959 
     
26 2 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua on two calling cards, Miss 
Pamela Coyne, n.d. 
• Three notes to Eloise ReQua on small cards, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Poem to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, on envelope, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
26 3 Taylor, Frances Pamela (Coyne)  n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Two notes to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua (partial), n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Copy of “The Malefactor’s Plea” by James K. Stevens, 
n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d.  
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Francis and 
Pamela, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Francis, Pamela, 
Pammy, Emily, John and Molly, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Birthday card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Bookmark Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Bookmark Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Large format fold-out Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 
n.d. 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
26 4 Taylor, George E.  1942-1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/27/1944 
 
26 5 Terrien, Mary Louise  n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
26 6 Thoelecke, Jane  1978 
• Get Well card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
26 7 Thompson, B.M. Hamilton  1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1928 
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26 8 Thrasher, Gertrude  n.d. 
• Copy of letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
26 9 Tomlinson, J.D.  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/25/1930 
 
26 10 Traversari, Ester Danesi  1929-1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/27/1929; advertisement for 
The Roman Club House, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/3/1930 
 
26 11 Tucker, F. Deming  1927-1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/14/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/30/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 7/11/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/9/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/28/1927   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/2/1927; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/29/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/22/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/22/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Valentine to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
     
26 12 Turbaniak, Bruno  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/22/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 11/3/1929   
 
26 13 Tyler, Carolyn Dow  1928-1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1928   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/11/1929; photograph: women 
in circus costumes with elephant, n.d.; booklet: “Frank 
Parker, diseur,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/2/1930; clipping: 
“Out of the Palace at Taliesen” by Marguerite B. 
Williams, The Chicago Daily News, 10/1/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/21/1931 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/4/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/18/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/23/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/3/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/1/1932; 
advertisement: First Annual Outdoor Chicago Art Fair, 
1932; eight photographs of the home of Mr. Francis 
Meredyth Whitehouse, 1929; two photographs of 
Carolyn D. Tyler and companion at First Annual 
Outdoor Chicago Art Fair, 1932 
• Letter and note to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/19/1932 
 
26 14 Tyler, Carolyn Dow  1933-1946 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/19/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/29/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/29/1933 
• Envelope with note to Eloise ReQua, 12/1/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/23/1934 
• Letter and Easter card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 
4/5/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Chicago World’s Fair), 
postmark 9/23/1934 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Peacock Alley, Congress 
Hotel and Annex, Chicago), postmark 11/11/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/27/1934; clipping: 
“Critic Praises Innovation of Ballet Night”, by Edward 
Moore, n.d.; clipping: Uday Shan Kar, the work of 
Carolyn Tyler…”, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/15/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/25/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/19/1935 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/1/1943 
• Letter and postcard (The Hyde Park, Chicago) to 
Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/11/1945 
• Letter on postcard (The Hyde Park, Chicago) to Eloise 
ReQua, postmark 10/7/1946 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua, with note from 
“Sunny,” postmark 10/8/1946 
    
26 15 Tyler, Carolyn Dow  n.d. 
• Poem to Eloise ReQua, “The Ballad of the Girl of 
Tower Town,” n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Grave of the “Lost 
Dauphin”), n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Home of the “Lost 
Dauphin”), n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; clipping: “A Farewell 
Party,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua on Chicago Woman’s Club 
card, n.d. 
• Christmas poem to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (The Hyde Park, Chicago), 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua on Christmas paper, n.d. 
• Poem to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Birthday card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Thanksgiving card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Three gift tags to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
26 16 Utley, Clifton M.  1935-1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/2/1935 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
26 17 Van Cleef, Noah  1940-1947 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/16/1940 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
26 18 Van Vlack, Helen  1955 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, August 1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
26 19 Vandivert, Bill  1940 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1940 
 
26 20 Vickery, Mabel S.  1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/7/1925 
   
26 21 Vives, D.  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/17/1927; two drafts of 
letters to Mademoiselle Vives from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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27 1 Vogels, Irene Ambler (Wallace)  1920-1924  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/12/1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1920; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. (postmark 6/28/1920) 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/8/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/24/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/25/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/26/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/16/1924 
• Four letters to Eloise ReQua, n.d., postmark 8/21/1924 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, n.d., postmark 8/28/1924 
    
27 2 Vogels, Irene Ambler (Wallace)  1925-1929 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/11/1925 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/30/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/2/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/12/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/26/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/20/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/29/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/29/1929 
 
27 3 Vogels, Irene Ambler (Wallace)  1930-1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/28/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/2/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/14/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/5/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/15/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/13/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/28/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua; letter from David Vogels to 
Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/12/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/11/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/28/1934 
 
27 4 Vogels, Irene Ambler (Wallace)  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
27 5 Voigt, Dorothy  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/31/1936 
   
27 6 Voigt, Walter W.  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/24/1936 
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27 7 von Reutter, Egon  1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/6/1942; copy of letter to 
Professor B.A. Thresher from Eloise ReQua, 9/10/1942 
 
27 8 von Reutter, Eloise  1942-1944 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/14/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/16/1942    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/25/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/6/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/18/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/4/1943; clipping: “John 
Bakeless Writes Definitive Study of Christopher 
Marlowe”, n.d.; wallpaper sample 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/3/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/8/1943; three photos of baby 
(Philip von Reutter), n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/25/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/1944 
• Thank-you letter from Philip von Reutter (Eloise von 
Reutter), 1/1/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/5/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/11/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/28/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1944 
• Copy of letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1944  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/21/1944 
    
27 9 von Reutter, Eloise  1945-1967 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/11/1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1945 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/24/1946 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/18/1946 
• Baby announcement card to Eloise ReQua, 1947 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/11/1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1967 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, photo of Philip von 
Reutter, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
27 10 Vranek, Jiri F.  1929 
• Letter on postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 
11/14/1929 
    
27 11 Wagner, Carl R.  1927-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/9/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/1/1927 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1928; draft letter to Carl 
R. Wagner from Eloise ReQua, n.d.; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, “Oct 20”, n.d.; letter to Eloise ReQua, “Oct 21”, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1928; invitation to South 
Pasadena Hospital Formal Opening, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/5/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/28/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1929 
 
27 12 Wagner, Carl R.  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/28/1933 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/23/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/9/1933; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, 3/10/1933; letter to Eloise ReQua, “Monday”, 
n.d.; letter to Eloise ReQua, “Monday eve,” n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/6/1933; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, 3/19/1933; letter to Eloise ReQua, “Sat. all 
day”, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 3/12/1933 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 3/24/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1933; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, “Wed. night,” n.d.; letter to Eloise ReQua, 
“Thursday,” n.d. 
 
27 13 Wagner, Carl R.  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1933 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 4/7/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1933 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 4/18/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1933 
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• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/16/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1933 
 
27 14 Wagner, Carl R.   1933 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/4/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/4/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/12/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/14/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/24/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/26/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/29/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/10/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/13/1933 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 7/29/1933  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/4/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/19/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/20/1933; draft of 
letter to Carl R. Wagner from Eloise ReQua, n.d.; copy 
of letter to Carl R. Wagner from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/5/1933; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, “Aug 28th”, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
28 1 Waldo, Dorothy (Derby)  1926-1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/13/1926 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/28/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/10/1935 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/19/1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/15/1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1945 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1946; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, “April 31”, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1947 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Intercoastal Waterway 
Canal, Delray Beach, FL), postmark 3/26/1948 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/4/1950; clipping: “Betrothal” 
(Joanne Waldo and John Nash Stewart), 1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
28 2 Walker, James W.  1936 
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28 3 Walker, Sydno  1937-1950 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (SS Columbus), 5/7/1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1941 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
28 4 Wallace, Edna  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/18/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/14/1931 
    
28 5 Wallace, Ethel M.  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/4/1932 
 
28 6 Walling, L. Metcalfe  1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1932 
    
28 7 War Department  1942 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from John E. Bakeless, Major, 
3/11/1942; War Department Application and Personal 
History Statement, n.d. 
    
28 8 Warner, Peggy  1931-1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/3/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/29/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
28 9 Watkins, Elise G.  1941-1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/5/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/12/1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d.  
 
28 10 Watkins, Jim T.  1945 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 2/13/1945 
 
28 11 Weaver, William E.  1922-1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/12/1922 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/14/1923    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1923 
 
28 12 Webster, George W.  1927-1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/7/1927; clipping: Locarno in 
Italian Switzerland”, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/26/1931 
 
28 13 Weiller, Rene  n.d. 
• Note on calling card, Mr. and Mme. Rene Weiller, to 
Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
28 14 Welling, Harriet  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/5/1935 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
28 15 Wetten, Albert Hayes  1927 
• Telegram to Marian B. Wetten, 5/28/1927 
 
28 16 Wetten, Eleanor  1935-1937     
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/5/1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/4/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/17/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/20/1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
28 17 Wetten, Marian B.  1928-1933  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/11/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/8/1933 
• Get-well card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
28 18 Wetten, Mildred Beatrice  1922-1947  
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (ski lodges and slide), 
postmark 1/2/1922 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (sled slides), postmark 
1/4/1922 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (skiers pulled by horses), 
1922 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (house in snow), 1922 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/5/1933  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/31/1934  
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/18/1936 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/19/1937; two 
photographs: Eloise ReQua under palm trees, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/7/1940; 
photograph of Eloise ReQua at party, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/26/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/7/1945; clipping: “Men 
Never Weary of Women with Brains”, by David 
McCord, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Hotel Huntington, 
Pasadena CA), postmark 10/7/1946 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (South Palm Springs from 
above the Desert Inn), postmark 10/6/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/17/1947; 
photograph of Eloise ReQua on beach, n.d. 
    
28 19 Wheelwright, Lois Nelson  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1931 
 
28 20 The White House  n.d. 
• Invitation to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. Hoover, n.d.; draft 
letter to Miss Randolph from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
28 21 Whitman, John R.  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/14/1926 
 
28 22 Whitman, Russell  1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/15/1943 
 
28 23 Wicker, Carolyn  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; clipping: “78-Year-Old 
Flag, Original Owner, Have Romantic Pasts,” 
3/23/1941 
 
28 24 Wilder, Amos P.  1932-1935 
• Four letters and postcard (Rembrandt self-portrait) to 
Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/9/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/20/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/5/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/26/1934 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/22/1935 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
28 25 Williams, Jack  1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/19/1928 
 
28 26 Wilson, Ed  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/18/1934 
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28 27 Wilson, Martha  1929 
• Small poetry book, “Indecision” by Martha Wilson, 
3/18/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/24/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/28/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/8/1929 
 
28 28 Wilson, Martha  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/16/1930; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, “Sunday, Dec. 21”, n.d.; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, “December 30th”, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/30/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/12/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/21/1930 
• Three letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/5/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/12/1930 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/5/1930 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1930 
    
28 29 Wilson, Martha  1931  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/20/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/21/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/28/1931 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/11/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/18/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/8/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/12/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/17/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/23/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/19/1931 
 
28 30 Wilson, Martha  1932-1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/29/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/5/1932; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, 1/15/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/16/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/9/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/17/1934 
 
28 31 Wilson, Martha  1935-1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/11/1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (House of Parliament, 
London), postmark 11/20/1935 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Mexico City), postmark 
2/28/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/29/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/5/1937; note, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 9/10/1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note on book announcement, “Penitent Earth” by 
Martha Wilson, to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
29 1 Wilson, Marion S.  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/31/1927; calling 
card, Miss Marion S. Wilson, n.d.; lists of addresses in 
New York and Geneva, n.d. 
 
29 2 Wilson, Sue Ann  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1924 
 
29 3 Wilton, Wally  1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/30/1924 
 
29 4 Wiseman, Mark  1933 
• Two letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/10/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/26/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/3/1933; copy of 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/9/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/18/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/6/1933; letter to 
Eloise ReQua, n.d.; draft letter to Mark Wiseman from 
Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 9/15/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/17/1933; copy of 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/29/1933; draft 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
29 5 Wiseman, Mark  1933 
• Letter and poem to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/6/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/13/1933; 
handwritten notes, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1933 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 19/27/1933; draft 
letters to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter and poem to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/6/1933; 
draft letters to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/21/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/25/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/5/1933; draft 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/15/1933; draft 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/27/1933 
    
29 6 Wiseman, Mark  1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/10/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/17/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/24/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/3/1934; draft letter 
to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/15/1934; draft 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (The Public Square, 
Nassau, Bahamas), postmark 2/26/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/13/1934 
• Three letters to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/20/1934; 
draft letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/21/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/12/1934; draft 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/23/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/4/1934; draft 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/16/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/17/1934; clipping: 
“Speed Camera Reveals Ciliary Secret of Clam,” n.d. 
 
29 7 Wiseman, Mark  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/28/1935; two 
copies of letters to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/1/1935; copy of 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/21/1935; two draft 
letters to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/26/1935; copy of 
letter to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/5/1935; draft letter 
to Mark Wiseman from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/22/1935; draft 
letter to Mark Wiseman to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/2/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/28/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/15/1935; clipping: 
“New Rip Van Winkle Gazes in Wonder at Women and 
Autos,” n.d.; clipping: “Daughter of the F.C. Woods 
Wed Yesterday,” 8/20/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/9/1935 
 
29 8 Wiseman, Mark  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/6/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/17/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/22/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/6/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/2/1936 
 
29 9 Wiseman, Mark  1937-1948 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua (empty), 
10/1/1937  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/16/1939; notes, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1941 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1948 
 
29 10 Wiseman, Mark  n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; clipping: “Why Friendly 
Copy Is Best”, by Mark Wiseman, 9/14/1933 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
   
29 11 Withrow, Miriam  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/27/1926 
  
29 12 Woman’s Athletic Club  1920 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/24/1920 
 
29 13 Woman’s City Club  1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary K. Nelson, First 
Vice-President, 6/24/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Jean Cross Weis, Civic 
Director, 7/28/1926; draft letter to Jean Cross Weis 
from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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29 14 Wood, Hilpa S.  1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/26/1936 
 
29 15 Woollen, Herbert Milton  1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/22/1939 
 
29 16 Woollen, Irma J. (Wocher)  1935-1959 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/8/1935 
• Calling card, Mrs. Daniel Hudson Burnham, Jr., 
invitation to meet Mrs. Herbert Woollen, postmark 
2/26/1935 
• Four letters and note scraps to Eloise ReQua, 
postmark 2/23/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/31/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/4/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/30/1936; copy of 
ad: Indianapolis Town Hall Season of 1936-1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1937 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 8/12/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, note scrap, postmark 
11/10/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/21/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/22/1939 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/18/1943 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1952 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/12/1959; letter to 
Eloise ReQua, “Aug 24,” n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
  
29 17 Wright, Elizabeth Bryan (Kehler)  1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/4/1935 
 
29 18 Yates, Sidney Richard  1954-1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/22/1954 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.; copy of “On Abolishing 
the Office of Major General of the Army of the United 
States,” January 18, 1835, 23rd Congress, 2nd Session 
 
29 19 Zbyszewski, Titus  1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/23/1933; calling card: Titus 
Zbyszewski, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1933 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/36/1933 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua, “April 12th”, n.d. 
 
29 20 Zecchi, Carlo  1931-1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/22/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/5/1931; clipping: “Music,” 
n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Silver Grille, Spokane 
Hotel, Spokane, Washington), postmark 11/6/1957 
 
30 1 Zecchi, Nino  1929  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/29/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/2/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/12/1929; draft letter to Nino 
Zecchi from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/17/1929 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/26/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/10/1929; 
photograph: Eloise ReQua sitting on stone wall with ivy 
in Florence, 1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/23/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/1/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/10/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/23/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/28/1929 
 
30 2 Zecchi, Nino  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/1/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/13/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/28/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/4/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/11/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/24/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/28/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/23/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/27/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1930; photograph: Nino 
Zecchi in chair, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/6/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/22/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/27/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/3/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/28/1930 
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30 3 Zecchi, Nino  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/4/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/10/1930 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/16/1930 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/21/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 7/29/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/23/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/25/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/21/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/28/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/22/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/2/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/4/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/6/1930; photograph: Nino 
Zecchi in hammock, 1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/26/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/30/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/14/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/22/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/26/1930 
 
30 4 Zecchi, Nino  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/2/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1931; letter to Eloise 
ReQua, 3/23/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/22/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/7/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/15/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/20/1931 
    
30 5 Zecchi, Nino  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/16/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/22/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/24/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/26/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/2/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Vico Equense – Castello 
Angioino dal mare), postmark 7/12/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/3/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1931 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/22/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/13/1931; copy of “Statutes” 
of the Association of the Old Students of the Geneva 
School of International Studies, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/13/1931 
 
30 6 Zecchi, Nino  1932-1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/6/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/21/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/12/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1932; receipt for payment 
to Association of the Old Students of the Geneva 
School of International Studies, 3/7/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/4/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (S. Martino di Castrozza), 
postmark 7/11/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Cartoon: Bavaria, Geneva), 
postmark 8/2/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/6/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/27/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/5/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/23/1935 
    
30 7 Zecchi, Nino  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark June 4, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, Dec. 11, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Madrid – Entrada al Museo 
del Prado y estatua de Velazquez), n.d. 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
30 8 Zehn, O.C.  1956-1959 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1956 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1959 
 
30 9 Zurick, Beverly  n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d.  
 
30 10 Unknown  1913-1923 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Harlakenden, Cornish NH) 
from Helen, postmark 8/23/1913 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Helen, 8/14/1918 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Helen, 4/28/1919 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Big Thompson Canon, 
Loveland CO) from Clumsey, postmark 8/11/1919 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Entrance to Cave of 
Silence, Lost River, in the White Mountains. North 
Woodstock, NH) from “Squidge”, postmark 9/2/1919 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Eastern Point Light, 
Gloucester MA) from Sunny, postmark 9/2/1919 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Lower Campus showing 
Mead & Rockefeller Halls, Mt. Holyoke College, So. 
Hadley MA) from Sally, 9/15/1919 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Picking Wild Flowers Above 
the Snow, Rocky Mountain National, Estes Park CO), 
postmark 1920 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (La Vergine Col Figlio, 
Murillo, Galleria Pitti, Firenze) from Els, postmark 
12/1/1921 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Els, 1/10/1922 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Perugia, Palazzo Comunale 
e Fonte Maggiore) from Els, 5/4/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/19/1922 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/14/1923 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Frances, postmark 
12/29/1923 
    
30 11 Unknown  1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (“I Feel As Playful As A 
Kitten..”), postmark 5/4/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Glen, postmark 5/5/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (“I’m Having a Gay Old 
Time…”), postmark 5/5/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (“Well I Ain’t The Only Ass 
to Support a Woman”), postmark 5/6/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Louise, postmark 
6/30/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Bellagio, Lago di Como, 
Villa Serbelloni) from Peggy, postmark 8/3/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Abelard, 8/2/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Hotel Belvidere, Charlevoix 
MI) from Warren, postmark 8/6/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Peg, 8/25/1924 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/9/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (S.S. President Roosevelt) 
from Catharine/Tita, 9/16/1924 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Jordan), 11/20/1924 
 
30 12 Unknown  1925-1926 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Cook’s Tourist Steamer 
“Egypt” Off Luxor), postmark 1/1/1925 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Frances, postmark 
2/8/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Joan, postmark 2/23/1925 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing, Washington DC) from Els, 3/26/1925 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Library, Courthouse and 
Woodstock Inn, Woodstock VT), 4/10/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/25/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Bill, 9/11/1925; letter to 
Eloise ReQua from Bill, 9/6/1925; letter to Eloise 
ReQua from Bill, 9/12/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Johnny, postmark 
2/26/1926 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Near Bones Brothers 
Ranch, Birney MT) from Mack, postmark 9/29/1926 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Howard, postmark 
12/23/1926 
 
30 13 Unknown  1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Bill, postmark 2/2/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Allen, 2/26/1927; clipping: 
“The Girls’ Choir of St. John’s Evangelical church…”, 
n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Bill, 2/28/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (“Potato – The Kind We 
Raise in Maine”), 4/12/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Bill, 5/17/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Engelberg, Kloster gegen 
Titlis) from Mrs. Rudolph Steinbach, postmark 
6/19/1927 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua from Check (Chuck), 
8/5/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Sid, postmark 8/7/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Johnny, postmark 
8/27/1927 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua from Chuck, 8/29/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Bill, postmark 9/13/1927 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Al, 10/16/1927 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Swimming Pool, Biltmore 
Forest Country Club, Asheville NC), postmark 
10/26/1927 
    
30 14 Unknown  1928-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (La Marsa, La Residence), 
postmark 3/30/1928 
• Telephone message to Eloise ReQua from cousin, 
4/14/1929 
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• Telephone message to Eloise ReQua from Mr. Harvey, 
5/11/1929 
• Telephone message to Eloise ReQua from Safeford, 
5/20/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from “Auntie Kitten,” 8/8/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/30/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/21/1928 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Barbara, 12/27/1928 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Granada, Alhambra) from 
Patty, postmark 2/14/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Roma, Piazza Barberini) 
from Patty, postmark 3/25/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from M. Lully, 4/2/1929; draft 
letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Vieux Grenoble) from Mary, 
postmark 5/12/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Margaret, postmark 
5/20/1929 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 6/26/1929 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Dent du Chamois), 
postmark 7/21/1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary, 10/20/1929 
 
31 1 Unknown  1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Munchen, Max Joseph-
Platz), from M.L., postmark 3/19/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1930 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Phi Delta Theta Fraternity 
House, Sewanee TN), postmark 3/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Paul, 5/10/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/30/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/30/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 6/15/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Marjorie, postmark 
11/3/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/4/1930    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/24/1930 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/31/1930 
    
31 2 Unknown  1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/16/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Geneva, Bureau 
International du Travail), postmark 1/19/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Miles Brewton Pringle 
House, 27 King St.), postmark 3/3/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 3/12/1931 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Flet, postmark 4/10/1931 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Helen, postmark 
4/14/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Dave, 4/20/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/21/1931 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/14/1931; draft 
letters from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/14/1931 
 
31 3 Unknown  1932-1933    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, Consulat de France, Chicago, 
4/1/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Sachs Schweiz), postmark 
5/11/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Pres. Home, Williams 
College, Williamstown MA), 8/31/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/2/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 9/12/1932 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Praha, Staromestske 
namesti) from Parker, 12/11/1932 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/6/1933 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua from Carl, 2/3/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Margot, postmark 
3/1/1933 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua from Margot, 3/4/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Margot, postmark 
3/6/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Mary, postmark 
3/29/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/2/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Banff Springs Hotel, Bow 
Valley) from Helen, 8/26/1933 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (The Fine Arts Garden of 
Cleveland), postmark 9/13/1933 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua from Carl, 12/25/1933 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from N.H., 2/10/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1934    
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 4/13/1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Francis, 8/9/1934 
 
31 4 Unknown  1935 
• Note to Eloise ReQua from L. Richardson, 
3/7/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mickey, 3/19/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Sheila, 3/31/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from J.M.B., 4/1/1935 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (The Waldorf-Astoria New 
York, Binevenida – The Welcome by Jose Maria Sert), 
postmark 4/2/1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Prayers at mosque), from 
V.E., 4/2/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mickey, 4/16/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Sheila, 4/4/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Susan, 6/11/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/11/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/12/1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Regatta Day, Charlevoix 
MI) from Mickey, postmark 6/19/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua (partial), 6/29/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Carl, 7/26/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Carl, 8/12/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Carl, 8/31/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Betty, 10/7/1935; letter to 
Eloise ReQua from Betty, 10/24/1935 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/9/1935 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/18/1935 
 
31 5 Unknown  1936-1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (On the Road to Castle Hot 
Springs, Arizona) from Bradford, postmark 2/7/1936 
• Card: Peter van Etten Andrews, 3/13/1936 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (palm trees) from Charles, 
postmark 3/9/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Charlie, 7/20/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 8/11/1936 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Im Schwarzwald), postmark 
8/25/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Carl, 8/14/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 12/30/1936 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Hotel Bellevue, Dresden), 
postmark 5/29/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (T.S.S. Statendam), 
postmark 7/29/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Der Kolner, Dom von 
Suden) from Jane, postmark 7/28/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Muchen, Blick Auf 
Rathause und Frauenkirche) from Jane, postmark 
8/6/1937 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Roma, Foro Romano dal 
Campidoglio) from Jane, postmark 8/27/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Glottertal, St. Peter) from 
J., postmark 8/29/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Capri) from Jane, postmark 
8/29/1937 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Place du Trocadero, Paris 
1937) from Jane, postmark 9/12/1937  
    
31 6 Unknown  1938-1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Denver Zephyr), postmark 
1/21/1938 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Hotel Continental, Chauncy 
Street at Garden, Cambridge MA) from Dizzie, 
poswtmark 1/31/1938 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Doug, 11/30/1938 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (St. Paul Athletic Club 
Blanket Team) from R., postmark 2/6/1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Old French Courtyard, New 
Orleans LA) from Ray, postmark 3/15/1939 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (S.S. Washington, United 
States Lines), postmark 6/14/1939 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/1/1939 
 
31 7 Unknown  1940-1943 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Cartoon) from G.K.C., 
postmark 3/2/1940 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (The Angel on Mt. San 
Jacinto, Palm Springs, CA) from Eleanor, postmark 
3/8/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Fern, 5/19/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Pit, 4/1/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Peter, 4/19/1940 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua (empty) from 
P.E.P., postmark 6/25/1940 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (The Toledo Museum of Art: 
Man with the Wine Glass, Velasquez) from E., 
postmark 7/28/1940 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Escena Campestre) from 
Peter, postmark 11/22/1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Alvie, Lucy, Jean, 
3/26/1941; letter to Eloise ReQua from Faye, n.d.; 
letter to Eloise ReQua from Katie, 3/26/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Katie, 7/30/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from A., 7/2/1942 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua (empty) from 
G.S., postmark 8/22/1942 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Ruth, 9/2/1943 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Katie, 9/1943 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Elizabeth, postmark 
12/21/1943 
    
31 8 Unknown  1944-1949 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua on postcard (Perry Park Ranch, 
Larkspur CO), 5/1/1944 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 1/2/1945 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Burros Still Used by 
Natives, Venezuela) from Ruth, 1/14/1945 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Summer School of Painting, 
Old Harbor, Saugatuck, MI), postmark 7/10/1945 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua, postmark 
12/20/1945 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Peg, 3/12/1946 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Mountain View Hotel, 
Gatlinburg TN) from H., 5/8/1946 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Fern Falls, Lake Trail, 
Estes Park CO) from Rosemary, 8/25/1946 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Lobos Lodge, Carmel-by-
the-Sea, CA) from Doreen, postmark 8/27/1946 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Biblioteca Del Estado 
Puebla, Mexico), 9/5/1946    
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Looking East Along Gin 
Ling Way, New Chinatown, Los Angeles CA) from 
Sonny, postmark 9/7/1946 
• Postcard to Lillian Dahl (Greetings From Nevada) from 
Johnny, Kerky, Sunny, postmark 9/9/1946 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Joe, 11/5/1946 
• Telegram to Eloise ReQua from Wayne, 11/8/1946  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Sonny, 9/3/1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Sonny, postmark 
12/13/1947 
• Card to Eloise ReQua, 1/26/1948 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Venezia, Panorama Dalla 
Salute) from Jane, 3/23/1948 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (National Gallery of Art, 
Washington DC, View of the Building from the Mall) 
from Harold, postmark 4/3/1948 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Luzern, Spreuerbrucke) 
from Marie, postmark 9/7/1948 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (L’Aiglon Restaurant, 22 
East Ontario Street, Chicago IL) from Mildred, 
postmark 9/9/1948 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Geneve, Quai du Mont 
Blanc) from Ruth, 9/24/1948 
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• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Exeter, Mol’s 
Coffee House), 8/8/1949 
    
31 9 Unknown  1950-1962 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Airview of Bay Bridge and 
San Francisco, CA) from K.H.F., 6/23/1950 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from alumna committee, 
11/1951; pamphlet: The World Rebuilt by Peter 
Howard, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Black Bear – Green’s 
Camps, Nestor Falls, Lake of the Woods ONT) from 
Jane, 9/1/1952 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 10/9/1954 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, 5/9/1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from E.T.B., 10/9/1956 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Alexander Archipenko: 
Woman Combing Her Hair), 6/26/1957 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Lippi dit Philippino), 
5/7/1957 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Antica Arco del Parco, 
Hotel Cocumella, Sorrento) from Jane, 3/7/1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Jane, 4/11/1958 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Dina, 6/5/1958 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Mackinac Straits Bridge), 
postmark 8/29/1958 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Ponte Vedra Beach, FL) 
from John, 5/6/1958 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Cunard R.M.S. Queen 
Mary) from Kolla, 9/21/1958 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Margaret, 6/7/1959 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Dublin Horse Show, 
Judging Rings, Morning), postmark 10/14/1959 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy, 1959 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Lake Atitlan, Guatemala) 
from Jane, postmark 3/29/1960 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Margaret, 4/6/1960 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Villa Adriana, La Valle del 
Canopo) from Cath, 5/13/1960 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Jennifer, 2/16/1962 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (St. Briac-sur-Mer) from 
Didi, postmark 8/2/1962 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Didi, 9/13/1962 
    
31 10 Unknown  n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Stone archways and water) 
from Charles, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Granada, Altares en la 
Cartuja) from Peggy, n.d. 
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• P
ostcard to Eloise ReQua (Road to Pink Sands, Harbor 
Island, Bahamas, BWI) from Jane, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Bamboo Walk, Lacovia, 
Jamaica, British West Indies) from Jane, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (White Mountains, NH, The 
Snow Arch, Tuckerman’s Ravine), n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Salzburg, Alstadt und 
Hohensalzburg), n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (The Carolina Inn, 
Summerville SC), Feb. 5th, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Brig. Chavez-Denkmal) 
from I.A.A., n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (The New Greenbrier Hotel, 
White Sulphur Springs, WV) from Ed, n.d. 
• Postcard (Serbian St. Sava Orthodox Monastery) 
(blank), n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Cunard R.M.S. Franconia & 
Laconia) (blank), n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Pan American Airways 
System: Enroute via Famous Flying Clipper Ship), n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Roma, Arco di Tito), n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Paris La Nuit, Opera 
Theatre), Aug. 10, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Madrid, El Retiro, Estatua 
de Alfonso XII) from Rita and Joe, n.d. 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua (Emily Post Doorway, 
Edgartown MA) from C., n.d. 
    
31 11 Unknown  n.d. 
• Three letters to Eloise ReQua from Abelard, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Sally, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Joany, n.d. 
• Two poems to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Three letters to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Martha, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mr. K, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Envelope addressed to Eloise ReQua (empty), n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Leslie, n.d. 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Two letters and notes on eleven calling cards, n.d. 
• Empty envelope, “Prof. Murnagham, Dep. Of Math, J. 
Hopkins Univ, Baltimore” 
• Telephone message, Lord Vivian, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua, “There’s no use being 
personal…”, n.d. 
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31 12 Invitations  1922-1935 
• Mr. and Mrs. William B. ReQua: dance for Miss 
Elizabeth Andrews, 1922 
• “Janet & Bob”: Invitation to annual picnic, 1929 
• W.H. Taylor: Invitation to Chevy Chase Club House, 
1929 
• Dr. and Mrs. William Henry Rubovits: wedding of 
Dorothy Francis Rubovits and Dr. N. Lionel Blitzsten, 
1932 
• Frederick J. Bartel,: Wedding of Carolyn Matilda Bartel 
and E. Wilson Lyon, 1933 
• Herbert Edwin Bradley: Wedding of Alice Hastings and 
William Davey, 1934 
• Edmund James Doering, Jr.: At Home, Miss Nancy 
Doering, 1934 
• Miss Whedon and Miss Frances Clarke Jeffery, 1934 
• Duncan Bruce: Wedding of Mary Bruce and Kendall 
Ide Lingle, 1935 
• James Dale Fulton: Wedding of Betty Smith and Paul 
Gilbert Ware, 1935 
• Mrs. John Percy Reynolds: wedding of Jane Wilson 
Reynolds to Creighton Sibley Miller, 1935 
 
32 1 Invitations  1936-1937 
• William Sinclair Constant: Wedding of Maris Sinclair 
Constant and Bernard Thomas Job, 1936 
• Mrs. Frederic van Vryberghe De Coningh: Wedding of 
Mary van Vryberghe de Coningh to Henry De Wolf 
Smyth, 1936 
• Mr. and Mrs. Charles George Little: Wedding of Myra 
Wilson Little and Charles Briggs Gettys, 1936 
• Mrs. Herman F. Oberteruffer: Wedding of Marjory 
Oberteuffer McConnell and William Woodbridge 
Dickinson, Jr., 1936 
• Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Richardson: wedding of Laura 
Morse Richardson to Samuel Armstrong Scoville, 
1936; business card: G.T. Marsh & Co. 
• Mary Stevenson Begole: Wedding of Mrs. Arthur 
Edward Van Hagan and John Parker Van Zandt, 1937 
• Raymond G. Carey: 44th Annual Clam Bake and Tiger 
Hunt, 1937 
• Mrs. Frederic Robert DeYoung: Wedding of Ruth 
Miriam DeYoung and Herbert Vollrath Kohler, 1937 
• Winnetka Board of the Northwestern University 
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32 2 Invitations  1945-1979 
• Mr. and Mrs. Kenichi Shigematsu: wedding of Atsuko 
Juen Shigematsu to Arata Kimura, 1945 
• City of New Orleans: Formal Dedication of the Office of 
International Relations, 1946 
• Mr. and Mrs. Hallett Wilber Thorne: wedding of 
Susanna Elizabeth Thorne to Mitchell Harding Dazey, 
1946 
• British Consulate General and British Information 
Services: Barbecue for the Barffs, 1956 
• Department of Political Science: dinner, Leonard D. 
White and Quincy Wright, 1956 
• Alumnae Presidents’ Council of Independent 
Secondary Schools: Joint Regional Alumnae 
Luncheon, 1958 
• Mrs. Robert Hall McCormick: Mr. Robert Hall 
McCormick’s 80th birthday, 1958 
• Mrs. W.B. Webster: Wheeler Drive dinner part, 1958 
• Mr. and Mrs. William Dodge Horne: Wedding of Louise 
Thorne and Manly Whitman Mumford, 1961 
• The Inaugural Committee: Inauguration of Lyndon 
Baines Johnson, 1965 
• Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lake Fike: Wedding of Evelyn 
Marie Fike and Charles Chapin, 1979 
 
32 3 Invitations  n.d. 
• Frank Taylor Andrews: The Fortnightly Club, n.d. 
• Army and Navy Club of Chicago and Japan America 
Society: dinner, n.d. 
• Frank P. Breckinridge: party, n.d. 
• Mr. and Mrs. James Jackson Forstall: The Dansant, 
n.d. 
• J. Bradley Griffin and Lulu Jones Downing: Charles 
Wakefield Cadman and Nelle Eberhart, n.d. 
• Edward and Mewa Lee: Christmas party, n.d. 
• Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Leverone: At Home, n.d. 
• Mrs. Wilton B. Martin: breakfast in honor of Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Miss Sara Bevan Park and Elizabeth Lord: dinner 
party, n.d. 
• Mrs. Charles Howard ReQua: luncheon, n.d. 
• Mr. and Mrs. William B. ReQua: dance for meet Miss 
Catharine ReQua Bryant, n.d. 
• Mrs. William B. ReQua and Mrs. Albert Hayes Wetten: 
dance, n.d. 
• Mr. and Mrs. Wood: dinner party, n.d. 
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32 4 Greeting cards: Adams – Arnold  1936-1966 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kay Adams, 
1936 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jim and Kay 
Adams, 1966 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jim and Kay and 
Doug Adams, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from A.A. Akyamac, 
1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Irene D. 
Andrews, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Irene D. 
Andrews, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Wayne Andrews, 
1939 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Patricia Louise 
Arnold, 1947 
 
32 5 Greeting cards: Babcock – Bowman  1932-1985 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charlotte 
Babcock, 1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Banker 
(Wilfred King, Editor), 1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Banker 
(Wilfred King, Editor), 1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Banker 
(Wilfred King, Editor), 1954 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Banker 
(Wilfred King, Editor), 1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Banker 
(Wilfred King, Editor), n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Banker 
(Wilfred King, Editor), n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lucie Barber, 
1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Esther A.I. 
Barlow, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Arthur Barnhart, 
1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marjorie 
Barrows, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Zoetan 
Basamyan, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Claire and Garth 
Benepe, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Joe and Martha 
Benson, 1985  
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Josephine 
Blackstock, n.d. 
• Christmas telegram to Eloise ReQua from Anita Blaine, 
1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Anita Blaine, 
1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Betty Blair, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alexander Boker, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alice and Warren 
Booth, 1939 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alice and Warren 
Booth, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mme. 
Eugene Borel, with calling card, 1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Paul M. Boston, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kathie and John 
Bowe, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Esther Treudley 
Bowman, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Esther Treudley 
Bowman, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Esther Treudley 
Bowman, n.d. 
 
32 6 Greeting cards: Brashears – Bull  1932-1960 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kay and Eddie 
Brashears, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Frank 
Breckinridge, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charlotte P. 
Brightman, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary Rodney 
Brinser, 1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary and Donald 
Brinser, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary and Don 
Brinser, 1954 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary Rodney 
Brinser, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary Rodney 
Brinser, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary and Donald 
Brinser, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary and Don 
Brinser, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary and Donald 
Brinser, n.d. 
• British Broadcasting Corporation, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charlie and 
Bertha Brown, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charlie and 
Bertha Brown, 1960 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charlie and 
Bertha Brown, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charlie and 
Bertha Brown, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charlie and 
Bertha Brown, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charlie and 
Bertha Brown, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Walther and 
Margaret Buchen, 1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Rosemary Bull, 
n.d. 
 
32 7 Greeting cards: Bunch – Burrows  1942-1957  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alma L. Bunch, 
1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alma L. Bunch, 
1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alma L. Bunch, 
1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alma L. Bunch, 
1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alma L. Bunch, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Anne Burnett, 
1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Samuel and 
Peggy Burrows, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Samuel and 
Peggy Burrows, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Samuel and 
Peggy Burrows, 1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Samuel and 
Peggy Burrows, 1947  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Samuel and 
Peggy Burrows, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Samuel and 
Peggy Burrows, 1950 
• Christmas stocking sale card from Peggy Palmer 
Burrows, n.d. 
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32 8 Greeting cards: Campbell – Chicago  1943-1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Edna Fay 
Campbell, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Edna Fay 
Campbell, n.d. 
• Note to Eloise ReQua from Kathleen Campbell, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lisa Cappelin, 
1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jane Margaret 
Carter, n.d.  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Fritz and Ella 
Caspari, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Iris Cederstrom, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Central 
Bookstore, Nathaniel M. Cowen, 1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Central 
Bookstore, Nathaniel M. Cowen, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Central 
Bookstore, Nathaniel M. Cowen, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Theron and Patty 
Chapman, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Rodney 
Chase Family, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy Cherry, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy Cherry, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Chicago 
Lighthouse, n.d. 
 
32 9 Greeting cards: Chinese – Cook  1942-1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Chinese News 
Service, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Chinese News 
Service, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Chinese News 
Service, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Chinese News 
Service, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Patricia and 
John Clarke, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Patricia and 
John Clarke, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Patricia and 
John Clarke, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from James Harold 
Coffey, n.d.   
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Betty and Dick 
Conover, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Consul of 
Ireland and Mrs. Healy, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Consul of 
Ireland and Mrs. Healy, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marian and John 
Brown Cook, 1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marian and John 
Brown Cook, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marian and John 
Brown Cook, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marian and John 
Brown Cook, 1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from John Brown 
Cook, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from John Brown 
Cook, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marian and John 
Brown Cook, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marian and John 
Brown Cook, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marian and John 
Brown Cook, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marian and John 
Brown Cook, n.d. 
    
32 10 Greeting cards: Coolidge – Cummings  1945-1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Will Coolidge, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Helen Cottrell, 
1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Betty and Bill 
Covington, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
William L. Covington, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
William L. Covington, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from June and Neil 
Cowham, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Cynthia Coyle, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Hazel Crawford, 
1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Pat Crowe, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles W. 
Crowe, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. Charles 
Webster Crowe, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Arthur 
Cummings, n.d.       
 
32 11 Greeting cards: Davis – Evans  1937-1945  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Courtenay Chirm Davis, n.d.  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harry and 
Dorothy Davis, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Vera Michele 
Dean, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bill and Elizabeth 
Diez, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Peggy 
Donaldson, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from James Cooper 
Doud, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
Charles Drueck, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
Charles Drueck, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
Charles Drueck, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ruth Eastwood, 
1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Edwards Milk 
Products, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Edwards Milk 
Products, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from David C. 
Elkinton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
Charles Shaffer Evans, n.d.    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
Charles B. Shaffer Evans, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Archibald A. 
Evans, 1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Joyce and 
Archibald A. Evans, 1938 
 
32 12 Greeting cards: Falk – Fullerton   1942-1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Amy Falk, 1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Amy Falk, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jeanne and 
Wendell Fentress, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jeanne and 
Wendell Fentress, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise from Jeanne and Wendell 
Fentress, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Patty and 
Michael Fielding, n.d. 
• Thank-you card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. W.C. 
Fielding, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Patty Foresman, 
n.d.    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Margaret Wright 
Forgan, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bra Fox, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bra Fox, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bra Fox, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Helen and 
Herman Froeb, 1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from K.B. Frost, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Frances 
Fullerton, 1942 
  
32 13 Greeting cards: Gale – Guns  1932-1954 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Burton L. Gale, Jr., n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from W.H. Gallienne 
(British Consul General) and Rose Gallienne, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from W.H. Gallienne 
(British Consul General) and Mrs. Gallienne, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Albert B. 
Gardner, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Albert B. 
Gardner, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Albert B. 
Gardner, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jeannette 
Genius, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Madeleine 
Gibson, 1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Madeleine 
Gibson, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Madeleine 
Gibson, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Anna Giles, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Paul Francis 
Gleeson, 1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Malbone Graham, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from George and 
Louise Graves, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jack and Fern 
Graves, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Addie Hibbard 
Gregory, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Addie Hibbard 
Gregory, n.d. 
• Christmas letter (poster-size) from Ed and Charlotte 
Groshell, 1953   
• Christmas letter from Ed and Charlotte Groshell, 1954 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from John Guns, n.d. 
 
33 1 Greeting cards: Hambleton – Hazlett   1943-1960  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Elizabeth 
Hambleton, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Elizabeth 
Hambleton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Elizabeth 
Hambleton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Elizabeth 
Hambleton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the George F. 
Hand Family, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kay Harbison, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Betty Harding, 
1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jacqueline, Phil, 
and Helen Haring, 1960 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Donald D. 
Hartley, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Byron and 
Kathleen Harvey, 1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Byron and 
Kathleen Harvey, 1945 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Byron and Kathleen 
Harvey, 1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Byron and 
Kathleen Harvey, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Byron and 
Kathleen Harvey, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Evelyn and 
Stuart Haydon, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Evelyn and 
Stuart Haydon, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Evelyn and 
Stuart Haydon, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Evelyn and 
Stuart Haydon, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Evelyn and 
Stuart Haydon, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Evelyn and 
Stuart Haydon, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
William H. Hazlett, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
William H. Hazlett, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
William H. Hazlett, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
William H. Hazlett, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. 
William H. Hazlett, n.d. 
    
33 2 Greeting cards: Healy – Hurley  1930-1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Laurin and Patty 
Healy, 1985 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Laurin and Patty 
Healy, 1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Louise Hegeler, 
n.d.  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy Heinke, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy Heinke, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Gladys 
Hermann, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Richard Hertz, 
1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Hibbard 
Casseberry’s, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Lucius Tuttle Hill, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles Moody 
Hines, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. C. Holmes, 
1930 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Fran Hopkins, 
1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Leslie 
Hopkinson, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Leslie 
Hopkinson, n.d.  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bill Horne, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from George H. 
Hubert, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward Everett Hughes, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. Edmund 
Daniel Hulbert, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jeannette and 
Bill Hunt, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Huntington 
Hotel, Pasadena, CA; calling card: S.W. Royce, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Stephen E. 
Hurley, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Stephen E. 
Hurley, n.d. 
     
33 3 Greeting cards: Instituto – Just  1944-1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Instituto 
Indigenista Interamericano, Dr. Manuel Gamio, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Philip and 
Marjorie Ireland, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Philip and 
Marjorie Ireland, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Helen Isham, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. Ross B. 
Jackson (Ann Branson), 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from O.A. Jackson, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Whipple 
Jacobs family, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Whipple 
Jacobs family, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Whipple 
Jacobs family, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Whipple 
Jacobs family, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alice Jaques, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Laverne 
Johnson, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Pierro C. 
Johnson, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Stanley and 
Ursula Johnson, 1988   
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33 4 Greeting cards: Kelley – Kohler  1940-1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Barbara J. 
Kelley, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Edna 
Kellogg/Anna Fitzhugh, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Edna Kellogg, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Edna Kellogg, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from William Rapp 
Kemper, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Gabrielle 
Kepperling, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alberta 
Kistenbroker, n.d. 
• Baby announcement card to Eloise ReQua from 
George and Ellen Klemperer (Ellen Gretel Klemperer), 
1940 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Robert G. 
Knights, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Greenwell Knight, 1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Robert 
Greenwell Knights, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Robert 
Greenwell Knights, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bill Koch, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Herbert Vollrath Kohler, n.d. 
 
33 5 Greeting cards: Kountze – Kupfer-Koberwitz  1944-1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Palmer and 
Leslie Kountze, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Palmer and 
Leslie Kountze, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Palmer and 
Leslie Kountze, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Palmer and 
Leslie Kountze, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Palmer and 
Leslie Kountze, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Anthony S. 
Koyama, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Eleanor and Earl 
Kribben, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Eleanor and Earl 
Kribben, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Eleanor and Earl 
Kribben, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Eleanor and Earl 
Kribben, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Karl Kumlander, 
1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Karl Kumlander, 
1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Edgar Kupfer-
Koberwitz, 1958 
 
33 6 Greeting cards: Lake – Lowry  1933-1988  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Harold Sykes Lake, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Frieda Langer, 
1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alfred Leigh 
Langtry, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Teresa LaMate, 
1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Larson-
Dingle Printing Company (L.E. Larson), n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Larson-
Dingle Printing Company (L.E. Larson), n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Larson-
Dingle Printing Company (L.E. Larson), n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Larson-
Dingle Printing Company (L.E. Larson), n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bruno Lasker, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Thomas M. 
Lathrop, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Thomas M. 
Lathrop, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. A.J. 
LeBreton, Jr., n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mary and John 
Leete, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from H.K. Lehmkuhl 
(Counsellor to the Royal Norwegian Embassy), n.d.  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Library of 
International Relations / Chicago-Kent College of Law 
Library Staff, 1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Library of 
International Relations staff, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Library of 
International Relations staff, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Library of 
International Relations staff, n.d. 
• Christmas gift tag to Eloise ReQua from Library of 
International Relations staff, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Gano Lightfoot 
(TWA), n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lindgren, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harry A. 
Lipsky/Foreign Affairs, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alvin, Corinne 
and Ruth Livingston, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kay and Tim 
Lowry, 1933 
    
33 7 Greeting cards: MacChesney – McCue  1931-1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Brunson 
MacChesneys, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Francis Peabody Magoun, Jr., 1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Frank and 
Margaret Magoun, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Therese 
Magozick, 1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Louise Mally, 
1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy and 
Harry Malm, 1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy and 
Harry Malm, 1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Helen C. Mang, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Fielding 
Marshall, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Mary C. 
Wheeler School, 1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Mary C. 
Wheeler School, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Mary C. 
Wheeler School, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Mary C. 
Wheeler School, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Mary C. 
Wheeler School, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from George Allen 
Mason, Jr.    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from H. Radway Matz, 
Jr., n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from H. Radway Matz, 
Jr., n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dr. and Mrs. Earl 
R. McCarthy, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Elizabeth and 
Earl McCarthy, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jean and John 
McCue, 1948 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jean and John 
McCue, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jean and John 
McCue, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jean and John 
McCue, n.d. 
 
33 8 Greeting cards: McGuire – Murchie   1928-1959 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Daniel McGuire, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Hugh McKay, 
1928 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marion Mead, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mabel L. Meek, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jose Meyer, 
1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from John and 
Madeline Miller, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from John and 
Madeline Miller, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from John and 
Madeline Miller, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Virginia Miller, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Polly and John 
Tait Milliken, 1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Polly and John 
Tait Milliken, 1954 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Emily Devereux 
Miner, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Emily Devereux 
and Tony Miner, 1959 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Monastery 
Hill Bindery, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Henry Monroe, 
1938     
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Monsen Chicago 
Typographers, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from M. Morichi, 1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. Eugene 
Kimball Morsman, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Joseph Henry Morsman, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Guy Murchie, Jr., 
1937 
 
33 9 Greeting cards: Nadeau – Owsley  1933-1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harold Nadeau, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the National 
Conference of Christians and Jews, Chicago Staff, 
James M. Yard, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the National 
Congress of Parents and Teachers, Mrs. William A. 
Hastings, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from William and Mary 
Newton, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Margaret A. 
Norman, 1933 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Northern 
Trust Company, 1933 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Northern 
Trust Company, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Northern 
Trust Company, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Koji Orada, 1940 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Koji Orada, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Orientalia staff, 
1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from James and 
Violetta Otis, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ray Owen, 1940 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Emily and Nat 
Owings, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Emily and Nat 
Owings, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Emily and Nat 
Owings, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alice and 
Randolph Owsley, n.d. 
 
33 10 Greeting cards: Pace – Quiz Kids  1929-1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Irene and Ernest 
Pace, n.d.  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Elizabeth and 
Walter Paepcke, 1953 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Pan American 
World Airlines, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Betty and 
Stanley Pargellis, 1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from The Pattisons, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kay, Fran, and 
Eloise Pearce, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Franklin Peirce, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Sheila and 
Giorgio Pellegrini, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from P.D. and Ione 
Perkins, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from P.D. and Ione 
Perkins, 1943 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from P.D. and Ione 
Perkins, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from P.D. and Ione 
Perkins, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from P.D. and Ione 
Perkins, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Polish 
Information Center, Joseph P. Junosza, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Polish 
Information Center, Joseph Junosza Podoski, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Polish 
Information Center, Joseph P. Junosza, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Polish 
Information Center, J.P. Junosza, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Surella and 
Christ Porth, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Olivia Price, 
1929 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Olivia Price, 
1930 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Quiz Kids, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Quiz Kids, 
n.d. 
   
33 11 Greeting cards: Ramanalban – Rand McNally  1946-1962 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from S. Ramanalban, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Rand 
McNally Company, Carl H. Mapes, 1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Rand 
McNally Company, Carl H. Mapes, 1947 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Rand 
McNally Company, Carl H. Mapes, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Rand 
McNally Company, Carl H. Mapes, 1962 
• Christmas card (full-size map) to Eloise ReQua from 
the Rand McNally Company, n.d. 
 
33 12 Greeting cards: Raschdowitz – Rogozinski  1946-1976   
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Amalie 
Raschdowitz, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Amalie 
Raschdowitz, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Amalie 
Raschdowitz, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Don and 
Jeannette Ruben, 1976 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ray Rich, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Betty Richards, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Janet Mary 
Riley, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Walter Robb, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
W.P. Robertson, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
Stefan Rogozinski, 1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Stefan 
Rogozinski, n.d. 
 
34 1 Greeting cards: Sampsell – Sidway  1944-1981 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jimmy Sampsell, 
1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jimmy Sampsell, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Morris Blackman 
Sanders, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Catherine 
Sandison, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lucy and Bob 
Sayre, n.d.   
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bill Scanlon, 
1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Georg Schaller, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Scotts, 1954 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Arthur and Kate 
Scott, n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Franklin and 
Helen Scott, 1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Michael and 
Jennifer Scott, 1981 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dave and Arch 
Scribner, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harry A. Sellery, 
Jr., n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Atsuko Juen 
Shigematsu, 1944 
• Christmas postcard to Eloise ReQua from David Lee 
Shillinglaw, 1944 
• Christmas postcard to Eloise ReQua from David Lee 
Shillinglaw, 1945 
• Christmas postcard to Eloise ReQua from David Lee 
Shillinglaw, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles Sidway, 
n.d.   
 
34 2 Greeting cards: Skinner – Sutherland  1935-1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bob Skinner, 
1935 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Betty Smith, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Delia Smith, 
1939 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ellen and 
Hermon Smith, 1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Winifred Byron 
Smith, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from George and 
Catherine Spaulding, 1956 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. J.H. 
Spear, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ethel Spears, 
1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ethel Spears, 
1946 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harold E.B. 
Speight, n.d.    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kristin Spoerck, 
1949 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kristin Spoerck, 
1950 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the William H. 
Spurgeons, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from John and Gisela 
Sterbling, 1988 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mae Stern, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Dorothy 
Stevenson, 1985 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jean Strauss, 
Deputy Consul for France, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jean Strauss, 
Deputy Consul for France, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mildred Strauss, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from David Stuart, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harriet-Frances 
Barnes Stuart, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harriet-Frances 
Barnes Stuart, 1953 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Arthur Sullivan 
and Charles Thompson 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Janet 
Sutherland, n.d. 
 
34 3 Greeting cards: Thompson – Vogelback  1928-1988  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Willard and Julie 
Thompson, 1958 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Katharine 
Thornburgh, 1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Katharine 
Thornburgh, 1938 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Belle Thorne, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles and 
Belle Thorne, 1928 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Don Henry 
Turner, n.d.  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marie Louise 
Twaddell, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Charles 
Hitchcock Tyler, 1928 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Evelyn 
Valentine, 1954 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Irene Van Horne, 
1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Lydia and Parker 
Van Zandt, 1945    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Cari and Todd 
Vieregg, 1985 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Cari and Todd 
Vieregg, 1988 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Pussy and 
George Voevodsky, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Pussy and 
George Voevodsky, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Parthenia and 
William Edward Vogelback, 1957 
     
34 4 Greeting cards: Waldo – Waly  1938-1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Joanne Waldo, 
1938 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Joanne Waldo, 
1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Joanne Waldo, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Joanne Waldo, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Joanne Waldo, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. Charles R. 
Walgreen, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. Charles R. 
Walgreen, 1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. Charles R. 
Walgreen, 1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. Charles R. 
Walgreen, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. Charles R. 
Walgreen, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Phyllis Walsh, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from J. Waly, n.d. 
 
34 5 Greeting cards: Weiss – Wright  1944-1957  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Margery Weiss, 
1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. F. 
Edson White, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from A.L. 
Wiesiolowski, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harris E. Wilder, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harris Emory 
Wilder, n.d.    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Harris Emory 
Wilder, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from M.E. and W.W. 
Willard, 1945 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Williams and 
Meyer Company, Bill Meyer, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Williams and 
Meyer Company, Bill Meyer, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the Williams and 
Meyer Company, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Jane D. Wilson, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Leslie and Peter 
Winter, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kathryn 
Wirtenberger, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from the World 
Government Committee, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mr. and Mrs. 
James Carson Worthy, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Quincy Wright, 
1956 
 
34 6 Greeting cards: Young – Zervas  1937-1985  
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ruth and Hobart 
Young, 1945 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Igor Yussupoff, 
1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Igor Yussupoff, 
1938 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Carl and Elinor 
Zeigler, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Hilde Zeilmann, 
1951 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Hilde Zeilmann, 
1952 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Hilde Zeilmann, 
1955 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Hilde Zeilmann, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ruth and Nick 
Zervas, 1985 
 
34 7 Greeting cards: Unknown - dated  1930-1988 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua: photograph of three 
women and baby in costumes in front of barn, 1930 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1930 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua: photograph of 
Geneva “La Rade et le Mont-Blanc”, 1931 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1932 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1932 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from George, 1937 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1938 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Helmut and 
Eleanor, 1939 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Luke, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua Blanche, 1942 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Blanche, 1944 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, 1947 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Elizabeth, 1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Catharine, 1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Elise, 1957 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Caites and Mary, 
1961 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Doris, 1962 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Tony, 1985 
• Get-well card from Pussy, 1987 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Alice, 1988 
 
34 8 Greeting cards: Unknown – A-H  n.d.    
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Adaline, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ann, n.d.; photo 
of child in water, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Anne and 
Zalmon, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Beno, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Beno, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bess and Jim, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bill, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Bradford, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Brick, n.d. 
• Valentine card to Eloise ReQua from C., n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Cath, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Clark, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Edith, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ellie, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Faye, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Franklin, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from H., n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from H., n.d. 
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34 9 Greeting Cards: Unknown – J-W  n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Janet and Bob, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Janet and Bob, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Joelole and 
Peter, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Johnny and 
Kerky, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from K.B., n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kalamazoo 
College, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Kathy, n.d. 
• Christmas gift tag to Eloise ReQua from Kay, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mack, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Mack, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marjorie, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Martha, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Marty, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Michael, n.d. 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua from Muffin, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Nina and Bing, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Oskaloosa, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Peggie, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ray, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Rita and Joe, 
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ruby, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Ruth, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Sanford, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Sanford, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Scottie, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Shorty, n.d. 
• Easter card to Eloise ReQua from Sluggo, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Sonny,  
n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Tony, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from Wm., n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from William, 
Catherine and Mary, n.d. 
 
34 10 Greeting cards: Unknown  n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, photo of woman on 
couch, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua from “angels without 
wings,” n.d. 
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• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, “This is the new 
Christian church”, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Eloise ReQua, “glogg party,” n.d. 
• Valentine to Eloise ReQua, blank, n.d. 
• Christmas card, blank, n.d. 
• Christmas card, blank, n.d. 
• Christmas card, blank, n.d. 
• Valentine card, blank, n.d. 
 
34 11 Other Incoming Correspondence  1915-1932 
• Letter from James Hamilton Lewis, United States 
Senate, to Joseph P. Tumulty, Secretary to the 
President, 4/7/1915 
• Letter from Anna K. Grow to Clara Andrews, 6/11/1928 
• Letter from N.E. Hewitt, American Vigilant Intelligence 
Federation, 
•  to Antoinette Kellogg (ReQua) Bryant, 5/16/1932; 
clipping: “Teachers Push Red Doctrines, Speaker 
Says”, n.d. 
   
Subseries III. Outgoing – Family, 1912-1943 
 
34 12 Gallup, Delia Susanna (Hulburd)  1912-1918 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/2/1912 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1913 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1913 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1913 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/11/1914 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/13/1915 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/8/1915 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1917 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/14/1918 
    
34 13 Gallup, Delia Susanna (Hulburd)  1919-1921 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/16/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/28/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/1/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/24/1919  
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/5/1920 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/29/1920 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/7/1920 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1920 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/2/1920 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/29/1921 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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34 14 ReQua, Charles Howard, Jr.  1925 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/21/1925 
 
35 1 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/15/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/18/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/3/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/10/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/12/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/13/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/15/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/16/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/20/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/22/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/24/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/26/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/28/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1919 
 
35 2 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1919-1922 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/4/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/6/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/14/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/15/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/18/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1919 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/28/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/28/1919 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1922 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1922 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua 3/22/1922 
    
35 3 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/6/1929 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 2/6/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/7/1929; booklet: La 
Residence, Geneva, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/10/1929; postcard (Hotel 
Lafayette, Washington DC), n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/12/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/14/1929 
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• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/17/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/18/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/24/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/29/1929 
 
35 4 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1929 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/1/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/5/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1929 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/30/1929 
 
35 5 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from The Geneva School of 
International Studies, Marjorie McAlpin, 4/1/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/1/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/2/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/6/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/8/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/14/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/14/1929 
 
35 6 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/17/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/19/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/20/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/27/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1929 
     
35 7 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1929 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 5/3/1929 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 5/3/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1929 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 5/6/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/7/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/8/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua (partial), postmark 5/8/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1929 
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• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1929 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/14/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/17/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/20/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/30/1929 
    
35 8 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1930 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 5/9/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/11/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/12/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/13/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/14/1930 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/15/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/16/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/15/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/19/1930 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 5/21/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/21/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/22/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1930 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/27/1930 
 
35 9 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1931 
• Flower card from Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1931 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 2/23/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/24/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/26/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/26/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/27/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/28/1931 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1931 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/3/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/3/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/5/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/6/1931 
• Letter on two postcards from Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/12/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/14/1931 
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• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/20/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/23/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1931 
 
35 10 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1931 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 4/1/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/3/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/8/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/14/1931 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 4/15/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/20/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1931 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1931 
 
36 1 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1932 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 5/29/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/31/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1932 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/6/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/8/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/9/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/11/1932; seven 
photographs of Nantucket and Manchester-by-the-Sea 
(“Sharksmouth”), friends Martha and Happy (Harriot 
Hopkinson Rive), 1932 
    
36 2 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/14/1932; seven 
photographs of Eloise ReQua, Harriot (Hopkinson) 
Rive, and Joan Hopkinson at “Sharksmouth,” 
Manchester-by-the-Sea, 1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/15/1932  
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/17/1932 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 6/17/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 6/21/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/21/1932    
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 6/24/1932 
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• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/24/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/26/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/1/1932 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/3/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/4/1932 
 
36 3 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/11/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/13/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 7/15/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/15/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/18/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/20/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 7/21/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 7/23/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/26/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/28/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/29/1932    
    
36 4 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/2/1932; note on postcard 
from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua on three postcards, 8/2/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/4/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/6/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/12/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/17/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/18/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 8/20/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/22/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/25/1932 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 8/26/1932 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 8/27/1932 
 
36 5 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1934  
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/14/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/18/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/20/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/22/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/24/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/28/1934 
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• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 5/1/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/8/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/13/1934 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 5/20/1934 
    
36 6 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1934 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 9/26/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/28/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/3/1934; Schedule for 
Freshman Week, 1934-1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/7/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/14/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/21/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 10/29/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/4/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/7/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/7/1934 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 11/11/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/16/1934 
 
36 7 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/21/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/28/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/5/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/7/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/8/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/11/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 12/19/1934 
 
36 8 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1935 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/15/1934  
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/18/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/21/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/27/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/30/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/4/1935    
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1935; letter from Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/13/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/16/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/18/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/19/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/20/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/21/1935  
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/22/1935 
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• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/23/1935 
 
36 9 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/24/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/26/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 2/28/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/2/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/6/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/8/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/11/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/21/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/24/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/28/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/31/1935 
 
36 10 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/4/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/8/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/20/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/28/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/1/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/3/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/12/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/13/1035 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/19/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/24/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1935 
 
36 11 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/6/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/10/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/14/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/18/1935 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 6/20/1935   
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/21/1935 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 7/22/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/22/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/24/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/27/1935 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 7/29/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1935 
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36 12 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/1/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/2/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/3/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/4/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/5/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/6/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1935 
    
36 13 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1936 
• Envelope (empty) addressed to Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua, postmark 8/6/1936 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1936 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/10/1936 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 8/12/1936 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/13/1936 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/17/1936 
• Five postcards, two with notes, 8/23/1936 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/30/1936; two photographs 
of Eloise ReQua with Miss Matsukada and Mr. 
Shillinglaw, Yosemite Lodge, 1936 
• Letter on two postcards from Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1936 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/1/1936 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/3/1936 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 10/6/1936 
 
37 1 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1937 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1937 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/4/1937 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1937 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1937 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 5/24/1937 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/25/1937 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1937 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/28/1937 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/10/1937    
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 9/10/1937 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 9/17/1937 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 9/18/1937 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 9/20/1937 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 9/20/1937 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 9/21/1937 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 9/22/1937 
 
37 2 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1938 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, LIR, postmark 1/14/1938; 
LIR address return card; pamphlet: “Dependable 
Information on World Affairs,” n.d. 
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• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1938 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1938 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/31/1938; 
clothing tag, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/4/1938 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/17/1938 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 8/17/1938 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 8/26/1938 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 9/6/1938; with draft note, 
n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/6/1938 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 9/12/1938 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 9/24/1938 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 9/29/1938 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/26/1938; “The Year in 
the Library of International Relations”, 11/1/1938; LIR 
booklet: “Some Titles from the French Section,” n.d. 
    
37 3 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1939 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/9/1939 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/12/1939 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1939 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/15/1939 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/22/1939; Interim Report of 
the Library of International Relations, 4/1/1939 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, invitation to opening of 
LIR exhibit, postmark 5/4/1939 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/24/1939; The Year in the 
Library of International Relations, 11/1/1939 
    
37 4 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1940 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1940    
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 3/13/1940 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1940    
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1940 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 5/24/1940 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/11/1940; The Year in the 
Library of International Relations, 12/1/1940 
   
37 5 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1941 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/18/1941 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/20/1941 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/29/1941 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 4/3/1941 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 4/23/1941 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/28/1941 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/30/1941 
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• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/22/1941; Library of 
International Relations report, 5/15/1941 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/23/1941 
  
37 6 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1942-1943 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/5/1942 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 4/10/1942 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1942 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 4/15/1942 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1942 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/25/1942; Library of 
International Relations report, 5/15/1942 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/11/1942 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/16/1942; Library of 
International Relations report, 11/15/1942; Library of 
International Relations address reply card and 
envelope, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/19/1943 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/29/1943 
 
37 7 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1944-1946 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/8/1944 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 1/15/1944 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/26/1944 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 6/29/1944 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/4/1944 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/16/1944 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/25/1944 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/29/1944 
• Invitation to Library of International Relations 
discussion, “The Problem of Education in the Liberated 
Areas” with Antoni Wojcicki, postmark 3/29/1945 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/18/1946 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/4/1949 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/5/1949 
• Mother’s Day card from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
37 8 ReQua, William Bruyn  1919-1927 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/11/1919 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 8/21/1919 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 11/17/1927 
 
37 9 ReQua, William Bruyn  1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/15/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/20/1928; three German 
theater advertisements, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/28/1928; letter on five 
postcards, 2/1/1928 
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• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/31/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/13/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/18/1928 
• Note on clipping (Grenoble, the Isere et the Alps) from 
Eloise ReQua, 2/29/1928; copy of “The History of the 
Plow and the Pruning Hook”, Town Hall of Geneva, 
n.d.; postcard (Rome, Grand Hotel de Russie, The 
Garden) from Eloise ReQua, 2/29/1928; postcard 
(Grand Hotel O’Connor Giraudy, Nice) from Susan 
Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, n.d. 
 
37 10 ReQua, William Bruyn  1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/10/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/17/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/18/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/18/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/19/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/20/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 3/21/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/23/1928; note on four 
postcards from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
37 11 ReQua, William Bruyn  1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/7/1928; note on four 
postcards from Eloise ReQua and Susan Eloise 
(Gallup) ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/9/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/20/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/21/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/22/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1928; note on two 
postcards from Eloise ReQua, 4/29/1928 
 
37 12 ReQua, William Bruyn  1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1928; note on two 
postcards from Eloise ReQua, n.d.; pamphlet on 
Central Hotel, Biarritz, n.d.; three photographs of Eloise 
ReQua and Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua posing with 
tour guide, 1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/18/1928; four photographs 
of Eloise ReQua and Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua 
posing near palm trees in Taormina, March 1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/19/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/22/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1928; note on postcard 
from Eloise ReQua, 6/25/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1928 
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37 13 ReQua, William Bruyn  1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/3/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/4/1928; six photographs of 
Eloise ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua and 
family (Aunt Kitty) in England and Algiers, 1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/8/1928; small card photo, 
“Ye Olde Mint House, Pevensey,” n.d.; clipping: “Final 
Tournament at Hurlingham,” n.d.; ten photos of Eloise 
ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua and family (Aunt 
Kitty and Walter) in England, 1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/15/1928; letter from J.H. 
Hall, The Bryn Mawr Trust Company, to Eloise ReQua, 
7/20/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/4/1928; note on four 
postcards from Eloise ReQua, 9/4/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/11/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/18/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/19/1928 
 
37 14 ReQua, William Bruyn  1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/6/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/14/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/7/1929; notes on three 
postcards from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/7/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/23/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/4/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 11/23/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/13/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/21/1929; nine 
photographs of Villa Cristina landscapes, Guido 
Fontana, and Ottilie Prochazka, 1929 
    
37 15 ReQua, William Bruyn  1930-1941 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/2/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/29/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/3/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/4/1930; two photographs 
of Eloise ReQua and Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua in 
Rome, 1930 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 6/2/1932 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/10/1934 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/25/1935 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 8/12/1936 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/18/1938 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 5/27/1937 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1941 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, 4/2/1941 
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• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 
8/7/1945 
 
38 1 ReQua, William Bruyn and Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1919-1938 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/19/1919 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 5/20/1932 
• Postcard from Eloise ReQua, postmark 4/10/1935 
• Flyer: The Undergraduate Association of Bryn Mawr 
College presents “The Bacchae” of Euripides, 
postmark 5/25/1935 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1935 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, postmark 8/8/1936 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1936 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/1/1938 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/29/1938 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/24/1938; clipping: 
“Season’s Best Sister Act,” New York Herald Tribune, 
7/24/1938 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/25/1938 
 
38 2 Thorne, Susannah Elizabeth (Andrews)  1928-1933 
• Draft of telegram from Eloise ReQua, 1/16/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/29/1933 
 
Subseries IV. Outgoing – General, 1914-1955 
 
38 3 American Travel Department of the C.I.E.  1926 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/5/1926 
 
38 4 Anderson, Frances Nacy  1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, addressed to Mrs. Roscoe 
Anderson, 7/5/1930 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/16/1930 
 
38 5 Barnard College  1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua to Secretary and 
Registrar, 9/19/1925 (2 copies) 
 
38 6 Boegner, Philippe  1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/8/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, “Cairo, Dec. 7”, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d.; small note scrap, n.d. 
 
38 7 Bryn Mawr College  1920 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua to Edith T. Orlady, 
7/8/1920 
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38 8 Cohen, Rosemary  1929-1930 
• Christmas card from Eloise ReQua, 1929 
• Christmas card from Eloise ReQua, 1930 
 
38 9 Confederation Internationale des Etudiantes (C.I.E.)  1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/26/1925 
 
38 10 Davis, Joseph A.  1949 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1949 
 
38 11 Fairchild, Donald S.  1946-1949 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/10/1946 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/11/1948 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/21/1948 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 1/26/1948 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/3/1948 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/21/1948 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/25/1948 
 
38 12 Gasaway, Alice Elizabeth  1939-1944 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/8/1939 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/7/1944 
 
38 13 Geggie, James Cole  1927 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/30/1927 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d.; three letters to 
unknown recipients, n.d. 
 
38 14 Hadden, Maude M.  1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 2/20/1929 
 
38 15 Hargreave, Oliver  1928-1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/28/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/2/1929 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d.; small note scrap, n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note from Eloise ReQua on postcard, n.d.   
• Envelope (empty) addressed to Oliver Hargreave, n.d. 
• Envelope (empty) addressed to Oliver Hargreave, n.d. 
• Envelope (empty) addressed to Oliver Hargreave, n.d. 
 
38 16 Henderson, Alexander  1937 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/19/1937 
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38 17 Ingersoll, Mary  1927 
• Draft sympathy letter from Eloise ReQua, c. July 1927 
 
38 18 Ingersoll, Thomas Chalmers  1927 
• Draft sympathy letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/31/1927 
 
38 19 Institute for International Education  1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua to Stephan P. 
Duggan, 6/1/1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua to Mary Louise 
Waite, 9/17/1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua to Mary Louise 
Waite, 10/26/1925 
 
38 20 International House Intercollegiate Cosmopolitan Club  1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/8/1925 
 
38 21 Junior Constitutional Club  n.d. 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua to Dirson L. 
Macadam, n.d. 
 
38 22 The Liberal Club, Chicago University  1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua to Carolyn N. Royall, 
6/20/1925 
    
38 23 LIFE Magazine  1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/7/1925; rejection 
card from LIFE Magazine to Eloise ReQua, postmark 
9/18/1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua to Life Magazine, 
9/7/1925 
 
38 24 McDougall, Archibald  n.d. 
• Note from Eloise ReQua, n.d.; address and phone 
number for Archibald McDougall, n.d. 
 
38 25 Molinari, Henry  1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/16/1928 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/29/1928 
• Draft note from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Note from Eloise ReQua on envelope, n.d. 
• Envelope (empty) addressed to Henry Molinari, n.d. 
 
38 26 Nutter, Charles  1946 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/29/1946 
 
38 27 Podbielniak, Wladzia G.  1955  
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/30/1955 
• Draft letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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• Notes on draft letter from Wladzia G. Podbielniak, n.d. 
 
38 28 Porter, Marion L.  1933 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/20/1933 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/7/1933 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/14/1933 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/20/1933 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/22/1933 
 
38 29  Ridsdale, John Gordon  1941 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/18/1941 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
38 30 Rive, Harriot (Hopkinson)  1933 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 7/14/1933 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/22/1933 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 8/31/1933 
 
38 31 Royal Institute of International Affairs  1945 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua to Ivison Macadam, 
10/31/1945 
 
38 32 Savord, Ruth  1947 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/24/1947 
 
38 33 Skinner, Dr. Frank H.  1914 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/11/1914 
 
38 34 Smith, Durand  n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua (partial), n.d. 
 
38 35 Sokolsky, George E.  1932-1933 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/10/1932 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 12/19/1932 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 6/14/1933    
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 9/27/1933 
 
38 36 Student Friendship Fund  1925 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua to Ray H. Legate, 5/26/1925 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua to Ray H. Legate, 6/8/1925 
 
38 37 Sullivan, Philip L.  1940 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1940 
• Jury duty card, 4/1/1940 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
38 38 Taylor, George E.  1942 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/16/1942 
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38 39 University of Geneva  1925 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/26/1925 (2 
copies) 
    
38 40 von Reutter, Eloise  1944 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 3/24/1944 
 
38 41 Waldo, Dorothy  1945 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 10/16/1945 
 
38 42 Wetten, Marian B.  n.d. 
   Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
 
38 43 Willen, Mrs. H.M.  1938 
• Telegram from Eloise ReQua, 5/14/1938 
 
38 44 Unknown  1927-1941 
• Letter to Bill from Eloise ReQua, 4/12/1927 
• Letter to Bill from Eloise ReQua, 7/5/1927 
• Letter to Alicia from Eloise ReQua, 10/7/1927 
• Letter to Lloyd from Eloise ReQua, 10/16/1927 
• Letter to Jim from Eloise ReQua, 10/19/1927 
• Letter to Bill from Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1928 
• Letter to Sid from Eloise ReQua, 2/9/1929 
• Letter to Mr. Taylor from Eloise ReQua, 1929 
• Letter to Mr. Hull from Eloise ReQua, 5/4/1931 
• Letter to Parker T. from Eloise ReQua, 7/13/1932 
• Note from Eloise ReQua, 11/14/1932    
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 5/10/1933 
• Letter to Theo from Eloise ReQua, 5/20/1934 
• Letter to Mr. Angell, 6/30/1935 
• Letter to Mr. Fortune from Eloise ReQua, 11/8/1935 
• Letter to Miss Durie from Eloise ReQua, 2/18/1940 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua, 4/16/1941 
    
38 45 Unknown  n.d. 
• Letter from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Dr. Webster from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Tom from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Henry from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Patty from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Mme. Jean from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Bill from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Bill from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Aunt Alice from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to the Editor (The Chicago Tribune) from Eloise 
ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Johnny from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
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• Letter to Mr. Bofford from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
• Letter to Mr. F. from Eloise ReQua, n.d. 
    
Subseries V. Correspondence of Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1887-1955  
 
38 46 Bryn Mawr College  1917-1920 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from Edith T. 
Orlady, 10/27/1917 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from Edith T. 
Orlady, 12/17/1917 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from Edith T. 
Orlady, 7/26/1920 
 
38 47 Channon, Vesta M. (Westover)  1913 
• Postcard to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 12/29/1913 
 
38 48 Chicago Latin School for Girls  1920 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from M.S. 
Vickery, 12/17/1920 
 
38 49 Continental Commercial National Bank  1926 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from Fred C. 
Venables, 3/27/1926 
 
38 50 Crowe, Dr. Charles  1949 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/8/1949 
 
38 51 Davis, Bertha Louise (Peacock)  1949  
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/1949 
 
38 52 Davis, Ella Rebecca (Peacock)  1949 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/6/1949 
 
38 53 Drake, Helen V. - Outgoing  1905 
• Postcard from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua to Helen 
V. Drake, postmark 6/9/1905 
 
38 54 Gallup, Delia Susanna (Hulburd) - Incoming  1921 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1/13/1921 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 9/12/1921 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, postmark 
10/4/1921 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 10/17/1921 
 
38 55 Gallup, Delia Susanna (Hulburd) - Outgoing  1887-1921  
• Letter from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua to Delia 
Susanna (Hulburd) Gallup, 10/30/1887 
• Letter from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, to Delia 
Susanna (Hulburd) Gallup, 8/1/1894 
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• Letter from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, to Delia 
Susanna (Hulburd) Gallup, 10/18/1921 
• Letter from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, to Delia 
Susanna (Hulburd) Gallup, n.d. 
• Letter from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, to Delia 
Susanna (Hulburd) Gallup, n.d. 
• Letter from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, to Delia 
Susanna (Hulburd) Gallup, n.d. 
 
39 1 Garrison, William Lloyd  1927 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, postmark 
8/17/1927 
 
39 2 Haworth, George E.  1928 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 3/29/1928 
 
39 3 Heitle, Eleanor  1920 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 3/1920 
 
39 4 Johnson, Anna Blanche  1956 
• Christmas card to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 
postmark 12/15/1956 
 
39 5 Laskey, William Gallup  1924 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 5/15/1924; 
seven photographs of Bryn Mawr College grounds and 
buildings, 5/12/1924 
 
39 6 Merritt, Alma Wright  1949 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, c. 1949 
 
39 7 ReQua, Catherine Jane (Bruyn)  1920 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 4/4/1920 
 
39 8 ReQua, Charles Howard  1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 10/21/1930 
 
39 9 ReQua, Florence (Herrick) – Incoming  1950-1955 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 12/12/1950 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1/19/1955 
 
39 10 ReQua, Florence (Herrick) – Outgoing  1952 
• Easter card from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua to 
Florence (Herrick) ReQua, postmark 4/14/1952 
 
39 11 ReQua, William Bruyn  1928 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1/20/1928 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1/25/1928 
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• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/26/1928 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 6/25/1928 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 9/5/1928; stock 
receipts and account statement, 1928 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 11/15/1928 
 
39 12 ReQua, William Bruyn  1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 6/30/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 7/7/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 7/14/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 7/24/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 7/29/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 8/4/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 8/8/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 8/11/1929  
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 8/16/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 8/23/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 8/30/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 9/3/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 9/8/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 9/14/1929; 
stock receipts and account statement, 1929 
 
39 13 ReQua, William Bruyn  1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 9/18/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 9/24/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 10/6/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 10/9/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 10/15/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 10/21/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 10/24/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 10/28/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 11/5/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 11/12/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 11/16/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 11/20/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 11/29/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 12/3/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 12/9/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 12/17/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 12/21/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 12/26/1929 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 12/30/1929 
 
39 14 ReQua, William Bruyn  1930    
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1/6/1930  
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• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1/12/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1/19/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1/26/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/3/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/9/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/16/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/17/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/27/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 3/9/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 3/12/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 3/20/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 3/30/1930 
 
39 15 ReQua, William Bruyn  1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 4/4/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 4/11/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 4/16/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 4/20/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 4/28/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 5/4/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 5/11/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 5/15/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 6/12/1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 6/20/1930 
 
39 16 Rive, Harriot (Hopkinson)  1933  
• Postcard to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 2/7/1933 
    
39 17 Smith, Dorothy  1918 
• Postcard to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 8/26/1918 
 
39 18 Supplee, Catharine ReQua (Bryant)  1935 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 11/26/1935; 
booklet: “A Pageant of Beaty,” n.d.; clipping: “Beauty 
Through the Ages”, n.d. 
 
39 19 Tibbetts, Grace A.  1928 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, postmark 
7/30/1928 
 
39 20 Vassar College  1920 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 6/21/1920 
 
39 21 Webster, George W.  1923 
• Copy (partial) of The Official Bulletin of the Chicago 
Medical Society, Vol. 22 No. 33, February 10, 1923, 
postmark 2/23/1923 
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39 22 Wetten, Marian B.  n.d. 
• Souvenir book of postcards of the State of Maine, n.d. 
 
39 23 Wetten, Mildred Beatrice  1950 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 6/26/1950 
 
39 24 Woodworth, Richard Ela  1930 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 5/15/1930 
 
39 25 Unknown  1913-1949 
• Postcard to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from E.C.B., 
8/28/1913 
• Postcard to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from Grace, 
postmark 10/12/1914 
• Postcard to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, postmark 
12/11/1916 
• Postcard to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from 
Douglas, postmark 3/18/1920 
• Postcard to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from H.V.W., 
postmark 5/12/1920 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from Catharine, 
2/15/1949 
• Letter to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, n.d. 
• Christmas card to Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua from 
Guido, n.d. 
 
Subseries VI. Correspondence of William Bruyn ReQua, 1905-1951 
 
39 26 Blackburn College  1935 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from William M. 
Hudson, 3/7/1935 
• Copy of letter to William M. Hudson from William Bruyn 
ReQua, 3/12/1935 
    
39 27 Board of Trade of the City of Chicago  1937 
• Letter to members, 1/26/1937 
    
39 28 Brown, Henry Seymour  1937 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 7/9/1937 
    
39 29 The Carolina in the Pineland  1935 
• Card announcing opening of The Carolina in the 
Pineland, postmark 10/31/1935 
 
39 30 The Chicago Riding Club  1934 
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39 31 City National Bank and Trust Company  1935 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Philip R. Clarke, 
President, 6/9/1935 
 
39 32 Dawes, Charles G.  1951 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/5/1951 
 
39 36 Defrees, Buckingham, Jones & Hoffman  1940 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Norman Bridge 
Eaton, 3/12/1940 
 
39 34 Drueck, Dr. Charles E., Jr.  1935 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/15/1935 
 
39 35 Ellis & Lewis  1907-1930 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Ellis & Lewis, 
Attorneys at Law, 7/22/1907 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from John W. Ellis, 
10/15/1930 
 
39 36 Hagen, Oscar C. - Outgoing  1937 
• Copy of letter to Oscar C. Hagen from William Bruyn 
ReQua, 2/23/1937 
    
40 1 Hogan and Farwell, Inc.  n.d. 
• Christmas card to William Bruyn ReQua, n.d. 
 
40 2 Howard, William Clyde  1928 
• Postcard to William Bruyn ReQua, postmark 8/4/1928 
 
40 3 International Week: Committee for Observance  1946 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua and Susan Eloise 
(Gallup) ReQua from R.S. Hecht, Chairman, 
10/21/1946 
• Invitation to Celebration of International Week, 
postmark 10/31/1946 
 
40 4 Intourist, Inc.  1931 
• Letter from A.V. Gorbchakoff, postmark 5/8/1931; copy 
of “Travel in the Soviet Union” from Economic Review 
of the Soviet Union, 4/1/1931; copy of clipping: “Soviet 
Tours Put on a Dollar Basis,” The New York Times, 
n.d. 
  
40 5 Olson, M.A.  1940-1942 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/24/1940 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/26/1941 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/28/1942 
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40 6 Paige, Emeline K.  1939-1946 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 3/16/1939 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua and Susan Eloise 
(Gallup) ReQua, 1/1/1946 
 
40 7 Republican Finance Committee  1936 
• Letter to ReQua Brothers from Seymour Wheeler, 
Chairman, 8/25/1936 
  
40 8 ReQua, Alice (Haven)  1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, postmark 2/1928; 
birthday card, n.d. 
 
40 9 ReQua, H.O.  1940 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 7/25/1940; list of 
addresses for chain letter, n.d. 
 
40 10 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1905-1920 
• Postcard to William Bruyn ReQua, postmark 9/2/1905  
• Postcard to William Bruyn ReQua, postmark 9/6/1905 
• Postcard to William Bruyn ReQua, postmark 9/9/1905 
• Postcard to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/30/1920 
 
40 11 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 11/9/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 11/14/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 11/18/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 11/23/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 11/25/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 11/28/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/4/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/6/1927; note on 
envelope, n.d.; clipping: “Religious Music”, n.d. 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/15/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/19/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/23/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/26/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 12/29/1927 
 
40 12 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 1/2/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 1/3/1928; train 
schedule, 11/21/1927 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 1/5/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 1/6/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 1/10/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 1/15/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 1/16/1928 
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• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 1/19/1928; two 
postcards with notes from Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua, 1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 1/23/1928; postcard 
with note from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 
1/23/1928; three postcards with notes from Susan 
Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1/21/1928 
 
40 13 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/2/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/6/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/12/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/16/1928; two 
postcards with note from Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua, 2/20/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/16/1928; card for 
Portofino Vetta, 2/16/1928; card for Casino de Monte 
Carlo, 2/14/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/17/1928; receipt for 
lunch on train, 2/17/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/24/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/25/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 2/25/1928 
 
40 14 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 3/2/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, postmark 3/2/1928; two 
postcards with notes from Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua , 1928 
• Six picture postcards, postmark 3/2/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua on three postcards, 
postmark 3/3/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 3/11/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 3/12/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 3/15/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 3/21/1928; map and 
menu from Hotel Transatlantique, 3/17/1928; two 
postcards with notes from Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua, 1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 3/22/1928; postcard 
with note from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 3/28/1928; two 
postcards with notes from Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua, 1928 
 
40 15 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/5/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/9/1928 
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• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/11/1928; note on 
postcard from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 4/11/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/15/1928; booklet: 
Palace Hotel, Madrid, n.d. 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/23/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/25/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/28/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/29/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/30/1928 
 
40 16 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/1/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/3/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/11/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/13/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/15/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/16/1928; returned 
envelope, 1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/20/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/27/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 5/29/1928; clipping: 
“City of History and Romance: Milan’s Beauty”, London 
Daily Mail, 6/1/1928; Travel itinerary, 1928 
 
40 17 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 6/1/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 6/7/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 6/12/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 6/15/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 6/18/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 6/21/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 6/27/1928 
 
41 1 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 8/2/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 8/5/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 8/7/1928; clipping: “On 
the River: The Thames in Summer-Time”, The Times, 
8/7/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 8/12/1928; two 
postcards with notes from Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua, 1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 8/15/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 8/18/1928; three 
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• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 8/25/1928; two 
postcards with notes from Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua, 1928 
 
41 2 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928  
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 7/3/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 7/4/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 7/10/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 7/17/1928; clipping: 
“Eton Versus Harrow: Parade of Fashion at…”, The 
Daily News and Westminster Gazette, 7/14/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 7/23/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 7/27/1928 
 
41 3 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/3/1928; three 
postcards with notes from Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua, 1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/8/1928; three 
postcards with notes from Susan Eloise (Gallup) 
ReQua, 1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/10/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/13/1928; letter to 
William Bruyn ReQua (partial), n.d. 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/13/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/14/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/18/1928; postcard 
with note from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/19/1928; booklet: 
Grand Hotel Gardone, n.d. 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/26/1928 
  
41 4 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup)  1928   
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 10/4/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 10/7/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 10/13/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 10/20/1928; postcard 
with note from Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua, 1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 10/21/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 10/25/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 10/28/1928 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 11/4/1928; postcard 
(blank), n.d. 
 
41 5 ReQua, Susan Eloise (Gallup) and Eloise ReQua  1928 
• Twenty-four picture postcards with notes from Susan 
Eloise (Gallup) ReQua and Eloise ReQua, 1928; 
clipping: “Tight-Rope King”, 1928 
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41 6 Second Presbyterian Church  1934-1935 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from William Clyde 
Howard, 11/6/1934 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Margaret L. Kolb 
and Helen A. Wright, 11/26/1934 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from William Clyde 
Howard, 12/9/1935 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from William Clyde 
Howard, 12/21/1935 
 
41 7 Shaw, Theodore A.  1936 
• Copy of letter to Theodore A. Shaw from William Bruyn 
ReQua, 4/3/1936 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 4/4/1936 
 
41 8 Smith, Sidney H.  1937 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua and Susan Eloise 
(Gallup) ReQua, 5/22/1937 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 7/6/1937 
 
41 9 Topliff, Samuel  1941 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua, 9/10/1941 
 
41 10 Union League Club of Chicago  1932-1942 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Howell W. Kitchell, 
2/11/1932 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Clarence S. Pellet, 
Union League Foundation for Boys’ Clubs, 12/31/1936 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Allin K. Ingalls, 
Union League Foundation for Boys’ Clubs, 1/5/1938 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Nicholas J. 
Conrad, 3/8/1938 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from the War Service 
Committee, 5/2/1942 
 
41 11 Valentine, Isabella Grant  1941 
• Copy of letter from William Bruyn ReQua, 1/8/1941 
 
41 12 Virginia, Mary  1938 
• Telegram to William Bruyn ReQua, 10/24/1938 
 
41 13 Wetten, Mildred Beatrice  1928 
• Postcard to William Bruyn ReQua, postmark 
9/5/1928 
 
41 14 Young Republican Magazine  1938 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from W.B. Brewster, 
1/17/1938 
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Series II. Other Papers, 1890-1989, 3.75 linear ft 
Subseries I. Personal Records of William Bruyn ReQua, 1890-1944 
  
42 1 Bills and statements – The Seneca Hotel  1929-1931 
• Rent for apartments 206, 208, 210, 3/1/1929 
• Rent for apartments 206, 208, 210, 7/1/1929 
• Rent for apartments 208, 210, 10/1/1929 
• Rent for apartment 206, 6/30/1930 
• Rent for apartments 206, 208, 210, 7/1/1930 
• Rent for apartment 206, 11/1/1930 
• Rent for apartment 206, 11/28/1930 
• Rent for apartments 208, 210, 11/28/1930 
• Rent for apartments 208, 210, 4/1/1931 
• Rent for apartments 205, 4/1/1931 
• Rent, 9/10/1931 
• Rent, 9/10/1931 
 
42 2 Bills and statements – The Chicago Riding Club  1930-1931 
• Envelope with 5 charge tickets, 9/30/1930 
• Envelope with 2 charge tickets, 10/31/1930 
• Envelope with 1 charge ticket, 2/28/1931 
• Envelope with 1 charge ticket, 3/31/1931 
• Statement, 11/30/1930 
• Statement, 1/1931 
 
42 3 Bills and statements – Dr. N.C. Gilbert  1930-1932 
• Receipt for Dr. George W. Webster, 10/6/1930 
• Receipt for Dr. N.C. Gilbert’s office, 1/1/1932 
• Receipt for Dr. N.C. Gilbert’s office, 3/1/1932 
• Receipt for Dr. N.C. Gilbert’s office, 7/1/1932 
  
42 4 Bills and statements – Ross & Browne Real Estate  1931-1934 
• Rent, 11/2/1931 
• Rent, 12/1/1931 
• Rent, 5/1/1934 
• Rent, 5/1/1934 
• Rent, 9/1/1934 
• Rent, 9/1/1934 
 
42 5 Bills and statements - Other  1890-1944 
• Receipt for W.N. Thompson membership, 9/19/1890 
• Receipt for J.M. Brown and Counselman, 12/14/1900 
• Receipt for annual and special assessments, Chicago 
Board  
• of Trade, 2/1/1930 
• Receipt for membership dues, Illinois Society for the 
Prevention of Blindness, 4/11/1930 
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• Receipt for Field Museum membership dues, with 2 
tickets, 8/1/1930  
• Statement, Union League Club, 4/1/1931 
• Statement, Union League Club, 7/1/1931 
• Receipt, Building Utilities Corporation, 7/31/1931 
• Receipt, Ashcraft & Ashcraft Attorneys, 12/1/1933 
• Receipt, Moffett Studio, 9/17/1940 
• Receipt, H.M. Witt & Co. Signs, 8/7/1941 
• Receipt, Chicago Sunday Evening Club, 11/15/1944 
 
42 6 Business cards  1927-1937  
• ReQua Bros., 1927 
• Robert McDougal, 12/25/1937 
• J.B. Glaser, City National Bank and Trust Company, 
n.d. 
• Charles ReQua, Central Fuel Corporation, n.d. 
• C.A. McCarthy, Sills, Troxell & Minton, n.d. 
• John F. Golger, Adams & Co., n.d. 
• C.H. ReQua, Jr., Federated Metals Division, n.d. 
• Calling card: Mr. William Bruyn ReQua (2 copies), n.d. 
 
42 7 Christian Steiner / John Shambo legal papers  1899-1901 
• Statement releasing ReQua Bros. from liability, 
8/1/1899 
• Bill, Dr. Frank T. Andrews, for John Shambo, 
9/14/1899 
• Statement of ReQua Bros. to George A. Gilbert, Esq., 
4/26/1900 
• Statement of John Shambo, 4/28/1900 
• Witnessed receipt of payment by ReQua Bros., 
5/11/1900 
• Bill, Dr. Frank T. Andrews, for John Shambo, 
1/25/1901 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Dr. Frank T. 
Andrews, n.d. 
 
42 8 Estate of Charles Wesley ReQua  1892-1910 
• Receipt to ReQua Bros. from Thompson & Edwards  
• Fertilizer Co., 2/26/1892 
• Receipt to ReQua Bros. from Thompson & Edwards  
• Fertilizer Co., 1/14/1893 
• Receipt to ReQua Bros. from Thompson & Edwards  
• Fertilizer Co., 2/22/1894 
• Receipt to ReQua Bros. from W.N. Thompson, 
3/12/1897 
• Receipt, C.W. ReQua Board of Trade membership, 
from W.N. Thompson, 6/6/1898 
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• Witnessed statement by William Bruyn ReQua, C.W.  
ReQua Board of Trade Membership, 12/11/1903 
• Letter to ReQua Bros. from Ellis & Lewis, 2/8/1909 
• Claim transfer to ReQua Bros. from Adams & Samuel, 
5/18/1909 
• Claim transfer to ReQua Bros. from Ware & Leland, 
5/18/1909 
• Claim transfer to ReQua Bros. from Otis Wilson & Co., 
5/18/1909 
• Claim transfer to ReQua Bros. from unknown 
company, 5/18/1909 
• Letter to John W. Ellis from Ware & Leland, 5/18/1909 
• Letter to ReQua Bros. from Ellis & Lewis, 5/21/1909 
• Receipt for stock shares from Otis Wilson & Co., 
5/21/1909 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Ellis & Lewis, 
5/22/1909 
• Copy of deed to estate of Charles Wesley ReQua, 
3/2/1910 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua from Ellis & Lewis, 
3/12/1910 
 
42 9 Membership cards  1930-1938 
• Chicago Historical Society, 1930 
• Chicago Equestrian Association, 1930 
• Board of Trade Annual Visitor’s Ticket, n.d. 
• Board of Trade Annual Visitor’s Ticket, 2/26/1937 
• Board of Trade Annual Visitor’s Ticket, 5/28/1937 
• Board of Trade Annual Visitor’s Ticket, 8/31/1937 
• Board of Trade Annual Visitor’s Ticket, 10/8/1937 
• Board of Trade Member’s Special Assessment Ticket, 
6/10/1937 
• Board of Trade Member’s Special Assessment Ticket, 
10/7/1937 
• Constitution Day Committee membership certificate, 
1938 
 
42 10 Personal stocks  – Correspondence  1924-1937 
 
42 11 Personal stocks – Correspondence  1938-1942 
 
42 12 Personal stocks – Correspondence  1943-1955 
 
42 13 Personal stocks – Receipts  1920-1930 
 
42 14 Personal stocks – Receipts  1931-1939 
 
42 15 Personal stocks – Receipts  1941-1949 
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42 16 Personal stocks – Account statements  1920-1938 
 
42 17 Personal stocks – Lists of stock  1925-1948 
 
42 18 Personal stocks – Notes  n.d. 
 
42 19 Second Presbyterian Church stocks – Correspondence  1926-1934 
  
43 1 Second Presbyterian Church stocks – Correspondence  1935-1939 
 
43 2 Second Presbyterian Church stocks – Stock receipts  1933-1934 
 
43 3 Second Presbyterian Church stocks – Stock receipts  1935-1936 
 
43 4 Second Presbyterian Church stocks – Statements  1935-1936 
  
43 5 Telephone book  c. 1934 
 
43 6. Other papers  1926-1950 
• Notes and list of stock holdings, 1926-1927 
• Note on safety deposit box of Susan Eloise Gallup 
ReQua,  
• 3/2/1934 
• Letter to William Bruyn ReQua and Charles H. ReQua 
from Ellis & Hackett, with meeting minutes of the Board 
of Directors of Bryant & Stratton Business College, 
1937 
• The Record, Second Presbyterian Church, 2/1937 
(profile of William Bruyn ReQua) 
• Junior League Topics, Vol. 11, No. 3, 12/1937 (Eloise 
Gallup ReQua on cover) 
• Pamphlet: The Revenue Act of 1948, 1948 
• Pamphlet: The Revenue Act of 1950, 1950 
• Handwritten note, “1 large tin box,” n.d. 
• “Important Dates To Remember – W.B.R.”, n.d. 
• “A Few Smaller Fishes,” n.d. 
• Handwritten note, “Justice of the Peace,” n.d. 
• “Your Trustee,” Church Extension Board of the 
Presbytery of Chicago, n.d. 
• Note, “Lecture – Paul Valery…” n.d. 
    
43 7 Clippings  1937-1944 
• “All Things Considered”, Chicago Daily News, 
11/24/1937 
• “RFC Takes New Step to Collect on Dawes Loan”, 
7/3/1941 
• “RFC Extends Loan Suit to Additional Bank 
Shareholders”, Chicago Tribune, 7/4/1941 
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• “Cen. Republic Trust Pays Up Old RFC Loan”, 
3/3/1944 
• “Cen. Republic RFC Payment Is Authorized”, Chicago 
Tribune, 3/4/1944 
• “Stockholders Must Pay Funds to RFC”, 3/4/1944 
 
Subseries II. Personal Records of Susan Eloise Gallup ReQua, 1901-1956 
   
43 8 Abbot Academy  1951-1956 
• Letter to Susan Eloise Gallup ReQua from Joan 
Hutchison, Chicago Abbot Club, 7/20/1951 
• Letter to Joan Hutchison from Susan Eloise Gallup 
ReQua, 11/26/1951 
• Abbot Alumnae Fund request for contributions, 1955 
• Abbot Academy Bulletin, February 1956 
 
43 9 Church programs  1908-1919 
• First Presbyterian Church of Chicago 75th Anniversary 
program, December 1908 
• Kenwood Evangelical Church of Chicago program, 
4/4/1909 
• First Congregational Church of Rochester, WI program, 
5/22/1915 
• St. James Methodist Episcopal Church of Chicago 
program, 1/26/1919 
• The Church of the Epiphany, Washington, DC 
program, n.d. 
 
43 10 Dinner menus  1914-1921 
• Dinner menu, 3/4/1914 
• Dinner menu, 10/1/1914 
• Dinner menu with guest list, 10/12/1914 
• Dinner menu, 11/5/1914 
• Dinner menu, 11/14/1914 
• Dinner menu, 12/12/1914 
• Dinner menu with guest list, 2/1/1915 
• Dinner menu, 2/4/1915 
• Dinner menu, 4/21/1915 
• Dinner menu, 10/29/1915 
• Dinner menu, 1/14/1916 
• Dinner menu with guest list, 4/12/1917 
• Dinner menu, 11/15/1917 
• Dinner menu,1/30 & 2/4/1920 
• Dinner menu with guest list, 9/9/1920 
• Dinner menu, 1/24/1921 
• Dinner menu, 3/19/1921 
• Dinner menu with guest list, 9/28/1921 
• Dinner menu with guest list, 10/19/1921 
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43 11 Dinner menus  1923-1924 
• Dinner menu and guest list, 12/15/1923 
• Dinner menu and guest list, 3/12/1924 
• Dinner menu, n.d. 
• Lunch menu, n.d. 
• Shopping list, n.d. 
• Envelope of recipe clippings, n.d.  
 
43 12 Miscellaneous reports and pamphlets  1905-1926 
• The Work That Wins: A Study of the Spiritual Life of the 
Child, 1905 
• The New Theology, 1907 
• 40th Annual Meeting of the Woman’s Presbyterian 
Board of Missions of the Northwest program, 1911 
• Grove House for Convalescents Annual Report, 1914 
• National Society of the Daughters of the American 
Revolution Constitution and By-Laws, 1921 
• Paper and Discussion on Women’s Work in Hospital, 
1923 
• Chicago Woman’s Club: Report of the President, 1926 
• The Chicago Orphan Asylum 76th Annual Report, 1926 
 
43 13 Picture postals – North Carolina  c. 1911 
• The Biltmore House, Asheville NC, c. 1911 
• A Drive on Sunset Mountain, Asheville NC, c. 1911 
• Approaching Mountain Meadows Inn, In the Mountains, 
near Asheville, NC, c. 1911 
• Chimney Rock and Chimney Rock Mountain, near 
Hendersonville, NC, c. 1911 
• Lover’s Bridge on Swannanoa, Asheville NC, c. 1911 
• In Grove Park, near Grove Park Inn, Asheville NC, c. 
1911 
• Sunset Trail, Grove Park, Asheville NC, c. 1911 
• Mount Pisgah and The Rat, “in the Land of the Sky”, c. 
1911 
• Mt. Pisgah From Automobile Road “In the Land of the 
Sky”, c. 1911 
• Grove Park Inn, Asheville NC, c. 1911 
• North Side Pack Square, Asheville NC, c. 1911 
• The French Broad River, near the Tennessee State 
Line, “In the Land of the Sky”, c. 1911 (2 copies) 
• Canyon of the White Water River, in the Beautiful 
Sapphire Country, Western NC, c. 1911 
• Entrance to Albemarle Park, Asheville NC, c. 1911 
• On Top of Craggy mountains near Asheville NC, c. 
1911 
• Kenilworth through the Pines, Biltmore NC, c. 1911 
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• Grove Park Inn, East Front, Asheville NC, c. 1911 
  
43 14 The Presbyterian Hospital of the City of Chicago  1920-1927  
• Bulletin, January 1920 
• Bulletin, January 1927 
• Forty-Third Annual Report, with handwritten list, 1925 
 
43 15 Second Presbyterian Church  1901-1912 
• Program, 11/24/1901 
• Program, 1/12/1902 
• Program (partial), 3/9/1902 
• Twenty-Fourth Annual Report of G.C. Benton, 4/1/1902 
• Report of Benevolences, 4/1/1907 
• Program, 1/28/1912 
• Commemorative booklet & history, n.d. 
• Picture postcard, n.d. 
 
43 16 Other papers  1910-1927 
• The Trumpet, November 1910 (incomplete), 1910 
• The Trumpet, May 1913 (incomplete), 1913 
• Sample Christmas card, 1927 
• Pamphlet, The Star Spangled Banner, n.d. 
• Pamphlet, One Flag! One Nation!, n.d. 
• The Wonderful Story of How the Bible Came Down 
Through the Ages, n.d. 
• Clipping: The Nativity, n.d. 
• Typed poem: The Burial of Moses, Cecil Frances 
Alexander, n.d. 
    
Subseries III. Diaries, Notebooks & Address Books, 1924-1935 
  
44 1 1924-1927 Diaries   1924-1927 
• 1924 diary 
• 1927 diary 
 
44 2 1928-1930 Diaries   1928-1930 
• 1928 diary clipping 
• 1929 diary 
• 1930 diary 
 
44 3 1932 Diary & loose items   1932-1934 
• 1932 diary 
• Clipping: Cowley quote, 1929 
• Diary page, “Feb 19” 
• Diary page, “Spring” 
• Diary page, “Ed Wilson”   
• Diary page, “Apr 16” 
• Diary page, “Practiced”   
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• Diary page, “Feb 13” 
• Card with handwritten note, “Books from Paul”  
 
44 4 1933 Diary   1933 
• 1933 diary 
 
44 5 1934 Diary & loose items   1934 
• 1934 diary 
• Supplementary Postal Rate Information 
• Handwritten note: “April 8” 
• Handwritten address: Mrs. John Howland 
 
44 6 1934 Diary & loose items   1934 
• 1934 diary 
• Calling card: Miss Eloise Gallup ReQua 
• Supplementary Postal Rate Information 
 
44 7 1935 Diary   1935 
• 1935 diary 
 
44 8 1936 Diary & loose items   1936 
• 1936 diary 
• Calling card: Miss Martha Wilson    
 
44 9 1937 Diary & loose items   1937 
• 1937 diary 
• Handwritten note: Voltaire 
• Handwritten address: Mrs. Hand 
 
44 10 1938 Diary   1938 
• 1938 diary 
• 1938 diary 
• Calling card: Friedrich W. Henssler, n.d. 
 
45 1 Notebook, 1925-1929  1925 
• Mohawk composition book with notes and diary entries 
from 1925-1929 
 
45 2 Loose items from Notebook, 1925-1929  n.d. 
 
45 3 Notebook, 1927  1927 
• Unbound notebook, 1927 
 
45 4 Notebooks, c. 1930  1930 
• Small blue notebook, notes in Italian, c. 1930 
• Small blue notebook, music notes, c. 1930 
• Small blue notebook, “Observation”, c. 1930 
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45 5 Notebook, 1934  1934 
• Bound leather notebook, notes on international finance, 
1934-1935 
 
45 6 Loose items from Notebook, 1934  1935 
• Notecards, n.d. 
• Lists of names, n.d. 
• Bryn Mawr College Examination Book, International 
Trade and Finance, n.d. 
• Unbound notebook pages, 1935 
 
45 7 Loose notebook pages  1927 
• Unbound pages of “Places Visited” notebook, 1927 
• Unbound notebook pages with travel plans, n.d. 
• Unbound notebook pages, n.d. 
• Letter to unknown, n.d. 
• Unbound notebook pages, n.d. 
 
45 8 Address book, 1920   1920  
• Address book, c. 1920-24 
 
45 9 Address book, c. 1924 & loose items   1924 
• Address book c. 1924-1926  
• Calling card: Charles W. Moorby, Jr. 
• Card: Ritz Antique Shop, Atlantic City NJ 
• Card: Frank Kriesche, Artist (2 copies) 
• Card: St. Hubert Old English Grill, Chicago 
• Card: Holmes Book Co., Los Angeles 
• Card: Madame Helene’s Rose Villa, Pasadena 
• Handwritten note: “Hilda, Millinery” 
• Handwritten note: list of names 
• Bill from The Locust Street Book Shop 
• Handwritten note: list of names 
• Handwritten note: list of names 
 
45 10 Address book, 1929 & loose items   1929 
• Address book, 1929 
• Card: Garibaldo Gherardini, Florence 
• Tag signed by Ottilie Prochazka 
 
46 1 Address book, c. 1930  1930 
• Address book, c. 1930 
  
46 2 Loose items from Notebook, c. 1930  1930 
• Clipping: “Young Doctor Dies in Plunge in Hospital”, 
3/2/1934 
• Clipping: “Open Verdict On Dr. Nelson’s Death in Fall”, 
3/4/1934 
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• Clipping: “Having a Shoe Put On” by Gluyas Williams, 
The Chicago Daily News, n.d. 
• Handwritten note: “Mr. Delabondi is in town”, n.d. 
• Card: “Poor Richard says…,” n.d. 
• Letter to Cinci Giachetti, n.d. 
• Unbound notebook pages, n.d. 
   
46 3 Address book & loose items   1935 
• Address book c. 1935 
• Handwritten note: American Chemical School 
• Calling card: Dott. Nino Zecchi 
• Photograph: Man in suit in front of trees  
• Handwritten note: Mme Germaine Graz 
• Handwritten note: Vallardi 
 
46 4 Address book & loose items   n.d. 
• Address book, n.d. 
• Handwritten note, “Capitol 3:15pm” 
• Handwritten list of phone numbers 
 
46 5 Address book & loose items   n.d. 
• Address book, n.d. 
• Handwritten note: “Have you ever made a just man” 
 
46 6 Address book & loose items   n.d. 
• Address book, n.d. 
• Calling card: Mrs. Kate Trenholm Abrams 
• Calling card: Miss Barbara Hastings 
• Calling card: Mr. and Mrs. Weld Arnold 
• Handwritten note: “Monday” 
 
46 7 Address book   n.d. 
• Address book, n.d. 
 
46 8 Address book   n.d. 
• Unbound address book pages, n.d. 
 
Subseries IV. Memberships & Associations, 1924-1989 
  
46 9 American Association of University Women    1931-1945 
• National membership card, 1931 
• Notice of dues, 1940 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Rebecca Robins Mack, 
Treasurer, 1940 
• Letter to Rebecca Robins Mack, Treasurer, from Eloise 
ReQua, 1940  
• Receipt for general dues, 1944 
• National membership card, 1945 
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46 10 American Friends of the Middle East, Inc.  1956-1961 
• Receipt for dues, 1956 
• Receipt for dues with membership card, 1957 
• Receipt for dues, 1958 
• Receipt for dues with membership card, 1959 
• Receipt for dues with membership card, 1962 
• Receipt for dues with membership card, 1963 
• Letter to members, 1956 
• Letter to members, 1957 
• Letter to members, 1958 
• Membership expiration notice, 1959 
• Membership expiration notice, 1961 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from William Greenip, Director, 
1961 
• Letter to William Greenip, Director, from Eloise ReQua, 
1961 
• Invitation to dinner, 1961 
 
46 11 American Institute of Pacific Relations  1951-1982 
• Letters to members, 1956-1958 
• Annual Report, 1957-1958, 1958 
• Membership card, 1951 
• Dues receipt, 1956 
• Notice of dues, 1956 
• Notice of dues, 1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from William L. Holland,  
• Secretary, 1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from William L. Holland,  
• Secretary, with dues receipt, 1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary F. Healy, Assistant  
• Treasurer, with dues receipt, 1961 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary F. Healy for Pacific 
Affairs, 1961 
• Payment receipt for Pacific Affairs with duplicate check 
and bill, 1982 
• Blank envelopes and cards, n.d. 
 
47 1 The Arts Club of Chicago  1953-1988 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Eunice Hale, Chairman, 
1953 
• Membership card, 1958 
• Letter to members, 1957 
• Notice of dues, 1960 
• Draft of letter, handwritten, 1962 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Madge Friedman, 1962 
• Letter to members, 1988 
• Notice of dues, 1988 
• Notice of dues, 1988 
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• Letter to Board of Directors from Eloise ReQua, 1988  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Board of Directors, 1988 
  
47 2 Association on American Indian Affairs, Inc.  1959-1960 
• Receipt for contribution with card, 1959 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Oliver La Farge, 
President, 1960 
 
47 3 Bryn Mawr Alumnae Association  1941-1962  
• Note to Eloise ReQua from “Molly,” 1941 
• List of donors for 1954-1955, 1955 
• Donation request for 1955-1956, with note from Connie 
Lewis Gibson,  
• 1955 
• List of donors for 1955-1956, 1955 
• Donation request for 1956-1957, with note from Connie 
Lewis Gibson, 1956 
• Letter to alumnae, 1/15/1956 
• Letter to alumnae, 4/11/1956 
• Reminder, Regional Scholarship Fund, 1957 
• Pamphlet: Major Progress for Bryn Mawr, 1957 
• Ballot, 1957 
• Donation request for 1957-1958, with note from Connie 
Lewis Gibson, 1957 
• Receipt for contribution, 1/3/1958 
• Proposed Amendments to the By-Laws, 5/31/1958 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Alice Katherine 
Scroggin Anderson McNeely, 1/25/1959 
• Postcard to Eloise ReQua from Connie Gibson, 
1/30/1959 
• Receipt card for contribution, 1/30/1959 
• Copy of letter to Julia Ward from Eloise ReQua, 
5/11/1959 
• Letter to alumnae from Mrs. S.L. Tesone, with 
Procedure for Giving Cash, 10/20/1960 
• Alumnae Questionnaire, February 1960 
• Alumnae Questionnaire, Second Request, February 
1960 
• Letter to Class of 1924 from Mary Rodney Brinser, 
April 1962 
• Request for Scholarship Fund contribution, 5/7/1962 
• Invitation to Alumnae Weekend luncheon and 
schedule, May 1962 
• Letter to alumnae, July 1962 
• Receipt card for Bequest Plan contribution, September 
1962 
• Invitation to Board and Committee dinner, October 
1962 
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• Invitation to 1924 Luncheon, October 1962   
• Envelope for Alumnae Fund 1962-1963 contribution, 
1962 
• Alumnae Fund Appeal, Ford Foundation, 1962 
• News of the 1963 Alumnae Council, 1962 
• Bryn Mawr College 1962-1965, 1962 
• Catching Up…Xmas—1963, 1962 
 
47 4 Bryn Mawr Alumnae Association  1963-1988 
• Bryn Mawr admissions pamphlet, January 1963 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary Rodney Brinser, 
2/2/1963 
• Donor’s Record of Gift, 5/21/1963, with envelope, 1963 
• Receipt card for Ford Grant contribution, 6/3/1963 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary H. Chase, 6/21/1963 
• Letter to Eloise from Kathy, 6/27/1963 
• Letter to Class of 1924 from Connie Lewis Gibson, 
6/20/1963, with Report on 40th Reunion Fund 
• Annual Giving 1963-1964 appeal, 1963 
• Alumnae Fund Appeal, with note from Connie Gibson, 
February 1964 
• Receipt for contribution, 5/22/1964, with receipt card, 
1964 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Alice Katherine Scroggin 
Anderson McNeely, 6/3/1964 
• Agenda for the Annual Meeting, 6/6/1964 
• Receipt card for Alumnae Fund contribution, 6/10/1964 
• News of the Bryn Mawr Club of New York, with note 
from Betty Bartholet, 6/10/1964 
• Letter to Class of 1924 from Helen Hartman Gemmill, 
Chairman, June 1964 
• A Report at the Half-Way Point in the Ford Program, 
1964 
• Receipt for contribution, 12/31/1968 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mrs. S.L. Tesone, 
1/20/1969 
• Receipt for contribution, 12/31/1969 
• Receipt for contribution, 12/30/1972 
• Card from Edmund B. Spaeth, Jr., 1976 
• Alumnae Fund Appeal, 2/12/1978 
• Receipt for contribution, 12/30/1983 
• Card to Eloise ReQua from Ruth Tubby, 2/5/1984 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Annie Leigh Hobson 
Broughton, 10/29/1987 
• Pamphlet: Invest in Bryn Mawr’s Future, 1987 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Christine Tompsett, 
October 1988 
• Card: Sail With the Deanery Sale, n.d. 
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• Receipt card for Life Membership Fee, n.d. 
• Picture postcard of Bryn Mawr building, n.d. 
• Flyer for “An American Boyhood” by Delia Mares, n.d. 
• Pamphlet: Two Plans with One Future for Bryn Mawr, 
n.d. 
• Booklet: Bequests Have Built Bryn Mawr, n.d. 
• Request for College Scholarship Fund contribution, 
n.d. 
• Request for College Scholarship Fund contribution, 
n.d. 
 
47 5 Bryn Mawr College Club of Chicago  1959-1987 
• Copy of letter to Eloise ReQua from Pat Bothfeld, 
5/15/1959 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Pat Bothfeld, with letter to 
Miss Dibble,  6/23/1959 
• Invitation to dinner, 1963  
• Dues receipt, 7/29/1968   
• Copy of dues receipt, Bryn Mawr College Club of 
Chicago, 1977 
• Letter to members, with Scholarship Fund request and 
envelope, October 1987 
• Alumnae Council donation request, n.d. 
 
47 6 Chicago Historical Society  1955 
• Invitation for membership, 1955 
• Application card, n.d. 
  
47 7 Daughters of the American Revolution  1930 
• Membership card, 1930 
• Member’s ticket, Kaskaskia Chapter, 1930   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Ann Lockett, Registrar, 
1930 
• Draft response to Ann Locket, Registrar, from Eloise 
ReQua, 1930  
  
47 8 The Fortnightly of Chicago  1941-1989  
• Meeting notice, 1941, with notes and flyer for Dr. 
Howard Gray   
• Membership election notice for Mrs. James S. 
Pennington Jr., 1/16/1941 
• Program, Members 1942-1943  
• Meeting notice, 1945 
• Statements, 1957-1989 
• Letter to members, 1971 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Grace C. Murdough, 
Chairman, 1972 
• Note of election of Mrs. Stanley N. Allen, 1981 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary Allen, 1981 
• Invitation to wedding from Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Allen, 
1981 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Don Ekendahl, Manager, 
1981 
• Draft letter to Mrs. O’Neil from Eloise ReQua, 1981 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Elise B. Cade, Secretary, 
1981 
• The Fortnightly Yearbook, 1988-1989, 1988 
• Letter to Janet Oberg Jenkes, President, from Eloise 
ReQua, 1989 
 
47 9 Illinois State Council for the Social Studies  1955-1956 
• Membership card, 1955 
• Notice of dues, 1955 
• Notice of dues, 1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Clarence Stegmeir, Vice 
President, 1955 
• Letters to members, 1956 
 
47 10 International House of Chicago  1952-1959 
• By-Laws, International House of Chicago, 1952 
• “International House Vignettes,” 1959 
• Pamphlet, Chicago’s International House, n.d. 
 
47 11 International Trade Club of Chicago  1965-1966 
• Dues notice, 1965 
• Dues notice, 1966 
• Membership card, 1969 
 
47 12 Junior League of Chicago  1955-1957 
• Membership card, 1955 
• Dues notice, 1957 
  
47 13 The Latin School of Chicago Alumni Association  1937-1960 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Joseph T. Ryerson, 
10/25/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Joseph T. Ryerson, 
11/9/1937 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Joseph T. Ryerson with 
Alumnae Committee list, 12/8/1937 
• Dues request, 1955-1956, 1955 
• Alumni Bulletin, Spring 1960, 1960 
• Letter to alumni, 5/15/1961 
• Letter to alumni, 12/2/1963; clipping: “Old School With 
Bold New Ideas,” Midwest, The Chicago Sun-Times, 
11/17/1963 
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• Clipping: “New Latin School Principal Tells Plans,” 
11/16/1960 
• Contribution request, n.d.   
 
47 14 League of Women Voters  1950-1968 
• Membership card, 1950 
• Dues receipt, 1960 
• Letter to members with dues notice, 1968 
• Membership card, 1970 
 
47 15 The Mary C. Wheeler School Alumnae Association  1940-1963 
• Now and Then, No. 5, June 1940 
• Annual calendar, 1943-1944, 1943 
• Annual calendar, 1945-1946, 1945 
• The Mary C. Wheeler School: Pictures, 1945 
• MCW Fund booklet, 1955 
• Wheeler School Fund 1955-1956 Annual Giving card, 
1955 
• Annual catalogue, 1958 
• Contribution receipt with envelope, 3/23/1959 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from S. Rowland Morgan, 
3/23/1959 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Gertrude Laing, 6/11/1959 
• Letter to Gertrude Laing from Eloise ReQua, 6/17/1959 
• Letter to Alice Fall from Eloise ReQua, 6/17/1959 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from S. Rowland Morgan with 
contribution receipt, 4/9/1962 
• Admissions book with letter to alumnae, February 1963 
• Letter to alumnae with donation card and envelope, 
February 1963 
 
47 16 The Mary C. Wheeler School Alumnae Association  1962-1980 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Anne Frame, 3/1962 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Hugh A. Madden with 
contribution receipt, 12/23/1968 
• Alumnae Directory, 6/30/1969 
• Alumnae Association By-Laws, 1974 
• Letter to Alumni, January 1980 
• Admissions book, n.d.  
   
47 17 The National Society of the Colonial Dames of America  1951-1989 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Catharine Supplee, 1951 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Violetta Otis, Registrar, 
with Notes for Candidates, 1952 
• Letter to Catharine Supplee from Eloise ReQua, 1953 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Catharine Supplee, 1953 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Sarah King Carleton, 
Registrar, with Rules for Making Pedigree Papers and 
handwritten notes, 1953   
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Amalia Atkinson, 
Genealogist, 1954  
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Amalia Atkinson, 
Genealogist, 1954 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Amalia Atkinston, 
Genealogist, with handwritten notes, 1954 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Sarah King Carleton, 
Registrar, 1955 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Amalia Atkinson, 
Genealogist, with Proof of Eligibility for Membership, 
1955 
• Letter of acceptance, with invitation, 1955 
• Invitation to luncheon, 1958 
• Invitation to annual meeting, with ballot, 1958 
• Invitation to annual meeting with dues notice and 
ballot, 1960 
• Invitation to board meeting, 1960 
• Invitation to luncheon, 1961 
• Newsletter, April 1961 
• List of objects needed for the Clarke House Museum, 
1984 
• Dues notice, 1988 
• Letters to members, 1961-1987 
• Envelope for 1989-1990 dues, 1989 
• Pamphlet: Gunston Hall Plantation, n.d. 
• Invitation to luncheon, n.d. 
• Invitation to luncheon, n.d. 
• Clipping: “Mrs. Edward S. Price…,” n.d. 
• Clipping: “Mary-Go-Round” by Mary Dougherty, 
Chicago Sun-Times, 5/4/1954 
  
48 1 Pan American Institute of Educational Relations  1957-1958 
• Membership application, 1957 
• Luncheon reservation, 1958 
• Notice of Luncheon Forum, 1958 
 
48 2 Society of Woman Geographers  1946-1967 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Muna Lee de Munos 
Marin, President, with copy of reply from Eloise 
ReQua, 1946 
• Reports of the Treasurer, 1952-1964 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Alice Howe, Newsletter 
Editor, 1955 
• Letters to members, 1956-1958 
• Constitution, 1957 
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• Dues notice with Report of the Treasurer, 1957 
• Newsletter, October 1959 
• Dues notice with Report of the Treasurer, 1965 
• Copy of letter to Society of Woman Geographers from 
Eloise ReQua, with dues notice and Report of the 
Treasurer, 1967 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Cyrena Everist, Chairman, 
1967 
• Copy of letter to Cyrena Everist, Chairman, from Eloise 
ReQua, 1967 
• Envelope addressed to Alice Howe, n.d. 
• Donation envelope, n.d. 
 
48 3 Special Libraries Association  1986 
• Receipt for directory listing, 1986 
• Copy of directory order form, 1986 
• Receipt for directory listing, 1986 
• Renewal notice letter, 1986 
 
48 4 Woman’s Athletic Club of Chicago  1929-1932 
• Dues notice, 1929  
• Dues notice, 1931 
• Dues notice, 1932 
 
48 5 The Woman’s College Board  1957-1959 
• Program, Semi-Annual Meeting, 11/18/1947 
• Executive Committee 1957-1958 list, 1957 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Mary, with Woman’s 
College Board pamphlet, 1957 
• Executive Committee 1958-1959 list, 1958 (2 copies) 
• Career Advisory Committee 1958-1959 list, 1958 
• Handbook of Information about Woman’s Colleges, 
1958 
• Report on Current Projects, 1958 
• Invitation to annual meeting, 1958 
• Annual report, April 1958, 1958 
• Semi-annual report, December 1958, 1958 
• Invitation to luncheon, February 1959, 1959 (2 copies) 
• Annual report, June 1959, 1959 
• Pamphlet: The Woman’s College Board of Chicago, 
n.d. 
 
48 6 Other Memberships  1924-1986 
• Junior Friends of Art election notice card, 1924 
• The George Washington Memorial Association 
contributor card and pin, 6/1/1927  
• Women’s Organization for National Prohibition Reform 
membership card, 1930 
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• Letter to Mrs. W.B. ReQua from Alexander M. Hadden, 
Students’ International Union, 1930 
• Dues notice, Woman’s City Club of Chicago, 1931  
• 1020 Club membership card, 1957 
• 1020 Club membership card, 1958 
• Invitation from English Speaking Union, Chicago 
Branch, 1959 
• Letter to Friends of Fred Hoehler from Robert L. 
Farwell, 1961 
• Renewal notice, ASPA Chicago Chapter, 1965 
• Illinois Library Association membership card, 1966 
• American Library Association membership card, 1979 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Sharon Yow, Steam 
Automobile Club of America, with membership card, 
1979 
• Academy of Political Science membership card, 1982 
• American Association of Retired Persons membership 
card, 1986 
• Union League Club of Chicago membership card, n.d. 
  
Subseries V. School Materials, 1918-1936 
 
48 7 Bryn Mawr College  1918-1920 
• Examinations for Matriculation, June 1918 
• Examination grades, 6/11/1918 
• Notice of matriculation examinations, 5/15/1919 
• Notice of change of address, 5/16/1919 
• Examinations for Matriculation, June 1919 
• Examination grades, 6/10/1919 
• Examinations for Matriculation with schedule, Spring 
1920 
• Examination grades, 6/8/1920 
• Student residence floor plans with list of vacant rooms, 
6/23/1920 
• Calling card, Miss McGroarty, with room rates, 1920 
• Picture postcard: Rockefeller Gate, Bryn Mawr College 
(typed note on back by Eloise ReQua), n.d. 
 
48 8 Bryn Mawr College  1920-1936 
• Record of Undergraduate Study, 1920-1923 
• Course card, 1923-1924 
• Transcript, 8/1/1924 
• Transcript, 6/18/1927 (2 copies) 
• Pamphlet, “Bryn Mawr’s Experiment in Art, 1927-1929” 
• Constitution and Resolutions of the Bryn Mawr 
Students’ Association for Self Government, 1934-1935 
• Invitation: Commencement 1934 
• Invitation: Commencement 1935 
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• Advertisement, The Vienna Choir Boys, 1/18/1935 
• Program, The Vienna Choir Boys, 1/18/1935 
• Program, Ten Programs of Chamber Music, 1/20/1935 
• Program, The American Ballet, 2/7/1935 
• Booklet: May Day 1936 
• Train Arrangements, May Day Fete, with response 
cards and envelope, 1936 
• Pamphlet: Bryn Mawr College, n.d. 
• Pamphlet: The Deanery, Bryn Mawr College, n.d. 
• Invitation: Commencement Garden Party, n.d., with 
calling card 
• Invitation: Commencement Garden Party, n.d., with 
calling cards 
 
48 9 The Chicago Latin School for Girls  1918-1920 
• The Rostra, 1918 
• Commencement 1920 invitation, 1920 
  
48 10 Geneva School of International Studies  1929-1932 
• Program for Sixth Session, 1929 
• Paper by Jean Drapier, August 1929 
• Booklet: List of Students 1925-1929 (2 copies), 
12/1929  
• Letter to former students, with envelope, “Geneva 
1931” paper attached, 1932 
• Letter acknowledging contribution, 7/6/1932 
• Schedule, Second Fortnightly Course July 29-August 
1, n.d. 
• Schedule, Week Beginning August 26-30, n.d. 
• List of Scholars for Advanced Course, n.d. 
• Admittance card, Advanced Course, n.d. 
 
48 11 The Mary C. Wheeler School  1920 
• Class of 1920 yearbook, 1920  
    
48 12 Loose items from Mary C. Wheeler School Yearbook  1919-1920 
• Sixth Annual Field Day program, 5/15/1920 
• Invitation to Junior Senior Banquet, 5/1/1920 
• Name card, girl in dress with pom poms, n.d. 
• Name card, girl with yellow sash 
• Name card, girl on brick wall 
• Dance card, n.d. 
• Booklet: Miss Wheeler’s School Farm and Garden, n.d. 
• Tune: Left All Alone Again Blues (song) 
• Photograph: Girls wading in water, “Senior House 
Party, wading in a brook, Irene Wallace, Scholle, Kate 
Rowley”, n.d. 
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• Photograph: Girl in white looking over shoulder, two 
women in background, “Field Day, Jane Wright”, n.d. 
• Photograph: Girl in sweater and hat, in field, “Senior 
House Party, Annie P, Anne Parsons”, n.d. 
• Photograph: Girl on lawn in W sweater and hat, “Field 
Day, Dodie”, n.d. 
• Photograph: Girl on show horse, “K. Field, summer of 
1919”, 1919 
   
48 13 University of Chicago  1924-1927 
• Handbook of the Graduate Schools of Arts, Literature 
and Science, June 1924 
• Report card, summer quarter 1927 
 
49 1 International education materials  1925-1931 
• Outline of a talk by Ray H. Legate for the New York 
City Luncheon, 1924    
• Copy of “From the Balkans” with foreword by Ray 
Legate, 1925 
• “Why Continue the Student Friendship Fund?”, 1925 
• “Some Policies and the Tentative Budget”, 1925  
• Program of the Geneva Institute of International 
Relations, 1929    
• 10th Assembly of the League of Nations: List of 
Delegates and Members of Delegations, 1929 
• 10th Assembly of the League of Nations card, name 
unknown, 1929 
• 10th Assembly of the League of Nations card, Robert 
Kimberlin, 1929 
• League of Nations Council Session card, Eloise 
ReQua, 1929 
• 10th Assembly of the League of Nations card, blank, 
1929 
• 10th Assembly of the League of Nations card, Mr. S.A. 
Henry, 1929 
• “Youth Becomes World-Minded,” Students’ 
International Union booklet, 1931   
• Inter-parliamentary Union Public Meeting flyer, n.d.  
• “Plan de la Salle” chart, n.d. (2 copies)  
• Indian Delegation to the 10th Assembly of the League 
of Nations, n.d. 
• Copy of “Nem! Nem! Soha!”, n.d. 
 
49 2 Other School Materials  1925-1929 
• Report on the Organization, Finances, Activity, and the 
Program of the International Confederation of 
Students, 5/1/1925 
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• Letter to Eloise ReQua from The 
National Union of Students, 7/3/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from the International 
Confederation of Students, 7/11/1925 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from the University of Geneva, 
11/14/1925 
• Pamphlet: International Students’ Camp, 1925 
• Graduate Institute of International Studies Courses 
1928-1929 
• Graduate Institute of International Studies Schedule of 
Courses and Conferences, 1928-1929 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Graduate Institute of 
International Studies, 12/30/1929 
• Postgraduate Institute of International Studies Annual 
Announcement, 1929-1930 
• Graduate Institute of International Studies Program 
1929-1930 
• Official Announcement of a New Plan of Admission, Mt. 
Holyoke College, Smith College, Vassar College, 
Wellesley College, n.d. 
• Card for International Union of Students, n.d. 
• Booklet, Study Home for Young Girls, Baronne de 
Sommevert, with calling card, n.d. 
 
Subseries VI. Awards, 1956-1986 
 
49 3 Chicago Council on Foreign Relations   1956 
• 1955 World Understanding Award, 5/10/1956  
 
49 4 Eloy Alfaro International Foundation  1962-1964 
• Certificate, 1962 
• Certificate, 1962 
• Booklet: Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., n.d. 
• Copy of letter from Eloise ReQua to Bailey, Banks & 
Biddle, Co., 9/1/1964 
• Miniature of medal, 1964 
 
49 5 Friends of Literature  1962 
• Citation for Distinguished Service to World 
Understanding through the Founding and Directing of 
the Library of International Relations, 4/28/1962 
 
49 6 IIT Chicago-Kent College of Law  1986 
• Special Service Award, 1986  
 
49 7 International House, New Orleans  n.d. 
• Plaque, Award for Outstanding Contribution to 
International Understanding, n.d.  
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49 8 Mayor Richard J. Daley 
 1973 
• Organizing Committee of the Third Pan American 
Games Certificate of Merit, 1959  
• City Council of Chicago Certificate of Merit, 1973  
• Chicago Medal of Merit, 10/5/1973  
 
Subseries VII. General, 1923-1982 
  
49 9 Book reviews  1925-1926 
• Copy of letter to Llewellyn Jones from Eloise ReQua, 
7/19/1925 
• Copy of letter to Llewellyn Jones from Eloise ReQua, 
7/27/1925 
• Draft of letter to Llewellyn Jones from Eloise ReQua, 
10/25/1925 
• Draft of letter to Llewellyn Jones from Eloise ReQua, 
12/26/1925 
• “Race or Nation” by Gino Speranza, 1925 
• “Europe Turns the Corner” by Stanley High, 1925 
• “Tonty of the Iron Hand” by Everett McNeil, 1925 
• “Trail’s End” by Beth B. Gilchrist, 1925 
• “People of the Steppes” by Ralph Fox, 1925 
• “To See Life Clearly and See It Whole,” 1926 
• Copy (partial) “On College Girls” by Freda Kirchwey, 2 
copies 
• Notes, n.d. 
 
49 10 Calling cards – “1938 Europe”  n.d.  
• Mrs. John Edmondson-Stephens 
• League of Nations Association, Inc. 
• Miss Jose Meyer 
• S. Hartz Rasmussen  
• Georges van Hecke 
• Deborah Lifchitz 
• Jean Strauss 
• Mrs. Arthur Wallace Pope 
• Philip Schacter 
 
49 11 Calling cards – “From Lauro etc.”  n.d. 
• Miss Nina Condron, Daily News 
• Georges Philippson 
• Renee Tamary 
• Grace Ramel 
• Charles B. Shaffer Evans 
• Arturo W. Escalante 
• Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Drake 
• Jopie de Vries 
• Miss Agnes Metcalf Hand 
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• Mr. W.J. Hutchinson 
• Dott. Angiola Maria Gennati 
• Lauro de Bossis 
• Laurent Molina 
• Jack Williams 
• Mr. Geo. E. Haworth 
• Mrs. Roland Barker Whitridge 
• James M. Graham 
• A.L. Long, H.N. O’Neill 
• Thomas Curr Strachan, Jr. 
• Jose M. Madariaga 
• Mr. D. Sidway McKay 
• Annemarie Bouer 
• Elie Turossi 
• Miss Elsie Kirchner  
• Dott. Giuseppe Migneco 
• Cav, Uff, Dott, Marco Davi 
• Robert Caluwaerts 
• L. Sr. Zylberman, Exeter College, Oxford 
 
49 12 Calling cards – “From Summerville friends”  n.d. 
• Mr. William Dexter Stiger 
• Mrs. Ione D. Stiger 
• Mr. & Mrs. William Dexter Stiger 
• Dr. Harris Fenton Brownlee 
• Junior League Tea Room 
• Mrs. L. Marsden Hubbard 
• Mrs. H. Fletcher Brown 
• Miss Nancy Child (handwritten address) 
• James S. Chamberlin (handwritten address & map) 
 
49 13 Calling cards – “Geneva 1929”  n.d. 
• Uno Lender 
• Signe Andersen 
• Mevr. N. Harberts-Wijnmalen 
• Mm. Bravart 
• Mr. Jiri Vranek 
• Mr. William Edward Delehanty 
• Gerhard P. Van Arkel 
• Erwin Miehlnickel 
• Nils Kvarnstrom 
• John D. Tomlinson 
• Miss Ottilie Prochazka 
• Ismail Ouchaky Zade 
• Madame Albert Haas 
• Miss Mary Marvin Breckinridge 
• Kazimierz Ginwill-Piotrowski (2 copies) 
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• Madame Paul Theurey 
• National Student Federation 
• National City Bank 
• Robert Town Kimberlin 
• Edith B. Harlan 
• Olli J. Vallila 
• Dr. Otakar Machotka 
• M. Thele 
• Judr. Jan Mertl 
• Miss Kathleen Ahern / Mrs. C.J. Ahern 
• Francis Deak 
• Gesualdo Libertini 
• Philippe Boegner 
• W. Lindner / G. Koedyklaan Bussum 
• Elizabeth W. Lemarchand (on handrwritten note) 
• Cyril Brown 
• Mrs. Alfred Zimmern 
• Miss Eleanor Dennison 
• Dott. Nino Zecchi 
• Miss Mary Zvegintzov 
• Jean Drapier / La Belgique Active 
• Miss Norah Cook  
 
49 14 Calling cards – “Some Italian cards”  n.d. 
• Dott. Paolo Savina 
• Mariolina Boggio 
• Alberto Rosa / Ti Tino (2 copies) 
• Dr. Alessandro Guasti 
• Stefania Felici 
• Mrs. Celestino de Marco 
• Dott. Maria Castellani 
• Imre Ferenczi 
• Dott. Maria Castellani / Prof. Enrico Bompiani / M. 
Castruccio 
 
49 15 Calling cards – Other  n.d. 
• Miss Emmie C. Stall, Closed Cars for Hire 
• H. Minster, Intourist 
• Leonard Greenburg, M.D. 
• Mrs. Jared Irwin Wood 
• Mrs. Marcellus Newell Joslyn 
• Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Vollrath Kohler / Herbert Vollrath 
Kohler, Junior 
• Charles Ghequiere Fenwick 
• Victor D. DuBois 
• Miss Mary J. Thomas 
• Mr. John Franklin Carter 
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49 16 Debutante planning materials  1924  
• “To Assist” 
• “Girl Accepted for Dec. 23rd” 
• “Luncheon, Dec. 28th”  
 
49 17 Debutante planning materials  1924 
• Men for Dinner Dance 
• Dec. 23rd Men 
• Men – Dec. 23rd 
    
49 18 Debutante planning materials  1924 
• Unbound notebook, “Invitations”, c. 1924 
  
   
49 19 Ephemera – Card decorations  n.d. 
• Envelope of Christmas card decorations 
• Envelope of Christmas card decorations 
• Small envelope of Dennison’s Red Cardboard Hearts 
• Small envelope of No. 0 Heart Cards 
• Envelope of No. 21 Embossed Cupids 
• Small cardboard cupid 
• Box of Dennison’s Envelope and Heart Seals 
• Envelope of Christmas and May Day stamps 
 
49 20 Ephemera – Other  1923-1982 
• W.J.A.S.C. Informal Dance card, 11/22/23 
• Pine needle pillow with tag, 1925 
• Miniature book, “The Covenant of the League of 
Nations”, 1928 
• Menu, 6/26/29 
• Miniature book, “Mexico en el espacio,” 1940 
• Hotel card for Mr. E. Hironimus, Hotel Heerengracht, 
1982 
• Poem on fringed paper with ribbon, n.d. 
• Name card, woman in green dress with parasol 
• Name badge with yellow ribbon, Bryn Mawr 
• Name card, Oberlin College 
• Miniature book, “What you want to say and How to say 
it in Spanish”, n.d. 
• Souvenir copy, “The United States School Primer,” n.d. 
• Small clipping, line drawing of bridge, n.d. 
• Clipping, “Swimming pool and bath houses,” n.d. 
• Promotional photos of Jason Barnhill, Ryan 
Barnhill, and Sheri Barnhill, with envelope, 
“Albert the doorman’s children,” n.d. 
 
50 1 Miscellaneous – Addresses  n.d. 
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50 2 Miscellaneous – Notes  n.d. 
 
50 3 Miscellaneous – Other   n.d. 
• Advertisement for The Hill Top Shop, 1927 
• Bill from The Hill Top Shop, 1927 
• Program of an Open Meeting, “A Century of Library 
Progress,” The Stevens Hotel, 10/20/1933 
• Map of Europe and the Far East, 1940 
• Map of the United States, 1940 
• Geographic map of the world, 1941 
• Poem, “Attention First Aiders!” by Amy Grief, 1942  
• Sample Christmas card, n.d. 
• Picture postcard, Bakery Restaurant Chicago, n.d. 
• Ever Sharp pen instructions, n.d. 
• Personalized advertisement for Old Gold cigarettes, 
n.d. 
 
50 4 Miscellaneous – Susan ReQua Memorial Cards  1955 
• Woman’s Board of the Presbyterian Hospital, 1955 
• Woman’s Board of the Presbyterian Hospital, Miss 
Helen Drake, 1955 
• Visiting Nurse Association, Mrs. James K. Stack, 1955 
• The Library of International Relations, Jane and Sonny, 
1955 
• The Library of International Relations, Mr. and Mrs. T. 
Lloyd Kelly, 1955 
• The Library of International Relations, Mr. and Mrs. 
Harold Hallin, 1955 
 
50 5 Pamphlets & programs  1925-1961 
• “La Juive,” Ravinia Opera, 7/25/25 
• Lee Pattison in Four Recital Talks, 1926 
• American Academy of Political and Social Science 38th 
Annual Meeting, 1934 
• The Longy School of Music 30th Faculty Concert, 1934 
• “Merrily We Roll Along” playbill, Chestnut Street Opera 
House, 1935 
• Writers’ War Board Second Annual Report, 1944 
• The Fortnightly of Chicago Piano Recital by Daniel 
Ericourt, 12/14/1944 
• Alumnae College 4th Annual Conference, 1946 
• International Week New Orleans program, 1946 
• “This Week in New Orleans,” Vol. 7 No. 2, 1946 
• “This Week in New Orleans,” Vol. 7 No. 6, 1946 
• Copy of article, “The Incredible Podbielniaks,” Discus, 
1953 
• Book advertisement, “Alfred Van Loen, The Man and 
His Works”, 1960  
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• University of Chicago Inauguration Dinner, 5/3/1961 
• Reading Course – Harriet Rosser Geggie, n.d. 
 
50 6 Passports  1927-1942 
• Passport, United States, 1927 
• Passport, Switzerland, 1929 
• Passport receipt, U.S. Department of State, 1942 
 
50 7 Personal cards  1942-1986 
• United States Senate Chamber entry card, Mrs. Hallett 
Thorne & friends,  4/26/29 
• Member’s Pass, House of Representatives, Mrs. 
Hallett Thorne & friends, 4/26/29 
• Democratic National Convention guest pass, July 1940 
• First Aid certification card, 1942 
• Kirkeby Hotels credit card, 1957 
• Hilton Carte Blanche card, 1960 
• Peck and Peck Shop card, 1964 
• Allerton Hotel credit card, 1966 
• Chicago Public Library card, 1976 
• Illinois Bell telephone card, 1982 
• Voter registration card, 1986 
• Pearson Hotels card, n.d. 
• American-United Cab business card, n.d. 
 
50 8 Vaccination records  1929 
• Letter from Professor Dott. G.Y. Giglioli certifying 
vaccination, 11/29/29  
    
Series III. Travel, 1910-1963, 1.25 linear ft 
Subseries I. Travel Memorabilia, 1910-1946 
 
51 1 Algeria   1928 
• Bill, Celeste Hotel – Bouzarea, Algiers, 1928 
    
51 2 Egypt   1929 
• Ticket, Service Des Antiquites, issued to Eloise 
ReQua, 12/18/1929 
• Travel guide, Egypt, The Nile, and Palestine – Season 
1929-1930, Thos. Cook & Son, 1929 
• Full page ad, D. Chellaram, Oriental Jeweler & Silk 
Merchants, n.d. 
 
51 3 France   1928-1938 
• Menu, Hotel de Paris, 5/30/1928 
• Booklet, Miramar Biarritz, letter from manager 
3/28/1928 
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• Booklet: Winter on the French Riviera, Train Schedule 
for  
• 1927-1928 season, 1927 
• Miramar Biarritz folder with stationery sheets, typed 
notes on travel in France, n.d. 
• Booklet, Theatre des Nouveautes, 1938-1939 Season, 
1938 
• Booklet, Comedie-Francaise, 1938 (2 copies) 
• Small map of Paris with price for Windsor Hotel, n.d. 
 
51 4 Germany  1926  
• Booklet, Die Flaggen aller Staaten der Erde, 1926 
• Booklet, Hotel Adlon – Berlin, n.d. 
• Map of Munich, n.d. 
 
51 5 Great Britain  1927-1928  
• Booklet, Crosby Hall: An International Hall of 
Residence for 
• University Women, February 1927 
• Booklet, The English-Speaking Union of the British 
Empire: 
• Rules Governing the Club-House, 1927   
• Souvenir program, Trooping of the Welsh Guards 
Colour, 6/3/1928 
• Menu, Grill Room, 7/13/1928 
• Program, The Hurlingham Club (2 copies), 7/18/1928 
• Booklet, The Exhibition of the Royal Academy of Arts, 
1928 
• Booklet, Liberty’s New Shops, 1928 
• Booklet, Great Foster’s, n.d. 
• Booklet, Liberty and Regent Street, n.d. 
• Booklet, Stoke Court Country Club, n.d. 
 
51 6 Holland  1910 
• Booklet, Illustrated Guide Through the Rijks-Museum, 
n.d. 
• Booklet, Brack’s Doelen Hotel, Amsterdam: History of 
an Inn for Four Centuries, n.d. 
• Abridged Catalogue of the Pictures and Sculpture in 
the Royal Picture Gallery, The Hague, 1910 
• Guide d’Amsterdam, n.d. 
  
51 7 Italy – Hotels  1924-1930 
• Booklet, Palazzo Ravizza – Siena, n.d. (2 copies) 
• Booklet, Grand Hotel Continental – Siena, n.d. 
• Pamphlet, Majestic Hotel Diana – Milan, n.d. 
• Booklet, Villa Igiea Grand Hotel – Palermo, n.d. 
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• Pamphlet, Grand Hotel Gardone – Gardone Riviera, 
n.d. 
• Small full color advertisements, Grand Hotel Gardone –  
• Gardone Riviera, n.d. 
• Pamphlet, The Karersee Golf – Lago di Carezza, n.d. 
• Full-color map of the Dolomites – Hotel Karersee, 1924 
• Pamphlet, The Karersee Hotel – Lago di Carezza, n.d. 
• Booklet, Grand Hotel Excelsior & New Casino – 
Rapallo, Genoa, n.d. 
• Grand Hotel Villa d’Este Excursions, n.d. 
• Grand Hotel Villa d’Este – Cernobbio, n.d. (2 copies) 
• Booklet, Hotel Eden – Rome, n.d. 
• Menu (partial), Hotel Eden – Rome, 3/19/1930 
• Booklet, Regina & San Giorgio Hotel – Lenno (n.d.) 
• Grand Hotel & Des Iles Borromees – Stresa, (n.d.) 
• Italy, photos of hotels in Italy – n.d. 
 
51 8 Italy - Travel information  1923-1930 
• Stresa and Neighbourhood – National Institute for 
Touristism, 1923 
• Motor-Tours from Cannes – Thos. Cook & Son, 1927 
• Sicily, Winter Season 1927-1928 – E. Agnel & Co., 
1927 
• How to See Rome – Thos. Cook & Son, 1929 
• How to See Genoa and Environs – Thos. Cook & Son, 
1930 
• How to See Stresa and Environs – Thos. Cook & Son, 
n.d. 
• How to See Milan, Certosa di Pavia, Bergamo, and the 
Italian Lakes – Thos. Cook & Son, n.d. 
• Firenze – Italian State Tourist Department, n.d. 
• Palermo – Italian State Tourist Department, n.d. 
• Italy – Italian State Tourist Department, n.d. 
• Sightseeing Programme for Rome and the Environs, 
Naples and the Environs – Moroli’s Travel Bureau, n.d. 
• Milan – Banca Commerciale Italiana, n.d. 
• Booklet: Lloyd Sabaudo, n.d. 
   
51 9 Italy - Sightseeing & Events  1925-1933 
• Manner of Visiting and Devoutly Ascending the Holy  
• Stairs, 1925 
• Program, Seventh Horse Show of Stresa Borromeo,  
• 9/22/1928 
• Program, Seventh Horse Show of Stresa Borromeo,  
• 9/30/1928 
• Program, Concert of violinist Mario Corti, 1/25/1930 
• Booklet, Exhibition of Paintings and Drawings by S.A.I.  
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• Grand Duke Peter of Russia in the Royal Borghese  
Gallery, 1930 
• Program, Orchestral Concert directed by Vittorio Gui,  
2/2/1930   
• Italy To-Day – Friends of Italian Freedom, 1931 
• Booklet: News Letter No. 24 – The American 
Waldensian Society, 1933 
• Booklet: Introducing You to the Waldensians, The 
American Waldensian Society, n.d. 
• Booklet: The Waldenses of Piedmont, n.d. 
• Bellagio: Villa Serbelloni, Historical Sketch, n.d. 
• The Excavations at Ostia, n.d. with clipping  
 
52 1 Italy – Tourist maps  1930 
• Map of Lago di Como, 1930 
• Motoring Map of Sicily, Moroli’s Travel Bureau, n.d. 
• Map of Sicily: Automobile Routes Suggested by E. 
Agnel & Co. Travel Bureau, n.d. (2 copies) 
 
52 2 Italy –  Miscellaneous  1930 
• Train ticket, 3/12/30 
• Ticket, 3/14/30 
• Dance card, Carnevale, 1930   
• Scrap of paper with Beidler phone number, n.d. 
• Envelope with notes, “Henry Sienkiewicz”, n.d. 
• Scrap of paper with notes, n.d. 
• Scrap of paper with list of names, n.d. 
• Clipping, The British Ambassador and His Staff In 
Washington, n.d. 
• Calling card with note, Stefania Felici, n.d. 
• Calling card with note, Antonia Molinari, n.d. 
    
52 3 Norway  n.d. 
• Pamphlet, The Romsdal, n.d. 
   
52 4 Spain   1928 
• Booklet, Sevilla – Initiatives and Tourism Committee, 
n.d. 
• Booklet: How to See Biarritz and the Basque Country – 
Thos. Cook & son, n.d. 
• Booklet: How to See Madrid – Thos. Cook & Son, n.d. 
• Booklet: Seville in Spring, n.d. 
• List, “Ceremonies and fetes that will take place in 
Seville in the Spring of 1928”, n.d. 
• Booklet: How to See Seville and Environs – Thos. 
Cook & Son, n.d. 
• Program: Teatro de la Zarzuela, 1928 Season, 1928 
• Map: Plano de Madrid, n.d. 
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52 5 Switzerland  1927-1929 
• Score card for ski jumping contest, Alpina Ski Club, St. 
Moritz, 12/26/1927 
• Booklet: Events in Geneva July 1st – September 15th,  
• 1929 – The American Committee in Geneva League of  
• Nations Association, 1929 
• Hotel Bernerhof – Gstaad, n.d. 
• Grand Hotel Beau Rivage – Geneva, n.d. 
• Booklet: Gstaad – Fretz Bros. Ltd., n.d. 
• Pamphlet and fold-out poster of mountains in Gstaad, 
n.d. 
• Le Grand Hotel & Righi Vaudois – Glion, n.d. 
• Park Hotel Vitznau – Lake of Lucerne, n.d. 
• Menu: unknown, postcard of Hotel de Ville with paper,  
• “History of the Plow and  Pruning-Hook,” n.d. 
 
52 6 Switzerland – Tourist Maps 1927   
• Tourist Map of Switzerland, Swiss Federal Railways, 
n.d. 
• Tourist Map of Switzerland, Swiss National Tourist 
Office, 1927 
• Map of Geneva, n.d. 
• Map of Geneva (small), n.d. 
• Map of Lac Leman, n.d. 
• Map of Geneva, n.d. 
• Cook’s Railway Map of Switzerland, n.d. 
• Map of Wengernalp-Bahn, with timetables, n.d. 
• Map of Lugano, Thos. Cook & Son, n.d. 
• Map of Stresa, Thos. Cook & Son, n.d. 
• Map of Oberengadin and Bernina, n.d. 
 
52 7 Tunisia  1928 
• Menu, Hotel Transatlantique, 3/14/1928 
 
52 8 United States & Canada  1912-1946 
• Booklet: Guide Book of Historic Charleston and Map – 
Lanneau’s Art Store, 1912 
• Pamphlet: History of Christ Church, Alexandria VA, 
1927 
• Booklet: What to See, Where to Go in Historic 
Charleston, Winter 1930-31 – Fort Sumter Hotel, 1930 
• Pamphlet: Charleston, South Carolina, “America’s Most 
Historic City,” 1931 
• Pamphlet: South Carolina Iodine, Facts and Figures, 
1931 
• Pamphlet: International House, New Orleans, 1946  
• Small pamphlet: Warburton House, Philadelphia, n.d. 
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• Booklet: Hand Book of the Glenwood Mission Inn by 
Francis S. Borton, n.d.   
• Pamphlet: Middleton Place Garden on Ashley River, 
n.d. 
• Pamphlet: Cypress Gardens, Charleston S.C., n.d. 
• Pamphlet: The Summerville Club, n.d. 
• Pamphlet: Magnolia Gardens, n.d.    
• Card: Summerville is an accredited Bird Sanctuary, n.d. 
 
52 9 United States & Canada  n.d.   
• Booklet: Beesley’s Illustrated Guide to St. Michael’s 
Church, n.d. 
• Booklet: Ste. Anne de Beaupre Souvenir, n.d.   
• Map of Nantucket, Wyer’s Art Store, n.d. 
• Bookmark souvenir, Lake Mohonk Mountain House, 
n.d. 
• Pamphlet: A Trip to Wauwinet, n.d. 
• Booklet: New Fountain Inn, Marblehead MA, n.d. 
 
Subseries II. Steamship Travel, 1927-1938 
 
52 10 B.&N. Line  1928 
• Passenger list: M/Y Stella Polaris, 6/16/1928 
• Information for Passengers, 6/25/1928 
• Information for Passengers, 6/27/1928 
• Booklet: Pleasure Cruises, B.&N. Line Norwegian 
Royal Mail Steamships, June-August 1928 
• Booklet: Programme of Shore Excursions, Stella 
Polaris, 1928 
• Map of M/Y Stella Polaris / S/Y Prince Olav, n.d. 
• Booklet: M/Y Stella Polaris, n.d. 
 
52 11 Cook’s Nile Service  1929 
• Passenger list: S.S. Arabia, 12/25/1929 
• S.S. Arabia cabin card, n.d. 
 
52 12 Cunard Line  1927-1929 
• Letter to Mrs. William ReQua from Cunard Steam Ship 
• Company, LTD, 10/8/1927 
• First Class Plan of the RMS Berengaria, n.d.  
• Passenger list: RMS Berengaria, 11/2/1927 
• Passenger list: RMS Berengaria, 11/10/1928 
• Booklet: Cunard Line Saloon Rates, 1928   
• Menu: RMS Berengaria, 11/15/1928 
• Menu: RMS Berengaria Farewell Dinner, 11/16/1928 
• Passenger list: RMS Berengaria, 6/26/1929 
• Menu: RMS Berengaria Dinner, 6/28/1929 (2 copies) 
• Menu: RMS Berengaria Farewell Dinner, 7/2/1929 
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• Cunard-Anchor Lines envelope with First Class Plan of 
the RMS Berengaria, 1929; two handwritten notes; 
Cunard Line List of Passenger Sailings, November 
1929 
• Map of Cunard Line European tours, n.d. 
• Stationery, RMS Berengaria, n.d. 
  
52 13 Navigazione Generale Italiano  1930 
• Passenger list: Roma, 6/6/1930 (2 copies) 
• Corriere del Mare, The Sea Post, S/S Roma, June 
1930 
• First class plan of Roma, n.d. 
• NGI envelope with first class plan of Augustus, n.d.; 
pamphlet of fares for Augustus and Roma, n.d.  
• Booklet, Roma, n.d. 
 
53 1 Sitmar   1930 
• Passenger list: Esperia, 1/16/1930 
 
53 2 United States Lines  1938 
• List of Passengers: S.S. President Roosevelt, 
8/17/1938 
• Additional payment receipt, 8/17/1938 
• Menu: S.S. President Roosevelt, 8/19/1938 
• Menu: S.S. President Roosevelt, 8/20/1938   
• Menu: S.S. President Roosevelt, 8/21/1938 
• Menu: S.S. President Roosevelt, 8/22/1938 
• Menu: S.S. President Roosevelt, 8/24/1938 
• List of Passengers: S.S. President Harding, 9/14/1938 
• Menu: S.S. President Harding, 9/22/1938 
• Menu: Blank, n.d. 
 
Subseries III. Picture Postcards, 1914-c. 1930 
 
53 3 Europe, 1914  1914 
• Bettws-Y-Coed, North Wales 
• Carnarvon Castle 
• Waterloo Hotel, Bettws-Y-Coed 
• Carnarvon Castle 
• Cunard RMS Franconia & Laconia (2 copies) 
• Cunarder Franconia at Fiume (2 copies) 
• Card: Chester Motor Cab Co. 
• Menu: RMS Franconia, 5/14/1914 
• Booklet: Keswick Hotel, in envelope 
 
53 4 Europe, 1927-1928 - Algeria  1928 
• Eloise & mother on camels, with guides. Algeria, 1928 
(2 copies) 
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53 5 Europe, 1927-1928 – Italy, Switzerland, Norway  n.d. 
• Taormina, S. Domenico, Italy 
• Taormina, Il S. Domenico dal Teatro Antico, Italy 
• Merok-Djupvandet, Norway 
• Hammam Meskoutine, Algeria 
• Constantine, Algeria 
• Pozzo nel chiosco del S. Domenico, Italy (2 copies) 
• Pension Sonne, Switzerland 
• Berninabahn in Winter, Switzerland 
• Pension zur Sonne, Switzerland 
• Pontresina, Switzerland 
• Taormina, Italy 
• Giardini Taormina e vista dell’Etna, Italy 
 
53 6 Europe, 1927-1928 – Italy  n.d. 
• Scala del Bargello, Florence 
• Piazza della Signoria, Florence 
• Cortile del Bargello, Florence 
• Cortile del Bargello, Florence (2 copies) 
• Cortile di Palazzo Vecchio, Florence 
• Duomo Visto Dalla, Florence 
• Piazza Navona, Rome 
• Arco di Tito, Rome 
• Via Appia Antica – Catacombe di S. Sebastiano, Rome 
• Tivoli, Villa d’Este, Rome 
• Ponte Elio e Castel S. Angelo, Rome 
• Foro Craiano, Rome 
• Foro Romano, Rome 
• Il Colosseo, Rome 
• Il Colosseo – Interno, Rome 
• Villa Adriana (Basilica), Tivoli 
• Villa Adriana – Il Portico Circolare, Tivoli 
• Villa Adriana – Teatro Marittimo, Tivoli 
• Villa Adriana – Terme grandi e piccole, Tivoli 
• Villa Adriana – Quartiere degli espiti, Tivoli 
 
53 7 Europe, 1927-1928 – Switzerland  n.d. 
• Funiculaire Territet-Glion, Montreux 
• Royal Hotel-Winter Palace, Gstaad 
• Lac Leman, Geneva 
• Le Quais et Vue Generale, Geneva 
• Monument Brunswick et Quai du Mont Blanc, Geneva 
• Rade, jet d’eau et Mont Blanc, Geneva 
• Place Neuve et le Mont-Blanc, Geneva 
• La Rade et le Jet d’eau, Geneva 
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53 8 Europe, 1930 - Italy/Switzerland  n.d. 
• Grand Hotel Miramare, Genova 
• Grand Hotel Miramare, Genova 
• Interno di S. Caterina del Sasso, Lago Maggiore 
• Benito Mussolini 
• S.E. Benito Mussolini 
• Statue, Tivoli 
• Le Lac et l’Imperial Palace, Annecy 
• Cathedrale de St. Pierre, Geneva 
• Three photos of Eloise on street, Geneva 
• Don Garzia de Medici, Florence 
• Vatican guard, Rome 
• Trinita dei Monti, Rome 
• Sulla Via Appia, Rome 
• Basilica di S. Pietro, Rome 
• Scala Santa, Rome 
• Vatican guard, Rome 
• Arco di Constantino, Rome 
• Cortile del Palazzo Vecchio, Florence 
• Lago Maggiore, Stresa 
• Certosa di Pavia, Milan 
• Certosa di Pavia, Milan 
   
53 9 Lake Placid, 1923-1924  n.d. 
• Skier in midair 
• Two skiers among trees 
• Tree in snow 
• Skier smoking a cigarette 
• Man on sled 
• Three skiers pulled by horse 
• Overhead view of ice skaters in park 
• View of bobsleds in flume 
• Snowy path in woods 
• Team of dogs and horses pulling sleighs 
 
53 10 Washington & Philadelphia, 1915  n.d. 
• Christ Church, Alexandria VA 
• Interior Christ Church, Alexandria VA 
• William Penn Cottage, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia 
PA 
• Liberty Bell, Independence Hall, Philadelphia PA 
• Driving Along the Schuylkill River, Fairmount Park, 
Philadelphia PA 
   
53 11 Other   n.d. 
• Elkhorn Lodge, Estes Park, CO (2 copies) 
• Gem Lake, Estes Park, CO 
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• Elkhorn Lodge, Rocky Mountain National Park (2 
copies) 
• South St. Vrain Canyon, Estes Park, CO 
• Bear Lake and Longs Peak, Estes Park, CO 
• Longs Peak From High Drive, Estes Park, CO 
• Devil’s Gulch, Estes Park, CO 
• Town of Estes Park, Colorado 
• Purgatory, Lost River, NH 
• Hall of Ships, Lost River, NH 
• Untitled, Lost River, NH 
• The Triphammer, Lost River, NH 
• Falls at Entrance, Lost River, NH 
• Cave of Lost Souls, Lost River, NH 
• Elysian Land, Lost River, NH 
• Ferguson Fountain of the Great Lakes, attached 
clipping 
• An Interior Decoration, Marshall Field & Co’s Retail 
Store, Chicago 
• Gateway to Humboldt Park, Chicago 
• Scene in Graceland Cemetery, Chicago (2 copies) 
• Humboldt Park Pavilion 
• Washington Park, Chicago   
• Schiller Monument in Lincoln Park, Chicago 
• The Conservatory, Lincoln Park, Chicago 
• The Biltmore, New York 
• Carro Siciliano 
• Moana Hotel, Honolulu HI 
• Banyan Tree and Cocoanut Palms, Moana Hotel, 
Honolulu HI 
• The Brighton Buildings and Garden, Atlantic City NJ 
• Studley Royal, The Grounds 
• Untitled, scenic lake 
• Untitled, farmhouse in snow (2 copies) 
• Untitled, bench near farmhouse in snow 
• Western View Mohonk House, Mohonk Lake, NY 
• Market Square Showing College Street, Providence RI 
• Bird’s Eye View from Turks Head Building, Providence, 
RI 
• Trinity Church and Hotel Westminster, Boston MA 
• The Copley-Plaza, Boston MA 
• Geirangerfjorden 
• Chateau de Chantilly 
• A Persevering Angler – Paris 
• Interior of Crosby Hall, Chelsea 
• Crosby Hall, Residential Wing 
• Crosby Hall 1466-1927 
• Ye Old Crosby Hall 
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• Canterbury Cathedral 
• Canterbury Cathedral, N.W. 
• York: Royal Station Hotel 
• Palais de Versailles: La Galerie des Glaces 
• The Choir, Canterbury Cathedral 
• La Haye, Hotel de Bellevue 
• Gravenhage Prinsessegracht 
• Abbotsford, The Library 
• Canterbury Cathedral 
• Hotel Dolomiti, San Martino Di Castrozza 
• S.S. Pio XI  
• The New Fountain Inn, Marblehead MA 
• Boy on a Ram, Goya 
• The Little Mermaid, Copenhagen 
• NGI “Roma” 
• Fort Sumter Hotel, Charleston SC 
• Highway and Roaring Fork River Between Basalt and 
Aspen, CO 
• Hotel Jerome, Aspen CO 
• Maroon Peaks, Aspen CO (2 copies) 
• Mountains, Aspen CO 
• Mountains and white tent, Aspen CO 
• Mountains and lake, Aspen CO 
• Villa Margherita, South Battery, Charleston SC 
• Villa Margherita Gateway, Charleston SC 
• Hotel London, London ONT 
        
Subseries IV. Maps & Itineraries, 1928-1963 
   
53 12 Itineraries  1928 
• Booklet: Thos. Cook & Son itinerary, Nice, February 
• 1928 
• Estimate for Inclusive Independent Tour, Thos. R. Cook 
• & Son, 2/14/1928 
• Suggested Itinerary, Thos. R. Cook & Son, 2/14/1928 
• Letter to Mrs. William ReQua from C.C. Drake & Cie, 
• 1/23/1928 
• Bound itinerary, C.C. Drake & Cie., January-February 1928 
• Bound itinerary, C.C. Drake & Cie., March-April 1928 
 
53 13 Maps – Europe  1929 
• Map of Central & Southern Europe, Thos. Cook & Son,  
Ltd., 1929 
• Europe and the Near East, The National Geographic  
Society, 1929 
• Map of the Midland Railway System, Waterlow & Sons  
Limited, n.d.  
• Europe, Philips’ Authentic Maps, G. Philip & Sons, n.d. 
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• Brentano’s Automobile Route Map of the British Isles,  
Central Europe, Algeria, and Tunisia, Beadle & 
Freeborn, n.d. 
 
53 14 Maps – United States  1929-1963 
• Texaco Road Map: Alabama/Georgia, Texaco, 1929 
• State Highway System of North and South Carolina,  
Carolina Motor Club, 1930 
• How to See America Now!, United States Department 
of the Interior, 1957, with Recreational Map of United 
States, n.d. 
• Illinois tollway and Connecting Highways, Illinois State 
Toll Highway Commission, 1960 
• Illinois and East-North Central U.S., Pure, 1963 
• Chicago and Vicinity, Sinclair Oils, n.d. 
 
53 15 Maps – Other  1932-1952 
• The World, The National Geographic Magazine, 1932 
• The Pacific Ocean, The National Geographic 
Magazine, 1952 
• The Near East, C.S. Hammond & Co., n.d. 
 
Series IV. Library of International Relations, 1932-1967, .42 linear ft 
Subseries I. Correspondence, 1932-1945 
   
54 1 Correspondence  1932-1934 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Sidney B. Fay, 12/5/32 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Kin ichi Ishikawa, 1/9/33 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Kin Ichi Ishikawa, 1/11/33 
• Copy of letter to Kin-ichi Ishikawa from Eloise ReQua, 
3/27/33 
• Copy of letter to Sidney Fay from Eloise ReQua, 
3/28/33 
• Copy of letter to Pete Habicht from Eloise ReQua, 
4/12/33 
• Copy of letter to Maria Castellani from Eloise ReQua, 
4/13/33 
• Copy of letter to Amos Wilder from Eloise ReQua, 
4/17/1933 
• Letter to Pete Habicht from Eloise ReQua, 5/7/33 
• Copy of letter to Kin-ichi Ishikawa from Eloise ReQua, 
5/11/33 
• Copy of letter to Pete Habicht from Eloise ReQua, 
11/27/33 
• Copy of letter to Harriot Hopkinson from Eloise ReQua, 
12/28/33 
• Copy of letter to Eloise ReQua from “Joe,” with draft 
response, 4/12/34 
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• Letter to Mrs. William B. Hale from Eloise ReQua, 
7/10/34 
• Copy of letter to Mrs. William B. Hale from Eloise 
ReQua, 7/10/34 
• Copy of letter to Eloise ReQua from Frederick V. Field, 
with response drafts, 11/21/34 
 
54 2 Correspondence  1936-1945 
• Letter to Mr. and Mrs. W.B. ReQua from Eloise ReQua, 
11/18/1936 
• Letter to Mr. and Mrs. W.B. ReQua from Victor Elting, 
11/28/36 
• Letter to Susan Eloise Gallup ReQua from Eloise 
ReQua, 11/27/1937 
• Letter to Mrs. Raymond from Eloise ReQua, 12/7/37 
• Letter to Susan Eloise Gallup ReQua from Eloise 
ReQua, 12/1/1938 
• Letter to Susan Eloise Gallup ReQua from Eloise 
ReQua, with Library Notes, 5/20/1940 
• Letter to Katie from Eloise ReQua, 3/22/1941 
• Letter to Katie from Eloise ReQua, 3/25/41 
• Letter to Katie from Eloise ReQua, 3/26/1941 
• Letter to Katie from Eloise ReQua, 3/27/1941 
• Letter to Eloise ReQua from Katie, 3/28/41 
• Letter to LIR from Eloise ReQua, 4/24/1941 
• Letter to Miss Gurley from Eloise ReQua, 12/10/41 
• Letter to Member from LIR Treasurer, 11/16/42 
• Letter to Member from Eloise ReQua, with Latin 
America pamphlets and annual report 1942-1943, 
6/17/43 
• Letter to Member from Eloise ReQua with pamphlet, 
Tide magazine clipping, 6/14/1944 
• Letter to Member from Eloise ReQua, 12/12/45 
• Notice of reading room hours, 3/25/46 
• Announcement of volumes from German Consulate (2 
copies), n.d. 
• Letter to “Gentlemen” with LIR ad, n.d. 
    
Subseries II. Organizational Documents, 1932-1943 
 
54 3 Annual reports  1940-1942 
• November 1, 1939 – December 1, 1940 
• May 15, 1941 – December 1, 1941 (2 copies) 
• May 15, 1942 – November 15, 1942 
   
54 4 Financial statements  1941-1943 
• Cash receipts and disbursements, July 1, 1936 – June 
30, 1941 
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• Cash receipts and disbursements, July 1, 1936 – June 
30, 1943 
 
54 5 Meeting minutes  1933-1942 
• Copy of Library Committee meeting minutes, 
12/21/1933 
• Notes for Library Committee meeting minutes, 
12/21/1933 
• Members of the Library meeting minutes, 10/20/41 
• Board of Trustees meeting minutes, 10/20/41 
• Board of Trustees meeting minutes, 3/31/42 
 
54 6 Story Cove materials  1934 
• Planning and overview document, 1934 
• Copy of planning and overview document, 1934 
• Handwritten notes, n.d. 
 
54 7 Miscellaneous  1932-1934 
• “Chicago now has something it never had before,” 
1932 
• “A Public Reference Library,” 1934 
• The Library of International Relations overview 
document, copy, 2/15/34 
• “Necessity for the Library” outline, n.d. 
• Copy of “Necessity for the Library” outline, n.d. 
• Supplement to Published Leaflet for Use of the Finance  
Committee, draft copies (2 copies), n.d. 
• Handwritten notes and outlines, n.d. 
• Drawing of library layout, n.d. 
• Drawing of advertisement with illustrations, n.d. 
 
Subseries III. Events & Publications, 1937-1967 
 
54 8 Event invitations & postals  1937-1949 
• Archibald Evans talk, 12/15/1936 
• Harley F. MacNair talk, 1/19/1937 
• Invitation to dinner for The Polish Ambassador and 
Countess Potocka, 11/12/1937 
• Polish Exhibit opening, 2/16/1938 
• Exhibit opening, Foreign Policy of the United States in 
the Pacific Area, 5/24/38 
• Luncheon, Mr. Leifur Magnusson, 10/12/1938 
• French Exhibit opening, 10/25/1938  
• “The Countries of Latin America” exhibit opening, 
4/23/1940 
• Invitation to meeting of The New Orient Society of 
America, 6/5/40 
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• Announcement of new rooms of the Library, 1/28/41 
• Request for contributions, 1942 
• Invitation to meeting in memory of Samuel Northrup 
Harper, 3/5/43 
• Invitation to presentation, “The Plight of Denmark,” 
2/11/43 
• Invitation to exhibit for Pan American Week, 4/12/1943 
• Invitation to Round Table discussion, “Belgium, her 
part in the war and her future in Europe”, 6/24/1943 
• Invitation to Round Table discussion, “The Allies in 
London, 1940-44,” 6/16/44  
• Invitation to Round Table discussion, “The Role of the 
Department of State in Our Cultural Relations with 
China,” 11/16/1944 
• Invitation to Off-the-Record discussion, “India, Inside 
and Out,” 1/31/45 
• Invitation to discussion, “Developments in Turkestan,” 
2/9/45 
• Invitation to party for Official Representatives of 
Foreign Governments, 6/20/45 
• Invitation to Round Table, “Aspects of Political Life in 
France Today,” 12/3/46 
• Invitation to Round Table discussion, “London Meeting 
of the United Nations Assembly”, 1946 
• Invitation to private opening of the Library, 7/28/1949 
• Invitation to Round Table discussion, “Russia At War,” 
n.d. 
• Invitation to tea, n.d. 
• Invitation to Round Table discussion, “America’s 
Commercial Stake in the U.S.S.R.”, n.d.  
• Invitation to luncheon discussion, “The Place of the 
Scandinavian Countries in the Postwar World,” n.d. 
• Exhibit announcement, n.d. 
• Meeting series, Robert Wilberforce, n.d. 
• Meeting series, Martin Schutze, n.d. 
• International relations talks, Arthur Binz, n.d. 
• International relations talks, Donald Watt, n.d. 
    
54 9 Pamphlets  1938-1967 
• Some Titles From the Section on France, 1938 
• Some Titles From the Section on Latin America, 1940 
• Dependable Information on World Affairs (4 copies), c. 
1940 
• An International Clearing-House for Dependable 
Information on World Affairs (2 copies), c. 1940 
• A Service to Business, c. 1940 
• Library of International Relations overview (2 copies), 
c. 1940 
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• Dependable Information on World Affairs (3 copies), 
1943 
• The Best Laid Plans…Latin America (2 copies), 1943 
• Dependable Information on World Affairs sample, 1944 
• Dependable Information on World Affairs (2 copies), 
1944 
• Library of International Relations, 1948 
• Research Facilities for Foreign Trade, Market and 
Investment Potential, 1967 
• International Relations Center United Nations Movies, 
n.d.   
• Some Titles from the French Section (2 copies), n.d.  
   
54 10 Handouts and publications  1939-1944 
• Reading suggestions: The Problem of Palestine, 
1/24/39 
• Library Notes, 5/8/1940 
• Inter-American Affairs: An Interlibrary Loan and 
Bibliographic Service, 1942 
• List of newspapers available, 4/14/42 
• Preliminary Research on a Specific Group of 
Questions, 1/29/1944 
• A Brief Summary of the Present Situation, n.d. 
• “To defend our world we must know our world,” draft 
copy, n.d. 
 
54 11 Radio transcripts  1946 
• “Notes and Quotes for Thought”, March 16, 1946 
• “Notes and Quotes for Thought”, March 23, 1946 
• “Notes and Quotes for Thought”, April 13, 1946 
• “Notes and Quotes for Thought: World Labor as a 
Background for Today’s Living,” April 20, 1946 
• “Notes and Quotes for Thought”, May 4, 1946 
 
Subseries IV. Clippings, 1933-1948   
    
54 12 Story Cove  1933-1934 
• “Story Cove for Children at Fair,” Chicago Tribune, 
5/26/1933 
• “After the Opening Ceremonies,” Chicago Herald and 
Examiner, 5/26/33 
• “’Story Cove’” Holds Treasure of Books for Boys and 
Girls,” The Christian Science Monitor, 5/31/33 
• “Notes of the World’s Fair,” Chicago Tribune, 6/3/33 
• “Society at the Fair,” Chicago Daily News, 6/5/33 
• “Misses MacArthur Go to Geneva Today,” 6/14/33 
• “Society at the Fair,” Chicago Daily News, 6/21/33 
•  
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• “Junior League Calendar to Be Issued Today,” Chicago 
Tribune, 8/1/33 
• “Eloise ReQua and the score of debutantes…”, 
Chicago Daily News, 8/9/33 
• “Eloise ReQua and her assistants at the Story Cove…” 
Chicago Daily News, 9/14/33 
• “Mother Goose in the person of Georgene Faulkner…”, 
Chicago Tribune, 9/14/33   
• “Books vs. Merry-Go-Rounds,” Publishers’ Weekly, 
8/25/34 
• “Around the World in Books,” The Christian Science 
Monitor, 8/25/34 
• “Story Cove Is Seeking Home for Children’s Books 
When Enchanted Island Vanishes,” Chicago Daily 
News, 9/6/34 
• “The Story Cove: A Children’s International Library,” 
Chicago Calendar, Sept. 1-15, 1934 
• “Story Cove: Enchanted Island,” Chicago Calendar, 
Sept. 15-30, 1934 
• “Story Cove: Enchanted Island,” Chicago Calendar, 
Oct. 15-31, 1934 
 
54 13 Library of International Relations  1934-1936 
• “Library Solves Queries on Far Parts of Globe,” 
Chicago Tribune, 9/2/34 
• “Interesting Pair of Flags Decorate Casino at Party for 
British Envoy and Wife,” Chicago Daily News, 11/12/36 
• “Student of League to Open Lecture Series,” Chicago 
Tribune, 11/20/36 
• “International Library Dinner Was Truly Chic,” Chicago 
Tribune, 11/22/1936 
• “H. Noel Fieldhouse Will Speak Tomorrow,” Chicago 
Daily News, 11/23/36 
• “St. James Tea Followed by Annual Turkey Dinner,” 
Chicago Tribune, 11/29/1936 
• “Library Arranges Active course of Study for Winter,” 
Chicago Daily News, 12/15/36 
 
54 14 Library of International Relations 1938 
• “Series of Displays To Reveal Aspects Of World 
Relations,” Chicago Daily News, 1/26/38 
• “Tea Next Tuesday at International Library,” Chicago 
Tribune, 1/26/1938 
• “International Library Opens a British Exhibit Today,” 
Chicago Tribune, 2/1/1938 
• “Entertaining Given Boost By Arrival of Englishman For 
Lecture and Book Talk,” Chicago Daily News, 2/8/38 
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• “So many acceptances have been received…”, 
Chicago Tribune, 2/9/38 
• “Polish Exhibit at International Library,” Chicago 
Tribune, 2/15/38 
• “E.M. Clough Will Speak At International House,” 
Chicago Daily News, 2/19/38 
• “German Exhibit Opens Tomorrow With Tea,” Chicago 
Tribune, 2/28/1938 
• “German Exhibit To Be Previewed Here Tomorrow,” 
Chicago Daily News, 2/28/38 
• “Library Will Open German Exhibit Today,” Chicago 
Tribune, 3/1/38 
• “The gray pre-Lenten days were brightened by things 
Polish…”, Chicago Tribune, 3/6/38 
• “Dr. Martin Schutze…,” Chicago Tribune, 3/8/38 
• “Carl Schurz Group At German Exhibit Loaned By 
Winnetkan,” Chicago Daily News, 3/8/38 
•  “Chicago Has Rare Library of International Relations,” 
Chicago Daily News, 4/8/38 
• “Mrs. Charles S. Dewey…”, Chicago Tribune, 5/12/38 
• “International Affairs Library Head Tells of Experiences 
in Work,” The Indianapolis Times, 6/6/38 
• “The first affair that the Library of International 
Relations will give…” Chicago Tribune, 10/12/38 
• “C.I.O. May Have Role in Geneva Labor Parley,” 
Chicago Daily News, 10/14/38 
• “Reception and Tea to Mark Preview of French 
Exhibit,” Chicago Daily News, 10/24/1938 
• “Hold Tea at Foreign Affairs Library Today,” Chicago 
Tribune, 10/25/38 
• “Chicago Radio Programs,” Chicago Daily News, 
10/27/38 
• “Front Views and Profiles by June Provines,” Chicago 
Tribune, 11/19/38 
 
54 15 Library of International Relations 1939-1948 
• “Today’s tea at the Cordon will be for Miss Eloise 
ReQua…”, Chicago Tribune, 3/17/39 
• “Cordon Club to Give Tea for Eloise ReQua,” Chicago 
Daily News, 3/17/39 (2 copies) 
• “These Charming People,” Herald-American, 2/14/40 
• “Latin-American Prints To Be Featured At Show,” 
Chicago Daily News, 4/22/40 
• “Latin-American Exhibit of Documents Opens Today,” 
Chicago Daily News, 4/23/40 
• “Latin American Printing Exhibit Will Open Today,” 
Chicago Tribune, 4/23/40 
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• “’Blitzkrieg’ of War Queries Descends on Library Staff”, 
Chicago Daily News, 6/15/40 
• “Front Views”, Chicago Tribune, July 1940 
• “It’s Hard World Question If This Library Is Stumped,” 
The Christian Science Monitor (reprint), 9/9/43 
• “Liggett on Export,” Tide (reprint), 21/1/44 
• “Library Offers International Information,” The Chicago 
Sun, 11/14/46 
• World Affairs Are Your Affairs: What A Chicago 
Institution Is Doing,” Foreign Notes, Vol. XXV No. 5, 
2/27/48 
 
Series V. Photographs, 1910-1970, .11 linear ft 
   
 55 1 Bryn Mawr College  c. 1936 
• Photo of parade of women marching through stone 
gatehouse, c.1936 
• Photo of woman in white dress standing near stone 
wall with ivy, c.1936 
• Photo of woman in white skirt and sweater standing 
near stone wall and staircase, c.1936 
• Photo of parade of women with instruments marching 
through field, trees and stone building in background, 
c.1936 
• Photo of women dancing around maypole, c.1936 
• Photo of women dancing around center maypole, four 
maypoles surrounding, c.1936 
• Photo of parade of women with instruments marching 
down path between trees, c.1936 
 
55 2 Eloise ReQua  c. 1910-1970 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua in white dress on lawn, “With 
Gallup Ela pictures, Wisconsin”, c. 1910 
• Photo of two girls on a dock at Pine Knoll Camp, “On 
the float at swimming time,” 7/1919 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua in front of tent at Pine Knoll 
Camp, “Myself but not my tent altho on the lake path 
also,” 7/1919 (2 copies) 
• Photo of three girls in black at Pine Knoll Camp, 
walking behind parade group, “Squidge, Ellie, Dottie 
Agnes / July 4th in Conway, walking along by parade”, 
7/1919 
• Photo of two girls sitting on small dock over water at 
Pine Knoll Camp, “Squidge, Pussy / Washing on the 
float”, 7/1919 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua in bathing costume in front of 
tent and trees at Pine Knoll Camp, “Ellie”, 7/1919 
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• Photo of swimmers in water with small boat in 
background at Pine Knoll Camp, “Life boat at 
swimming time,” 7/1919 
• Photo of girl sitting on dock, woods and canoe in 
background at Pine Knoll Camp, “Pike washing on 
float,” 7/1919 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua in camp uniform in front of trees 
and tents at Pine Knoll Camp, “Ellie,” 7/1919 
• Photo of six girls posing in a row at Pine Knoll Camp, 
“Basket-Ball Team / Julia, Fran, Sunny, Ellie, Pike, 
Sally”, 1919 
• Photo of four girls posing in front of tents in woods at 
Pine Knoll Camp, girl in background near tents, “Our 
tent full on Lake Path, setting-up drill ground. / Fran, 
Julia, Ellie, Sally, Pepsy by tent,” 1919 
• Photo of girl on path near trees and building at Pine 
Knoll Camp, “Tennis Paths / Helen Ewing”, 1919 
• Photo of girl near basketball hoop at Pine Knoll Camp, 
looking over shoulder, two girls in background , 
“Basket-Ball Court / Sunny, Helen Ewing”, 1919 
• Photo of six people on skis pulled by horses, Eloise at 
front center, c. 1923 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (right) with unknown girl, in 
caps and gowns at Bryn Mawr graduation, 1924 
• Portrait of Eloise ReQua seated in front of floral 
background, c. 1924 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (left) and unknown girl, in white 
dresses, standing in front of building, c. 1927 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua in deck chair by water, next to 
table with large umbrella, c. 1928 (3 copies) 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua seated on table with large 
umbrella near water, c. 1928 (2 copies) 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua in white dress next to body of 
water, c. 1928 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (left) and Guido Fontana on the 
lawn of the Villa Cristina, 1929 (2 copies) 
• Portrait of Eloise ReQua in flowered dress, looking 
right, 1940 
• Portrait of Eloise ReQua in flowered dress, looking 
forward, 1940 
• Portrait of Eloise ReQua in flowered dress, looking 
forward and turned slightly right, 1940 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua seated in white chair with cat 
“Tiggie” on her lap, c. 1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua cleaning a table in the Library 
of International Relations, c. 1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua seated in her living room with 
cat, Tiggie, 1951 
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• Photo of men and women in rows in ballroom, 
“Wheeler School Alumnae at Casino Club dinner”, 
1958 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (left) with man at right, man and 
woman at left, at an outdoor event, c. 1960 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (left) receiving award from 
Mayor Richard J. Daley, 9/27/1966 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (right) seated in front of a desk, 
man behind desk at center, c. 1970 
  
55 3 Library of International Relations  c. 1940-1950 
• Photo of Library of International Relations reading 
room at 351 East Ohio Street, “Library Study where 
Round Tables and Seminars are held”, c. 1940 
• Photo of Library of International Relations reading 
room at 351 East Ohio Street, c. 1940 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua reaching for a book on a high 
shelf, c. 1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua walking through Library of 
International Relations door with armful of books, c. 
1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua seated on couch with keys and 
armful of books, c. 1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua on chair near couch and lamp, 
holding open book, paintings of flags in background, c. 
1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua standing in front of map, 
holding atlas, armful of rolled maps, c. 1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua standing near couch and plant 
holding books, paintings of flags in background, c. 
1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua seated on library ladder 
between stacks, pointing ahead, c. 1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua standing in front of map, 
holding atlas, armful of rolled maps, c. 1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua with man at left handing atlas to 
three children, two men at Eloise ReQua’s right, c. 
1950 
• Photo of two men at left presenting atlas to Eloise 
ReQua and man at her right, c. 1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (at far right) accepting a check 
from woman at left center. L-R: Alice Pink, Annie W. 
Allen, Amelia S. Price, Eloise ReQua, 5/3/1950; press 
release, “A check for medical books…”, 5/3/1950 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (right) with unknown woman, 
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55 4 Library of International Relations  c. 1970 
• Photo of a group of men seated around tables at a 
Library of International Relations event, speaker at 
front left, c. 1970 
• Photo of a group of men seated around tables at a 
Library of International Relations event, speaker at 
center in front of maps, c. 1970 
• Photo of a group of men seated around tables at a 
Library of International Relations event, speaker at 
center in front of maps, c. 1970 
• Photo of a group of men seated around tables at a 
Library of International Relations event, speaker at left, 
c. 1970  
• Photo of group of guests seated at tables and desks in 
the Library of International Relations, Eloise ReQua 
speaking behind book cart in center, c. 1970 
• Photo of group of guests seated at tables and desks in 
the Library of International Relations, Eloise ReQua 
speaking behind book cart in center, c. 1970 
• Photo of group of guests seated at tables and desks in 
the Library of International Relations, Eloise ReQua 
standing at center, c. 1970 
• Photo of group of guests at a Library of International 
Relations event, c. 1970 
• Photo of group of three guests at a Library of 
International Relations event, Eloise ReQua at left, c. 
1970 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (left) and male guest at Library 
of International Relations event, c. 1970 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua speaking to male guest at a 
Library of International Relations event, c. 1970 (2 
copies) 
• Photo of three female guests at a Library of 
International Relations event, c. 1970 (2 copies) 
• Photo of two female guests between library shelves at 
a Library of International Relations event, c. 1970 
• Photo of two female guests between library shelves at 
a Library of International Relations event, c. 1970 
• Photo of guests from between shelves at a Library of 
International Relations event, c. 1970  
• Photo of guests from between shelves at a Library of 
International Relations event, c. 1970 
• Photo of guests at a Library of International Relations 
event, two men at left and two women at center, c. 
1970 
• Photo of guests, four women and a man, near windows 
and low shelves at a Library of International Relations 
event, c. 1970 
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• Photo of Eloise ReQua (center) seated at table with 
three men, c. 1970 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua and two men between library 
shelves in the Library of International Relations, each 
holding reading materials, c. 1970 
• Photo of two men between library shelves in the 
Library of International Relations, each holding reading 
materials, c. 1970 
• Photo of two men at desk covered with reading 
materials in the Library of International Relations, c. 
1970 
      
55 5 Other photographs  1928-1958 
• Photo of passengers on the M.Y. Stella Polaris North 
Cape Cruise, with envelope, 1928 
• Photo of Susan Eloise (Gallup) ReQua on the deck of 
the Stella Polaris, George Fallon at right, 6/21/1928 
• Photo of Cinci Giachetti in tweed suit, in front of low 
stone wall in Rome, 4/16/1932 
• Photo of a teenage boy and two children holding 
horses’ halters in front of stable, “Charlie Chapin’s 
young people / Rancho Santa Fe Cal. / Xmas 1958”, 
1958 
 
55 6 Other photographs   n.d. 
• Photo of three teenagers on a beach with chairs and 
umbrellas in background, “Fairly good of Vance”, n.d. 
• Photo of Eloise ReQua (left) with two women near a 
bronze bust, n.d. 
• Photo of wedding in church, Eloise ReQua in pew at 
front left, n.d. 
• Photo of bride and groom with priest, “To Eloise with 
our regards and affection Jane and Zan”, n.d. 
 
55 7 Photographic reproductions   
• Photographic reproduction of Eloise ReQua in white 
dress on lawn, “With Gallup Ela pictures, Wisconsin”, c. 
1910 
• Photographic reproduction of portrait of Eloise ReQua 
seated in front of floral background, c. 1924 
• Photographic reproduction of Eloise ReQua (left) and 
unknown girl, in white dresses, standing in front of 
building, c. 1927 
• Photographic reproduction of Eloise ReQua (left) and 
Guido Fontana on the lawn of the Villa Cristina, 1929  
• Photographic reproduction of Eloise ReQua seated in 
white chair with cat “Tiggie” on her lap, c. 1950 
• Photographic reproduction of Eloise ReQua cleaning a 
table in the Library of International Relations, c. 1950 
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• Photographic reproduction of Eloise ReQua seated in 
her living room with cat, Tiggie, 1951 
• Photographic reproduction of Eloise ReQua (left) with 
man at right, man and woman at left, at an outdoor 
event, c. 1960 
• Photographic reproduction of Eloise ReQua (right) 
seated in front of a desk, man behind desk at center, c. 
1970 
 
Series VI. Clippings, 1911-1962, .10 linear ft 
 
55 8 Clippings  1911-1938 
• “Real Mission Work Recited By Women,” 4/26/1911 
• “Bryn Mawr Faculty to Get 50 per Cent Increase”, 
1/1920 
• “The Majesty of the Matterhorn”, Chicago Tribune 
Pictorial Weekly, 1/18/1920 
• “Bryn Mawr Graduate Denies Charge as Far as Her 
Alma Mater Is Concerned”, The New York Times, 
4/4/1920 
• “Pierre Loti, Noted French Author, Dies”, 1923 
• “Ann Douglas Sedgwick”, 8/1928 
• “Heroes of Two Nations Honored At Arlington”, The 
Washington Post, 5/31/1929 
• “Chicago Society Woman Granted Divorce”, (Mildred 
Wetten) 1930 
• “A.H. Wetten’s Daughter Gets Secret Divorce”, 1930 
• “Mildred Wetten Gets Divorce From Ingersoll”, 1930 
• “Hairpin Clue Gives Divorce to Mrs. Mildred Ingersoll”, 
2/27/1930 
• League of Nations Chronicle, 6/1934 
• Williams’ Record Class, Vol. 3 No. 1, 6/1934 
• Book review by Eloise ReQua, “Economic Handbook of 
the Pacific Area”, League of Nations Chronicle, 
7/29/1934 
• Book review by Eloise ReQua, “The Italian Corporative 
State”, League of Nations Chronicle, 9/1934 
• Junior League Topics, Vol. 10 No. 5, 3/1937 
• Junior League Topics, Vol. 11 No. 2, 11/1937 
• Junior League Topics, Vol. 11 No. 3, 12/1937 
• “It is difficult to realize that two such young and 
attractive women…”, (Wheeler school luncheon) 
Chicago Tribune, 1/17/1938 
• Junior League Topics, Vol. 11 No. 8, 5/1938 
• “Two Centuries of Illinois History”, Graphic Section, 
Chicago Sunday Tribune, 9/18/1938 
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55 9 Clippings  1940-1962 
• “Information Please”, Alumnae News, 6/1940 
• “Bryn Mawr Alumnae Give Tea in Home Of Mrs. J.F. 
Manierre”, 9/20/1940 
• “The Sun Salutes Eloise ReQua”, The Chicago Sun, 
8/7/1943 
• Christmas ad from Carl and Elinor Zeigler, The 
Chicago Sun, 12/25/1945 
• “Eloise ReQua Named Library Consultant”, Trade 
Winds, 10/22/1946  
• “F.V. Field Defies Court, Gets 90 Days”, The Chicago 
Sun-Times, 7/6/1951 
• “Tells Why He Resigned As Pacific Researcher”, The 
Chicago Sun-Times, 9/27/1951 
• “’Youngster’ Yates From 9th District Has Respect Of 
Congress Veterans”, The Chicago Sun-Times, 
2/3/1952 
• “Pacific Institute Back in Business”, 6/9/1953 
• ““I’m China Lobby,” Kohlberg Asserts”, 7/28/1954 
• “Ex-Chicagoan Excels As His Excellency’s Wife” 
(Paula Wilms Henderson), 1/14/1956 
• “Folksy Publisher of Villager Is 82”, The New York 
Times, 1/29/1956; note from Ruth Savord to Eloise 
ReQua, 1/29/1956 
• “Imagine the surprise of Miss Doreen Patricia Doyle…” 
10/1956 
• “Mariana Field Engaged To West Coast Attorney”, The 
Chicago Sun-Times, 9/26/1962 
 
55 10 Clippings  n.d. 
• “Thompson Is Assailed By Oxford Man”, by Durand 
Smith, n.d. 
• “The fete which a number of Chicagoans will attend at 
Bryn Mawr…”, n.d. 
• “Pretty little Eloise ReQua who usually comes up to the 
Snows…”, n.d.  
• “Washington Society”, n.d. 
• “Society News” (ReQuas), n.d. 
• “Lieut. James S. Harvey Jr…” (Miss Catherine ReQua 
Bryant), The Chicago Tribune, n.d. 
• “Haven ReQuas to Be Christmas Hosts”, n.d. 
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Series VII. Audiovisual Materials, 1931, .21 linear ft 
 
 
56 1 16mm films  c. 1931  
• 1 reel of 16mm film: Eloise ReQua and male friend 
canoeing through Cypress Gardens in Charleston, SC., 
1931 
• Kodak Safety Film box addressed to Eloise ReQua 
from Mrs. G.H. Scribner, n.d.  
 
56 2 16mm films  c. 1931 
• 1 reel of 16mm film: Footage of scenery around 
Summerville, SC, 1931 
• Kodak Safety Film box addressed to Eloise ReQua 
from Mrs. G.H. Scribner, n.d. 
 
Separations (.5 linear feet) 
 
57 1 Mary C. Wheeler School Class of 1920 Yearbook  1920 
 
57 2 Chicago Council on Foreign Relations 1955 World  
  Understanding Award, 5/10/1956  1956 
 
57 3 Eloy Alfaro International Foundation 1962 Certificate  1962 
 
57 4 Eloy Alfaro International Foundation miniature medal  1964 
 
57 5 IIT Chicago-Kent Special Service Award, 1986  1986 
 
58 1 Pine needle pillow with tag, 1925  1925 
 
58 2 Photograph: Eloise ReQua in flowered dress, looking right, 
  1940   1940 
 
58 3 Photograph: Eloise ReQua in flowered dress, looking  
  forward,1940  1940 
 
58 4 Photograph: Eloise ReQua in flowered dress, looking  
  forward and turned slightly right,1940  1940 
 
58 5 Organizing Committee of the Third Pan American Games  
  Certificate of Merit, 1959  1959 
 
58 6 Citation for Distinguished Service to World Understanding  
  through the Founding and Directing of the Library of  
  International Relations, 4/28/1962  1962 
 
58 7 City Council of Chicago Certificate of Merit, 1973  1973 
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58 8 Chicago Medal of Merit, 10/5/1973  1973 
 
58 9 Award for Outstanding Contribution to International  
  Understanding, n.d.  n.d. 
 
 
 
 
